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FOR°EWORD 

~ ., i 

During the last four' decades ·the revolutionary e:x:pa:nsion and outsta:ndine 
progress of electric and electronic applications o·ther than for comrmmieation · 
purposes has raised at an increasing rate problems of mutual coe:d'stence be
tlueen potentially interfering appa.rata and sensitive "low leval devices"~ 

In this context, "Zow level devicas" CI.X'e .to be imdel"f;itood as botn elect-pan 
ic dmfices and tiving or.gar,iBms. · FQr ·the men-Honed coedste11.ee an agp_v07t'I?'t'a:ff$ 
tJord ·1-.as been introduced recently: eZeatromagnetic ao1rrpatib1:Uty31 .. ar• EMC-.... "'.: 
(W0bster ncords: 11compatib"le [F. denv. of L. fO"if!at~. Sae C'o~aas-lon'J; C:~a. 
bZ.e of coe:r:isting with harmony". lloweve1'., the dligina'l Zatin i;11;,o ~•donrpat-tor--;,. 
aompassu.e sum, compatil' mea,'1..8 "suffe1' together wifh. somebody"". tlt'e;f.'efom n.ot 
including any concept of harmony). · 

Inc:reasing attention h.as been and is being dei.11:rted to thia ne«t interdisci.;., 
pZina.ry science, requiring a Zot of d1:fferent aompetenaies:· in ecc.eetroni'cs-."" . 
elec:tromagnetism, various biological and medi,cetl · branches,. and q:f;ne;tl!'s.. · 

• Numerous laboratories wbrldiJide a.re wo:i>l<ing ·in the EMC fieul,. eithe.r.> fo,l-lo!!!_ 
ing a meditated choice or as the consequence of promot1:on by inte1'1iatiori.a'l a:nt1· 
national bodies, such as CCIR~ CISPRJ IEC, URSI. WHO; EBU and OIET in Eu.rope; 
CNR and ISS in Ita7,y. . . 

Results are reaUy encOUl'ag-~ng and they ax'e forwa"fded-eithex-- to the above· 
bodies, tJhen they meet in their assemb"Ues, oi> to more specific;- symposia:,. vefL. 
uuz::t"ty organized in va:!:'icn.LS pa:rts of Europe arid America. . 

In Februa:t"f:{ 1979 ;l..Lul. FREQUENZA announced 't specia7, issue on EMC. 1,Jh1:ah hap_ 
pens to appear in the f-;rs-t; yeax- of its new international aspec·t .. Fie hope to 
contribute by this issue to a better knowledge of EMC and to ''obtain more work 
ers in the vineyard" in this Country and abroad. -

The articles contained testify the interest in EMC in some universities, 
and in public and industrial laboratories, pa.rtiauZarly in Italy. The materiaZ 
was s;;l;divided in ~o parts, concerning living organisms and electronic de
-;J-',,ces respec~iveiy, e=h one being introduced by a specific review paper.-=:._____: 

The papers of the two par.ts have been coZZected and selected by the Guest'· 
Editors Paolo BeI'l1.0.I'di and Claudio Egidi, to whom ALTA FREQUENZA expresses · 
sincere thanks and appreciation. 

The Editorial Boa.rd 

ALTA FRE:QUENZA 
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INVITED. PAPER 

Bio-electromagnetic research: 
review of ~ome important aspects 
Paolo Bernardi 
ISTITUTO DI ELETTRONICA, UNIVERSITA DI ROMA 
Guglielmo D' Ambrosio . 
ISTITUTO ELETTROTECNICO, UNIVERSITA DI NAPOLI 

Abstract. The growing use of equipment and systems which irradiate electro

magnetic .CEM) energy has increased the importance of the study of the biol~ 
gical effects produced by interaction of EM waves with humans. 

This paper surveys the principal areas of research which have been de

veloped in various countries of the world over the recent years, the problems 

still to be solved, and the most important results obtained. 
Particular attention is given to the present activity and the progress 

of research in Italy. 

~. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years the interest in the biologi
cal effects of Nan-ionizing Radiation (NIR) has 
been in continual development all over the world. 

There are many factors which have determined 
this growing interest. Above all the awareness of 
these effects is essential in assessing potential 
electromagnetic (EM) health hazards and in prate;: 
ting bath occupationally exposed operators and the 
general public from the pollution produced by the 
increasing use of EM systems. ·---... 

The technological development has in fact in
troduced, together with the more traditional uses 
of EM waves in radio and tel.ecorrmunication systems 

. for civil and military applications and with.the 
radar techniques developed from the end of the 
2nd World War, new uses of· E~ emitting equipment. 
Today this equipment is spreading [1] into the i~ 
dustrial processes of heating, drying, sizing and 
melting of various types of materials, in diagno
·stic and therapeutic medical applications, in do
mestic uses such as cooking food and surveillance, 
in satellite telecommunications,in radioastronomy 
and radiometeorology. 

In addition, new applications of EM techni
ques are in the development stage, such as cancer 
treatment by hyperthermia [2], Radio-Frequency 
treatments in agriculture [3], insect control with 
out chemical contamination [4], high-power micro-
wave beam transmission [ 5, 6] • 

The systems listed have not only expanded in 

number, b,ut also in the levels of power produced: 
there are systems in operation today which work 
with po,iers of the order of thousands of megawatts 

I 61. 
Also in the field of the conventional trans

mission lines of electric energy (at 50 or 60 Hz), 
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tre modern tendency to utilize increasingly higheJ 
voltages (1000 and 1500 ·kv) creates the problem 
of a more detailed knowledge of the.interaction 
phenomena in this frequency range [ 7] • 

These circumstances, together with a renewed int~ 

rest of society in problems of an ecological cha
racter and the awareness of the necessity to sui.
tably control the consequences of technological 
development have,·on one side, developed scienti
fic interest in the problem and, on the other, 
have induced the authorities of various countries 
to issue laws or regulations which establish level~ 
which are not to be exceeded if working activity 
is to be rendered safe in the presence of radiati~g 
equipment, and the health of the public in generai 
is to be safeguarded. 

As far as the scientific aspect is concerned~ 
research has been particularly developed and diff~ 
sed since the end of the sixties. The results of 
this research were discussed in numerous internatfo. 
nal congresses and published in scienti fie li tera
ture. 

Among the most recent and important congresses 
we can quote those on "Biological Effects and Heal th 
Hazard of Microwave Radiation", Warsaw, October 
1973 [8]; the New York Academy of Science's Confe
rence on "Biological EffJcts of Nonionizing Radia
tion",. New York, February 1974 [9]; the USNC/URSt 
Annual Meeeting, Amherst, October 1976 [10]; the 
Bioelectromagnetics Symposium, Seattle, June 1979 

[ 11], the International Microwave Power Institute 
(IMPI) Annual Symposium series. 

With regard to the scientific literature, a 
very extensive bibliography is included in some re
cent volumes [ 7, 14] . A selected survey of the work 
carried out in many countries during these past 

47 
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years has been put out by the International Union 
of Radio Science (URS!) who has devoted a chap
ter to "Bioeffects of Electromagnetic Waves" in 
the Review of Radio S6ience 1975-1977 (15). In ad
dition~ the Italian contributions during the same 
period (1975-77) h·ave been collected by the URS! 
Italian National Corrvnittee in a bibliography pre~ 
sently in press (46). 

In the field of the formulation of regulati
ons for the protection of people exposed to NIR, 
some initiatives at a European level are presently 
being carried out. • •,, · 

The World Health Organization is conducting 
a research program in this field in its European 
Regional Office. The long-term objectives of this 
program are to assist governments in protecting 
both occupationally exposed operators and the ge
neral public from adverse effects of N!R. The 
short-term objectives are to promote·studies on 
the health effects )lf ·various-- types of NIR and to 
review existing laws 1:md reg_ulations on the -sub- . 
ject, making proposals for their improvement. One 
of the objectives of this program is to publish. 
in 1980, a •Manual. on Nonionizing_ Radiation Prate!:_ 
tion" of which some·chapters are already available 
on certain frequency ranges; An outlino_ of the ma
nual, together with a list of the chapters already 
published is ~iven in [_16]_. 

The Commission of·the European Communities is 
at present developing a program proposal on the 
Biological Effects of NIR. Four principal areas 
o.f research have. been defined and corresponding 
working groups have b'een established: optical ra
diation with emphes;i:s'on u!travio:J.e.t radiation and 
lasers; nono~tical electromagnetic radiation incl;!_ 
ding- microwaves,. radiofrequerrcies and extremely 
low freqqenci.ecs: static fields; and ultrasound. 

Italy, besides participating in the aforesaid 
activities, has recently. ·taken up two initiatives. 
The first concerns the constitution within the 
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR) of a Com
mission with the tzsk. of ~r-epa=-ii!~ a feasibility 
study for a finelized project on "elaboration of 
a set of regulations for.protecting people exposed 
to nonionizing electromagnetic fields", The second. 
concerns an hypothesis for a set of regulations in 
the field of protection .from radiofrequency and 
microwave radietions, elaborated by the Radiation 
Laboratory of the Istituto Superiore di Sanita 
[ 17] , 

Coming back to the .scientific aspect of bio
electromagnetic research,. it must be underlined 
that numerous studies have shown that the absorp
tion of electromagnetic energy by tissues can pro
duce, besides the more easily quantifiable thermal 
effects due to the dissipation of this energy, also 
biological effects, commonly classified as non-th~ 
rmal, directly associated to the EM field induced 
in tissues. For example;nechanisms of this type can 
be held to be responsible for alterations in the 
development and growth processes of organisms[12]. 
Some researchers have put forward the hypothesis 
of possible cumulative effects produced in organi
sms exposed to NIR, even if there is still no com
plete agreement among scientists on this point. 
Other open questions concern the hypotheses that 

4: 

electromagnetic radiations can alter the natural 
reactions of the organism to other types of stimu
li or that they can produce genetic alterations 
[ 13) • 

In general, as demonstrated in the literature 
mentioned, ~t can be observed that bioelectromagn~_ 
tic research falls into the two large sectors of 
dosimetry. oriented to the determination, withthe,2_ 
retical and experimental methods, of the energy a,2_ 
sorbed by the living subject. and in that concern
ing the study of biological effects,, at a. level of 
elementary constituents such as macromolecules and 
cells or~ more often, at a level of physiopatholo
gical rsact:rons in complex organisms. Among the 
numerous observations on this latter type we can 
point out thos.e re~ard,in~ sensorfi.?'1 p.erception and. 
visual alterations., tlie cent~al nervous sy,st;em and 
its behavior •.. the neuli"@:r3.ndocrine: sis,tem aAd,l:h~ 
cardiovascul'i;lr one~ herrii;ltol'.ogy c}nd !rr,munoloiw. 

In tha pn~ent_ worfl,'., a,fter the, parr,orama,· it:ven 
in this p<}ragrai,h 9'\ thia o.r.:!,!ltn, ll:,fic:t irciwth of :i;l'I- · 

terest i.11 tl'le mclltter·., some aspects.• ocF this ~tide. 
subject afe pinpointed,. 

In pax-tJ,c'u.lar. il'l' ~aragraph· 2,.. t.h~-: res1JUs- o:f'' 
observation of some sm,ecf.fir;: effectr,, ar.e. exam_:L,ned, 
and a general typ-e of' .bah,ivfiour of' biolcrg_icf.!-1 sy~ 
stems submitted to El'T radiet:ion is, evidenced:. 

In r;1~iri;3grapf1 3' tha p,rol:11.ems, o;-11' clos:tmetrt a-re 
-discussed. with emphail:t;s on the mutual int~racUona 
between_ source!:!. env:f:ronment,.and: l:tioJ.ogi;caJ; ob.J:ect., 
and then [paragraph 4] a brief' review o.f the 1:Jj:o·
electromi:l·gnet:i:c ·researcth, ·presently, be:f,.ng: ca1;r:t;ec:f 
out in-Ital1r·concludes .tile paper. 

{ --2. BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS.· 
'L. __ •. 

Many experimental data have been col:lected, 
especially in recent years, about biolog_j..cal effe
cts of EM waves, but the attention of researchers. 
was devoted mainly to unmodulated radiation and 
to particular frequency ranges, if .not t:o specif:l.c 
single frequencies (2.45 GHz) [1BJ. So :1,1 has to 
be pointed out that, despite the"large ,amount of· 
observations, a substantial• lack• of knowledge •re-···.• -
mains about frequency-dependent-phenomena (resonan 
cesl and modulation effects'.(*).. · •., ,, 

Another point, in our opinion, to be investi
gated more throughly is that concerning the cumula 
tive (or not) character of the various bioelectro: 
magnetic effects. When some of them appear to de
pend on the absorbed energy amount, regardless of 
its time distribution (power). one may . say that the 
biological effects observed, as a function of the 
integral of the absorbed power, exhibit a cumulat,! 
ve character. In some cases, quoted below, the ab,2_ 
ve behaviour was demonstrated, but in others the 
biological system exhibit recover~ aptitudes acting 
against the integrating one (20). 

In general, bioelectromagnetic interaction 
may be viewed as a. process involving different lo
gically subsequent stages [ 21] (Fig .1). The distri-

(*) Some results concerning experiments with pul
sed radiation are reported in this issu13 (19). 
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EM· Biol. 
lntnnal 

::l:--l1•1n, 
Field ~ourt·t"S 

~lagr I 
Distrib. 

Fig.1 Three stage 

bution of field and absorbed power into the biolog..!_ 
cal object can be considered as the response of the 

· first stagf!! of the system; the study of this stage 
is just a 1T1atter of engineering. _In this area valu~ 
ble results were obtained, also taking into account 
the influence of the environment and the coupling b!!. 
tween sources and the exposed object[ 22] • Given the 
internal field distribution, various thermal and 
non-thermal elementary effects occur locally (se
cond stage); but here, besides heat production, very 
little is known about other biophysical processes 
[ 23] • In any case the biological system reacts to 
local elementary effects with a series of physiopa
tological responses (third stage). 

As a matter of fact, due to the ignorance conceE_ 
ning the second stage of the logical chain outlined, 
the "biological effects", final output of the system, 
cannot be related to the (unknown) input of the third 
stage; they could be related, then, to the internal 
field' distribution ( second stage input), but in most 
literature they are simply presented together with 
the exposure conditions ( essentia!ly the first stage 
input) cir, at most, with the entire body's specific 
absorbed power (something midway between ~he first 

.. stage input and output)[ 18]. I; this situation, due 
to the complex interactionchainbetween exposure 
parameters and final biological effects, the exper..!_ 
mental findings generally cannot be related strictly 
to the primary input nor is it an easy matter to 
place them in a theoratical frame. 

Nevertheless; when there is a great amount of 
.data collected about the same phenomenon, it is pos
·sible to draw some "external characteristics";of 
the biological system, with regard to the observed 
,effect. In such cases resonable predictions can be 
made and some insight can also be gained. 

Among the many biological effects observed 
(regarding neurology, endocrinology, hematology, 

. and other medical sciences) reviewed in several ex
cellent papers (see for istance[15,20,24]Jiwewant 
·to recall here the influence of radiation o_n organi
•sms at the embrionic level. on reproductive organs, 
and on the lens of the eye. These subjects were exte~ 

· sively studied and rather precise overall relations 
between field parameters and observed phenomena were 
established. 

The exposure of pregnant female rats to radi~ 
tions at various frequencies[ 25, 26] produced severe 
malformations in fetuses like exencephaly, facial 
aplasia, anophtalmia, and various heart, kidney.and 
liver anomalies; but no general rule or conclusion 
could be drawn from these experiments[ 25]. Much more 
precise indications were obtained from microwave 
(2.45 GHz) exposureofchickembryos[27,28] .Besides 

.a gener~ inhibitory effect on the growth, it was •E_ 
served that, after irradiation,"cellular prolifer~ 
tion continued but differentiation did not; so that 
the development of structures, which had not begun 
to differentiate before irradiation, was suppressed". 
Another interesting finding was that certain organ 
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Biol. Biol. 
1'11~·~iopal. Lo,·al 

Syi,.tem. 
Elementary 

!".-~·~ttm. 
Responses ~tag~ 2 

Effects ~l•g~ :1 

interaation ahain. 

rudiments were removed from embryos which had b,een 
exposed to a mal forming quantity of mic_rowave radia
tion and were transplanted to non· irradiated embryos, 
they developed normally. This indicate·s that in deve 
lopment of local anornllies the whole biological sy-:_ 
stem may be involved. Such results were obtained both 
at high power levels and at low power levels. In the 
latter case the temperature of the embryo increased 
only a few degrees.The same heating (rise, level,and 
duration) iriduced by other means had no similar 
effects, This suggests that a non-thermal mechanism 
is responsible. , 

From results pertai~ing to various powe~ le
vels and exposure durations some other observations 
can be added. 
- At medium power···1evels([2BL table III)the onset 

of developmental anomalies (teratogenic effects_)·· 
occGr wh.en_a given absorbed energy amount (power, 
P, times exposure duration, lit) is reached. In 

I 
this putatively non-thermal effects region, a C.!:!_ · 
mulative behaviour is thus established, and on a 
(P,llt) plane the threshold line is represented 
by a hyperbola Pllt = canst. (Fig.2, solid line). 

- At low power levels (28), table IV) the biological 
system appears to be less s_ensitiiJe, the same energy 
is not sufficient, and more expos~ time is needed 
(Fig.2, dashed line). This behaviour is ~onsistent 
with the hypothesis of ~. threshold power level 
found in other experiments (24 J, (29}. 

High 
power 

.... region .. ., 
;< 
0 .... Medium 

power 
region 

Low 
power 
region 

Expo~ure time , A. t 

\ 
Fig.2 - Chiak embryo teratogenesis threshold;' in

diaative sketah. Solid line: Flit= aonst. 

- At high power levels([ 28], table Il, on the con
trary, the system appears more sensitive and the 
onset of teratogenesis occurs·at a lower time 
(and enacgy) then predicted by the hyperbolic 
law (Fig.2, dashed linel. Given the temperature 
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rises observed at these power levels, a thennal 
effect, acting either concomitantly or synergi
stically with the non-thermal ones, may be held 
as responsible. 

A quite similar picture can be drawn from ex
periments carried. out at an entomological level. 
A review of teratogenic effects of microwaves on 
Tenebrio molitor, together with new results. is 
given elsewhere in this issue [ 19). 
As regards the effects of NIR on reproductive or
gans, it can be said that no evidence of changes in. 
human fertility due to microwave exposure was found 
(20), but many experiments have been performed on 
laboratory animals and damage to the germinal epi
thelium of.seminiferous tubules was histologically 
observed, From experiments on dog testes scime po
wer-time threshold characteristics could be drawn; 
a behaviour similar to that occurring in microwave 
- induced teratogenic phenomena was established and. 
in part:1,cular-. a threshold power level ,,as eviden 
cad [ 24} • · ·· -

As_ regards the deveiopment of opacities (ca
taracts) in the lens following EM exposure, exten
sive re.search. was devoted to this subj_ect, and ma
ny experiments were carried

0

out on r<;1bbits and 
dogs at various- frequencies :tn the microwave ran
ge [20). At a given frequency, with a given expo
sure technique, again a safety po:~er level ,Jas 
found, at which no.effect appeared regardless of 
exposure duration, and a power-time beha·viour co
uld be·outlined (24]; as in the case of teratoge
nesis, in a certain range the effect appeared to 
depend on the integral energy dose (cumulativity). 

Some cormion features emerge fro~ the.above 
quoted experiments on differer.t biological objects. 
The power-time threshold characteristics, shown 
with detai.1.s in t!ie case of teratogenic phenomena, 
appear to reflect a general behaviour, and can be 
assumed at least as a working hypothesis when stu
dying various bioelectromagnetic interactions: a 
sub-threshold and low-power weak-effect region, a 
medium-power regian (where the essentially non
thermal effects depend strictly en the absorbed 
energy), and high-power strong-effects region. 
where the thermal injury plays an increasing role, 
can be assumed as a reference standard picture 
for experimental findings in various bioelectro
magnetic researches [ 19]. 

3. THEORETICAL ANO EXPERIMENTAL DOSIMETRY 

The interaction of EM fields with biological 
systems produces effects which can be classified 
and evaluated under different points of view ac
cording to the organizational level of the living 
system considered (molecular or cellular, single 
organ. entire o:-ga:-.ism). 

However, at the present state of knowledge, 
whatever the organizational level considered, it 
can be assumed [14] that the electromagnetic ene.E_ 
gy absorption constitutes the response of the fi·rst 
stage of the interaction chain shown in Fig.1. 

This effect, called by Czerski the "primary 
interaction", has therefore a fundamental impor
tance in the study of interaction and many resea..!: 
ches, both theoretical and experimental, are going 
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on for quantitatively establishing the link be
tween the sources of the EM field and the energy 
absorbed by tissues. These researches, generally 
classified as •dosimetricn researches, can be COL!, 

sidered as .not indispensable for the purpose of 
appraising physiopathological responses of an irra 

living system, if the pragmatic approach 
which directly connects (Fig .1) the cause ( the EM 
sou:-ces) with the effects. (physiological and/or 
pathological responses). is held to bl;! sufficient,, 

Such an approach has however do1..1btful aspects, 
both from a biological and an electromagnetic vi-. 
ewpoint. On one hand,. the knowledge of the power · 
absorbed is indispensable for research and· for 
understanding the basic mechanism of interaction. 
For instance, one o-r t.he major problems i,n thls 
area, as has been prev-iously ment:(oned, is ~hat at 
themom0nt we ,;ire not alWB)fF> abla ~Cl eva.l)uate if ab~ 
sortied i:iower :ts p1..1rery ittssi;J;tatei:f or H' other ' 
fieltt O'Hects may $1:Sor ·infl1i.1snce bio-lo,~c@J ~~,$terns,., 
. f'N)lll an eled~h, .. omag;netic point ov v:te1,1;~, it doa!l. 

·• :not always. seem poss,:tbls to consider e. r<1r.f:llc;11:in~ .. 
so,urce as an impre.sset:I' quantity. that t,r;; J~ndepen.~. · 
dent of' the S)t.stem W,1\t.l~, wh-:i.ch it; _;l.ntl$:!1'<>:);;1~S: •. 1,l·S: ;i',s 
shown :l:n the case !1:Iustrated in n11 .• 1·. 

Very often the inte.r~ction ml,!s.1'! be ;,ichemait:t;
zed in the more genera! form shown in F:ti, 3·a in 

· Which the environment(o.ther bod:f.es or SCgtt.eri,ng: 
surfaces placed neap/ the system Linder ax~mir,~tionJ• 
and the irradiated biological system infl.1.1ence 
each other and both irrteract with the sourcesf! 30! • 
In .this case-··(Fig;3al it does not ssem easy· to e-- .: 
stabl"ish-a-'link between the biolo&ical effect pro 
uuce~c_l a characterfatic qi.,antity of the EM' sour:" 
i::;_es, whUst it is always possible, in principle, 
to· est<lblish a link between the biolo~:tcaI effect 

. a) . 

Biological 
. ~.-......_. "-internal Field 

Dilltrihution 

b) 

F.M Sources 
Incident Biological In tern a I Fie Id 

+ 
Field 

Environment System Distribution 

c) 

EM Plane 
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Wave S~·,tem Distribution -
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Fig.3 - Types of interaatio~ conditions. 
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and the internal field distribution. 
In some cases the scheme in Fig .3a can be sim 

plified:for instance when the reaction of the bio
logical system-on the sources and on the environ
ment can be neglected (Fig.3b); in this case the_ 
exposure conditions are completely defined in terms 
of the EM field incident on the irradiated body, 
that is the field produced by the sources with the 
given environment in the region in which the body 
is situated, but in absence of the body itself. 

Very often, the research conducted up to now 
has been referred to particular exposure conditions, 
that is to conditions in which the bodies are si
uated in the far-field of the sources and are the
refore irradiated by EM plane waves (Fig.3c).With 
reference to t_hese particular conditions, an "ex
posure-rate" is defined,which e~presses the EM sou!: 
ces in terms of the power density incident on the 
pody. 

In the case of irradiation of bodies situated 
in the near-field of the sources, the exposurerate• loses significance and other parameters 
must be adopted to characterize the exposure conditions. Problems of this kind have been faced 
for bodies exposed to fields produced by apertures 
[31], by electric and magnetic dipoles [32,33],and 
by multimodal cavities [ 54~63). 

The dbse-rete concept (power absorbed per unit 
volume or mass) directly links the biological ef
fect to the power absorbed within the irradiated 
body. Standard dose-rates are usually defined both 
as "integral dose-rate", that is the power absor
bed by the entire biological body, and as "dose-r~ 
te distribution", that is the power absorbed per 
unit volume (or mass J at a location in the biolo
gical body f 31]. 

In addition to the exposure safety standard, 
the concept of "emission_standard" has been intro
duced into the study of electromagnetic interaction J 34] • This concept has been used to characterize 
particular exposure conditions, different from 
those defin,ed by the exposure-rate, as occurs for 
example in the case of humans exposed to leakage 
pf typical ~ sources (particularly microwave ovens). 

The theoretical research carried out in the 
dosimetric field over the,-last years has been con
siderable. Various types of geometric models [sph~ 
re, cylinder, spheroid and ellipsoid, homogeneous 
and stratified) of man and his organs have been exam.:!:_ 
ned and, by means of various methodologies, the relati
on between absorbed power (total and distributed) and 
,incident power has been .calc_ulated. A review of the 
most recent work carried out in this field is in
cluded in [ 15]. 

It can be observed that the greatest part of 
the dosimetric research neglects the effects of the 
environment on the interaction, that is it neglects 
the mutual interaction between sources, environment and irradiated bodies [Fig. 3a). A different approach 
is faced in a work which appears in this issue 
in whiG,.;'l, using a simplified model, the power ab
sorbed by an irradiated object is found, taking 
into account the reciprocal influences of source, 
environment and biological body [22]. 

Experimental research in the dosimetric field 
has as an objective the quantification of the EM 
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field induced in subjects exposed to radiations, 
and requires that both the fields in the environ
ment and within the tissues be measured. Measure
ments of external electromagnetic fields for gerl.=: 
ral exposure conditions, that is in the presence 
of uncharacterized electromagnetic fields, multi-_ 
path components and reactive near-field components, 
have been conducted with isotropic spatial respon
se probes. This was obtained by arranging three 
dipoles [electric or magnetic) in an orthogonal 
array, finding the signal of each dipole by a de
tector with square-law response and adding up the 
three signals found. With this technique the result 
is a signal proportional to the energy density (e
lectric or magnetic) of the inciderit field [ 35, 36]. 
Problems connected to the precision of these meas~
rements, such as: low scattering characteristics 
jf probes, types of detectors, high-impedance leads. 
are discussed in [37]. 

Measurements of the field distribution and 
associated power absorption within biological sp~_ 
cimens present a series of complicated problems._ 
Since the electric field probes must be inserted 
directly into the body, they must have an appro
priate shape so as not to disturb the vital func
tion of the organ considered. From an electroma
gnetic viewpoint, besides the need for a good spa-· 
tial resolution, there are the problems of field 
perturbation caused by probes and by leads used 
to conduct the signal outside the body,and that 
of the effects on the measurements caused by a 
medium with spatially inhomogeneous electrical 
constitutive parameters. 

Techniques for overcoming these difficulties_ 
have been recently examined.Measurement techniques 
for antennas in dissipative media are discussed 
in [38]; in this paper an experimental environment 
large enough to approximate an infinite dissipati •• 

ve medium is considered. The conditions that must 
be satisfied if electric field probes in a dissi
pative medium are to have a response independent 
of the electrical constitutive parameters are di
scussed in [39], whilst a study of various types 
of electric probes with a particular geometry [e
lectrically short, resonant. bate or insulated) is 
given in [ 40] • 

Thermal probes and thermography have been
used to determine average absorbed power densi
ties and electric fields within biological speci-: 
mens [ 41,43) • A review of thermographic technique~ 
for the measurement of absorbed power in phantom 
tissue models and animal carcasses is given in 
[ 44] . 

Finally, a technique for determining the ele~ 
tric field within a biological sample, based on a 
remote-sensing method} has been discussed [45]. 
The method consists of imbedding an isolated diode 
in the biological sample and assessing the local 
field by measuring the amplitudes of the intermo
dulation spectrum re-radiated by the diode exposed 
to a dual-frequency illumination. 
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4. BIOELECTROMAGNETIC RESEARCH IN ITALY 

After the pione~r•s work that can be recko
ned back to the Galvani's experiments of about two 
centuries ago on frogs (1791) and more recently 
to the Cazzamalli's observations about radio waves 
and brain activity interactions (1925)[47] ,a spo
radic activity was initiated before the second 
world war. In recent years, related to· the gene
rally growing interest in bioelectromagnetic in- · 
teraction phenomena.a coordinated work has been 
undertaken in various Universities and Research 
Institutes, giving rise to a number of contribu
tions, listed in (46]. 

Besides the more traditional work in the opt2:_ 
cal region of the nonionizing radiations spectrum, 
the research activity on the biological effects of 
the electromagnetic fields, from ELF up to milli
metric waves, has developed in different directions 
which, however, can be framed according to the in
teraction scheme of Section 2 (Fig.1). 

Theoretical work pertaining to the first sta
ge(from electromagnetic sources to field distribu
:tion inside the biological object) is being _carried 
out at the Universities of Bari (coupling between. 
sources and exposed subjects [62] and Rome (influ
ence of the environment on power deposition in man 
[ 22, 56] , and temperature distr.ibution in irradia
ted biological bodies [48]. The attention devoted 
at the University of Florence to the modelling of 
the human thorax, for diagnostic purposes can be 

· considered in the same,area [49]. Field measurement 
problems are being studied_ at the Istituto di Ri
cerca sulle Onde Elettromagnetiche (Florencel[50], 
at t~a Istituto Superiore di Sanita (Romel[51], at 
the Istituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale Galileo Fer
~aris (Turin)[ 52], and at Aeritalia (Turin)[ 53]; 
while researches on the whole body exposure and 
dosimetry techniques are being_done at the Univer
sity of Naples [54] and microwave spectroscopy of 
biological substances is being carried out at the 
Laboratorio per i Circuiti Elettronici (Genoal[55]. 

Iri connection with the second stage of the 
scheme of Fig.1 theoretical and experimental works 
at the Universi t·ies of Genoa [ 57] and Palermo [ 58] 
are being carried out. 

Observation of physiopathological responses 
of living systems (final output in fig.1) is the 
basis of researches carried out at the Universities 
of Florence (blood sedimentation rate [59]·, Naples 
(insect teratogenesis [19])~ and Pavia (radio fre
quency -induced arrhythmia [ 60] l; at the Isti tuto 
di Ricerca sulle Dnde Elettromagnetiche (enzimatic 
activity [61] ); and at the Istituto Superiors di 
Sanita (iron metabolism in animals [64] ). Among 
these must be quoted the researches done in the 
ELF range by the Ente Nazionale per l'Energia Ele.!:_ 
hica (ENEL)[ 65]. 

This sketch, although not complete, is inten
ded to give an idea of the various trends of bioe
lectromagnetic research in Italy. 

\ 

Manuscript received on January 22, 1980. 
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Quantifyng the hazard of f ieldRman 
interaction in electrically shielded enclosures 
Paolo Bernardi, Guglielmo D'lnzeo, Franco Giannini, Roberto Sorrentino 
ISTITUTO DI ELETTRONICA, UNIVERSITA DI ROMA 

Abstraat: Both the average value and the distribution of the specific absorption 
rate (SAR) are calculated for biological tissue irradiated in an electrically 
shielded enclosure. In this ~ase the power radiated by the source and the power 
absorbed by the body depend on the positions of the source and the body with 
respect to the enclosure; consequently, the exposure-rate concept cannot be used 
to quantify the hazard. 

A new method is therefore proposed to evaluate the hazard of the interaction 
inside an enclosure. The method refers the power absorbed by the body to that ab
sorbed in a reference structure. Calculations have been made in the frequency ra!:!_ 
ge of 100 MHz, in which maximum power absorption occurs for humans; furthermore the 
wavelenghts in this frequency range are comparable .with the dimensions .of civil 
or industrial enclosures where electromagnetic (EM) sources are normally instal
led. Finally, some parameters have been introduced to evaluate the hazard when 
the interaction takes place within a shielded enclosure. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The most relevant parameter of the hazard of 
the interaction between electromagnetic (EM) fie
lds and biological bodies seems to be the Specific 
Absarption Rate (SAR: .power absorbed per unit mass 
of the body). This quantity is related univocally 
to the power density incident on the body only 
when the latter is in free-space and a uniform 
plane wave is incident on it (plane-wave, free-sp~ 
ce irradiation conditions). For a given body, the 
relationship between SAR and incident power densi
ty is only dependent on the frequency and the field 
polarization with re~pect to the body orientation. 
Such a relationship makes it possible to use extr~ 
polation methods [· 1] for comparing different radia
ting fields producing the same average SAR in dif
ferent bodies (e.g., an animal and a human). Many 
studies have dealt with the problem of relating 
the SAR to the incident ~ower density [1~3,9,1 •] 
and the quantification itself of the hazard is 
given in terms of the incident pm,er density 
(mW/cm 2 J. 

In pratical cases, however, bodies are exposed 
to more complex EM field, e.g. to the near field 
of apertures and/or in the presence of reflecting 
surfaces. In such cases, it is always possible to 
define the incident EM field (field in the absence 
of\the body) as well as the incident power flux, 
but the relation between SAR and incident power 
flux not only depends on a great number of parame
ters other than the frequency and the field polar1_ 

zation, but is often also indeterminate (consider 
a body exposed to a purely standing wave), As in 
the usual irradiation conditions, when, inside an 
enclosure, workers are exposed to the EM field of 
industrial heating appar~tus, the only meaningful 
parameter apt to quantify the hazard is the SAR. 

The scope of this work is to study a model 
which, b~sides stressing the inadequacy of the 
incident power flux concept, makes it possible to 
quantify the SAR for bodies irradiated inside en
closures. Though simplified, the EM model adopted 
stresses the main features of the interaction in 
enclosures. Moreover, to deal with the problem of 
quantifying the hazard, in view of the many para
meters on which the interaction depends, a suitable 
reference structure is introduced. This structure 
is such that, under proper conditions, the SAR of 
a body is the same wherever it is placed inside it, 
regardless of the distance from the source. Hence 
it is possible to introduce suitable coefficients 
which allow the hazard of the actual conditions of 
interactions to be\quantified in terms of the refe 
rence structure. 

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL ANO FIELD SOLUTION 

The interaction between an EM source and a 
biological body, when both placed inside an enclo
sure 1-1ith reflecting walls, is studied using the EM 
model sketched in Fig. 1. The source of the EM 
field is schematised by an impressed current den-

(*) Work partially supported by the Consiglio NazJonale delle Ricerche. 
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, . 
b rb<er 

l J; (•~) biological sample 

0 • 
0 I ... d d•• I 

Fig. la - Biological sampte i'l'radiated in an etec
tricatty shielded enclosure 

r~_• __ r J-;(:-~).....,. -bio-lo111-·ca1-sam-pl•_ 

*n 
Fig. 1b Biological sample irradiated in the re-

ferer.ce structure. 

sity d;. =·~ Ji,. (>c:,Zl"Xo Jiy fx.il 'iaying in a plarie 
treflsvei;-sS.e to the z-cU.rection. For simpUcitll.• the 
current source, >.as well as the whole structure, :i.s 
suppciS:edi fl'ldepeftaent . of th.e. )rdirection '. .· 

tf'i~l;l:talcigir;al body is represented .by a plane 
layer of liomag?lneous 111uscle tissue ha\11.ng a frequen · 
cy dependent comp'i'~x perm:tttivif; of the form - · 

Ee= E:1 ~· jEz = _£_+ f; +. •~ ~-
. jlll£.o Cl> .'fr 1 • j~•i 

(l} 

where e:
0

. is the vacuum dielectric constant, cr is 
the steady state conductivity of the biological 
tissue and e;., is the perrnittiu'ity at sui'ficien'l:ly 
high frequencies for.the orientolticinal polarization 
to have disappeared. 

The abcve i!!xpressfon is an·. ext ens.ion ·of the 
we.ll, kncwn Oebye· dis.pers.ion - ·formuia. Ta~ the cam
;:ua,c per-mittiv;f.ty of a lossy dieletric and .. allows, 
by suitably ctroos:l;ng the. values of• .a;. and T; • a 
g,!lod approximation of the values e: 1 , e: 2 of a muscle 
tis.sue in a frequency range two decades wide. 

Table 1 g.ives the values of ai and T;. fat the 
5-500 MHZ frequen~y range, together with a compa
risci7 between the val.ue-s computed thra.ugJ7 Ll) and 

those estimated frnm data published by Johnson et 
al. [ 1]. 

TABLE 1 

6' • 0.57 S/m £.c:o • as 

CX1• 230 t:1 = 3 .. 83x10-8 sec: 

eta• 74 'C'2 • 2..t9x10-9 sec: 

CC.3• as ~3 • t .S1x10-10 see 

, 
C:1 i!ra 

MHz 
~d litel"ature =;>uted li:eratv-e 

5 a1e 210 2167 2335 

10 156 ISO 1116 1132 

:20 148 129 578 539 

30 118 110 «)O 374 

40 109 98 312 310 

so S5 83 225 225 

.so 84 74 179 186 

100 7B 71 150 ISO 

200 57 57 8.5 112 

300 51 54 62 84 

400 4~ 52 51 65 

500 I 45 51 44 52 

I 

56 

Finally, the room where the interaction takes 
place is represented by a cavity with perfectly 
conducting walls. The possibility has been t:onsi- .· 
dered of a dissipative dielectric slab set against 
the wall facing the source, in order to account 
for the imperfect conductivity of actual ericlosu-
res, 

Once the model of Fig .1 has been established~ 
the EM field in the structure can be calculated 
following the procedure indicated ip [ 7]. 

We shall limit our attention, without basi
cally changing the problem, to the El'! fieict which 
is TM with respect to the z~direction1 this means 
that we shall consider only the field radiated by 
the x component of the current exitation. Under 

· this assumption, the o.n)'.y, non-zero· component.. of 
· the magnetic field • . 1-\r •. :Jls, gi,ven by 

. .. ~y-~ ttit,fz) cos ~ x' 
•-II ·b ' 

..,. 

G..,(z/z') is the Green fwmc'doh or the struct~Jre,~ 
The non-zero e-f'ielct components. s_

1
, Ei:: •. aJre then: 

eas:Uy obta~ned througl·, f;z,J, and. l'laxweU "a equations:., 
· The avaluat:1.an of the quantit:i.es which. are relrwar:it 
to the seifQty problem, ~!i!Ch as the po1eit,nr r.adiated; 
by the source, the SAR d.fa.tribution and its avera-·. 
ge value is straightforwar,d. 

!t should be noted that, for a given source, 
.the SAR is a function of several parameters, such. 
as t'he frequency,. the size, of the• body model,,, the: 
distance source-model, the positions of the source 
and of the model within the cavity, the dimensi:ons 
of the cavity, and the characteristics of the ab
sorbing layer. 

Therefore,: the ·evaluation· of the hazard;·· 
when- the interaction takes place in a ·shielded en
closure, appears to be very complicated.even if a 
roug~ly simplified EM model is adopted. 

To overcome this difficulty, it seems to be 
useful to define some quantities which characte
rize the hazard of the interaction in terms of a 
suitable reference structure such that SAR be in
dependent of some of the above parameters. 

Let us consider the guiding structure of 
Fig.1b, which is obtained from that of Fig •. 1a by 
eliminating any reflection from the walls at z=t 
and z=a. Let us firstly suppose that the source can 
excite only one modei in such a case it is easy to 
verify that, provided the frequency is greaterthan 
the cut-off frequency, the power.absorbed inside 
the biological slab does not depend on the distan~ 
ce between the slab and the source. Consequently, 
the SAR for a given amplitude of current excitation 
is a function only of the frequency. 

More in general,: when the current distribution 
excites an infinite set of modes, the power absor
bed at a given frequency will still be independent 
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of the sla·b-source distance, provided this distan
ce is sufficient. to make the amplitude of the EM 
field due to the evanescent modes negligible. In 
other words the power absorbed within the tissue 
model plabed in the reference structure of Fig.lb 
depends only on the frequency, provided any reac' 
tive coupling between the source and the slab is 
avoided. 

Once the average power density absorbed in 
the reference structure has been calculated, the 
evaluation of the radiation hazard in actual condi 
tions of the interaction, may obtained introducing 
the ratio: 

r= 
Average SAR in the actual structure 
Average SAR in the referen·ce structure 

where both the numerator and the denominator are 
calculated for the same current excitation. 

The importance of evaluating the absorbed 
power in terms of a reference situation is that 
it allows any dosimetry in actual conditions of 
interaction to be reduced to the only one in the 
reference structtire. In other words, once the 
hazard levels have been evaluated, theoretically 
or experimentally, for a given source in referen
ce conditions,. it is easy to deduce the hazard 
levels in actual conditions of interaction. The 
parameter "r" may therefore be regarded as a coe_i 
ficient which accounts for the hazaid increase (or decrease) due to enclosure, to the proximity of 
the source,and to the positions of the body and of 
the source inside the cavity. 

It should be noted, however, with reference 
to an actual situation where a human is exposed to
an EM field within, e.g., an industrial shed, that 
the position of the man is a tipically variable 
quantity, and the power absorbed depends on his 
position. It is therefore useful to define a para
meter, independent of the man·•s position, which 
characterizes the hazard in terms of the maximum 
power the man can absorb by varying his position 
within the cavity. 

This lead_s to the definition of a parameter 
characterizing the hazard of the surroundings (ca
vity+ source) as the maximum value of r attained 
by varying the position of the body within the ca
vity: 

'r1 = mc1x { r} 
d 

For given electrical characteristics of the 
source (current distribution and frequency), this 
parameter is a function of the source position i!:!. 
side the cavity. When installing EM radiating 
equ+pment in a shielded enclosure, . it is possible, 
08Ce the coefficient r 1 has been evaluated, to de
termine the better location for the equipment in 
order to minimise the hazard for the workers. 

Finally, since the hazard also depends on the 
electrical and geometrical properties of the enclE_ 
sure where the source-man interaction occurs, it 
seems convenient to.characterize the hazard due to 
the enclosure, with reference to a given source, 
through the maximum value attained by r 1 by vary
ing the• location of the source: 

r 2 max fr1} 
z' 

This parameter, which is merely a function of 
the frequency, is simply the ratio between the ma.! 
!mum value of the average SAR in the actual struc
ture and the average SAR in the reference conditi
ons. 

This parameter may be_regarded as the hazard 
coefficient of the shielded enclosure. 

3. NUMERICAL RESUliS ANO DISCUSSION 

The method described has been used to compute 
the EM field, the average S.I\R and its distribution. 
inside the b+ologiaal tissue in the structure in 
Fig.1. As the ~ource of the EM field we.have choo
sen an impressed current density in order to exci
te only the TM 10 mode. This current density, omit
ting the time dependence exp(jwt), is expressed b~:' 

'!TX Jix (x,zl = Io cos b o(z - z') (Sl 

t < z' .,..... 'd-- ,·· where o is the Dirac.delta function 
and I0 = 1 A/min all the computations made. This 
cu~rent-distribution makes it possible,on the one 

.h~nd, to stress the major phenomena connected with 
the.irradiation of a biological body inside a shi
elded enclosure. On the other hand, (5) does not 
appear to be too restrictive, since it may be con
sidered as a single spatial harmoni9 (for·m~1) of 
a current distribution having a generic x depende_!! ce. 

' ..... According to the discussicin'in the, previous · 
section, only. frequencies above the. TM 1.0 mode cut
off will be considered. In order to have an idea 
of the power absorbed by a haman in actual condi
tions of interaction, we assume that a=Bm, b=3m 
(dimensions of the cavity) and s=0.25 m (thickness 
of the btolcigical tissue). It is obviously a rough 
appr9ximation to consider a man occupying the whole 
height of the enclosure, but a model more closely 
relevant to man would not alter the main features of the phenomena. 

Fig. 2 shows the behaviour af the ratio r be
tween the average SAR's in the cavity and in the 
reference structure as a function of the position 
af the.biological body inside the cavity, the cur; 
ves are plotted for·a source :1.8 a_given position 
( z' =1. 5 ml operating at the frequenc:f.es of 60, 90, 
120 MHz. Note that, given the amplitude of the cu!: 
rent density, the average SAR in the referencestru~ ture, Par • is merely a function of .the freq_uency i 
the value\ of Par at f=60, 90, 120 MHz are quoted 

.. .... ~-
II .. 

2 

•1 (60 MHz) = 82.5 
r1 (90 MHz) = 63.5 
r1 (120 MHz)= 12.3 

Par(60 MHz) = 0.018 W/dm 3 

Par (90 MHz) = 0.022 W /dm 3 
Pa,(120 MHz): 0.025 W/dm3 

3 4 5 6 7 d(m) 
Fig.2 - Resonant cavity without absoPbeP, z'=l.5m \/nL....'J.'l_IX__~hl__2_J,UU='"----'lDC'-"J.--"-"=---------------------------------------~ 
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in Fig.2. 
The main feature of the cu~ves in Fig~2 is 

the oresence of typical picks of absorbed power. 
In fact, for each man position, the structure pos
sesses an infinite set of discrete complex reso
nant frequencies; when, as d varies, the real part 
of one of these resonant frequencies approaches 
the operating frequency, a pick of absorption oc
curs. The maximum amplitude of these picks, co~re~ 
sponding to the previously defined parameter r 1 , 

is cuoted in Fig.2 for the three frequencies exa
mined. Fig.2 also ill~~~rates the extreme variabi~ 
lity of the absorbed power, both at a given freque!!_ 
cy, as the position of man varies ('v20 dB), and at 
a given position, as the frequency varies ('v30 dBl 

When the SAR in the reference structure is 
known, Fig.2 allows the evaluation of the SAR when 

. the mode+ moves 1o1ithin the shielded enclosure, as 
well as tfile rec•gnitfon o-F the positions of grea
test of· lQ\,fa-st hazard. 

The same diagrams of Fig.2. except for a di!, 
ferent source position r z' "2ml;: are shown ·in Fig.-3. 

. r1 (&!):,!Hz) 
r1,$'.\IH:1:) 
•1 (lZO \IH,) 

Z; 3. 4 d.(m)5 ·6 7 

•· 
i; 

... 
is· .-

... 
~ 

": 
~ 

~ 

i 
ii 
"' "" II 
~ .. 
"-

~ 
II 

Fir:;. 3 - Reson...'7".t cai1ity without absorber, z '=2m. 
The values of P.,. are the same ofFig.2. 

Analogous considerations can be made for these cur 
ve:; however, th9 veriaticns. of- the ebsortred power 
wit:- the ·frequancy ·aTe ml.Jch greeter ('\:70 dB) than 
in the previous case. It fa·. worth noi:ing. that the· 

· nor.:1;31izad. SAR 1 evel s at f=90 MHz for z' =2m are 
about 50 dB lower than in the other cases. 

In the limits of the model adopted, this 
wouldbeavery safe condition of interaction betw
een source and ·man, As can be sesn,this is due to 
the fact that, at f=90 MHz and z'=2m, the source 
is located at a minimum of the electric field Ex,SO 
that the power radiated, as well as the po1-1er ab
sorbed by the bioloiical body, is very low. 

The compariscn between Figs.2 and 3 shows 
that, for a given frequency, the picks of absorp
tion occur at the same man positions, The source 
position, in fact, does not affect the resonant 
frequencies of the structure, but only the radia
ted power; .this quantity reaches its maximum when 
the source is located at a maximum of Exalong the 
z direction. 

Fig. 4 shows the behaviour of the hazard coef 
ficient, r 2 , of the cavity examined, supposed to 
havs perfectly conducting walls, as a function of 
the frequency, It is worth stressing the existence 
of a maximum of r 2 ('v160) at about 80 MHz, which 

~· ... 
~-

~ . -= e -± 

. .., 
~ 
~-

,___.._.,_____..__..,___,,_..,___.'---'--'---'--...__, !: 
50 :'O 90 110 130 ISO 170 

f(Mlf,) 

Fig. 4 - Haza!'d coeffic:ient of the cavity 
a function of the f!'equency •.. 

1t10uld be therefore the most dangerous, f~q1.1.e,ncy. 
for the structLire examined. 

Since biological: eUects depend not onl¥ on 
the average SAR, but also on the SAR dfstri:butd.on 
inside the_ tissue J 9} •. we have plotted (F:i:gs;S and'• 
·sJ the iso-SAR lines inside the model placed in 
the structure of Fig. 'la,. These distributions are 
compared with the analogous ones obtatned when the 
model is placed in the reference struc·ture. Alth
ough only two particular cases (corre.sponcting to 
the maxima of r at f=60 MHz, 120 MHz in fig .. 2 J 
haV\;! been presented, no· energy focusing effects 
nor hot spots seem_ to oe:cur beca,u·se of the presen
ce of reflecting walls. This is due to. the human 

Fig. 5 

-~ b) 
average SAR =0.018 W /dm3 average SAR= 1.75 W/dm3 

- Comparison of iso-SAR lines within the 
model inadiated at f=BO MHz: 
a) in the refe!'ence struature 
b) in the shielded enclosure (sou!'ae posi 

tion z'=1~5m, model position d=4.4m)-: 
The iso-SAR lines a'l'e norma~ized to the 
average SA,'? values. 
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a) b) 

average S.\R = 0.025 W /dm3 average S.-\. R = 0.312 W /dm3 

Fig. 6 - The same as Fig.5 except for f=120 MHz, 
d=4.1m. 

model assumed; in our opinion~ however, focusing 
effects would probably come out even in a plane 
hu~an model, provided it does not occupy the whole 
height of the enclosure. 

So far, -we have supposed that the cavity have 
perfectly conducting walls, and that all the power 
radiated by the source be assorbed by the biologi
cal tissue. A model of an actual enclosure which 
is closer to reality is obtained by considering 
the presence of an absorbing )ayer, as indicated 
in Fig.1a. In this structure, while the maximum 
possible absorption (i.e. the hazard coefficient 
r 2 ) will be likely less than in the totally refle~ 
ting cavity, the parameter r 1 , i~e. the maximum 
absorption for a given source position, may be gre 
ater than before. The absorbing layer, in fact, 
has the effect of modifyi~g the eigensolutions of 
the structure. and thus the distribution of the 

EM field. 
The values of the average SAR, normalised 

with respect to the values in the reference condi
tions, have been then calculated for the structure 
with an absorbing layer 50 cm thick, having a com
plex permittivity £c=3 - j 0.1. The results obtai
ned in conditions similar to those of Fig. 2 are 
shown -in Fig. 7. Lower variations of the parameter 
r with the man position (~17 dB instead of 20 dB) 
and with the frequency (~ 20 dB instead of 30 dB) 
are obtained when the absorber is used. Though not 
conclusive, these results are indicative of the 
effects of partially reflecting walls on the inteE_ 
action\ind suggest that the most dangerous condi
tion of interaction is that which occurs in a to
tally reflecting cavity. 
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r1 (/,o \Ill,) = 7U,0 
r1 (90 \lllzl = 3;1.zo 
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Fig. 7 - Resor,.ant cavity with an ahsorbing layer 
(t = 0.5m); z' = 2m. 
The values of P~ are the scone of Fig. 2. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The interaction bet\-1een a r. f .source and a bio
logical body within a shielded enclosure has been exa
mined. Even though the model adopted was rather 
rough, it has highlighted some basic aspects _and 

·led to some interesting conclusions. First, the 
existence of reciprocal man-source-enclosure inteE_ 
actions demonstrates the inadequacy of safety sta~ 
dards based an the exposure concept, i.e. on the 
hypothesis of biological body exposed to plane 
wave EM radiation. The approach based an the eval~ 
ation of the power density absorbed by the_bady 
is, on the contrary, much mare meaningful. Second, 
our specific examples stress the dependence of po
wer absorption on the position of man and of the 
source within the enclosure; then the suitability 
of evaluating the absorbed power in terms of the 
absorption occuring 'in a reference structure was 
illustrated. Finally, some parameters were intro
duced which, according to a rather general hypath~ 
ses, make it possible to evaluate the hazard increase 
due ta a shielded enclosure with respect ta the r~ 
ference condition of interaction. In particular,it 
is so possible to act upon the electrical characte 
ristics of the sour~e so that a given SAR will ne
ver be exceeded under any co_ndi tian. 
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tissues- irradiated electromagnetically 
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) 

Abstract. The problem of the temperature distribution in electromagnetically, irradiated bodies which simulate living tissues is studied. A su-i,t_able model: of a living tissue, taking into account metabolic heat generation and thermal convection due to blood flow, is assumed. Methods for the determination of the t final and transient temperature distributions are given. The·particular cases of a slab and of a cylinder irradiated by a plane wav~ are considered and some numerical results are presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the microwave hyperthermia for cancer tre
atment [l] it is necessary to control the intensi
ty and duration of the exposure to the electroma
gm,tic power, in order to reach and maintain pro
perly chosen temperature values in the diseased 
tissues, while maintaining lower temperature le- . 
.;,,els in the surrounding heal thy tissues. It is the~ 
refore important to determine the space-time temp!_ 
rature distribution in electromagnetically irradi~ 
ted biological bodies. 

Due to the complexity of the actual problem 
a simplified model must be constructed [ 2-6] with 
reference to the impinging electromagnetic field 
and to the geometrical, electrical and thermal 
properties of the living tissue, by taking into 
account metabolic heat generation, thermal con
.vection due to blood flsw and surface cooling. 

It is the purpose of this paper to study the 
space-time temperature distribution in a homoge
neous simulated living tissue, immersed in an air 
medium and irradiated, starting from a given time 
t=O, by ari electromagnetic field which, by virtue 
of the shortness of the electromagnetic transito
ry, will be assumed stationary (time dependence 
exp [jwt]) fort;;;. O. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBtEM 

tet us consider a volume, occupied by a me
dium which is assumed to be linear, homogeneous, 
isotropic and time-independent with reference to 
dieletric constant e, electrical conductivity g, 
ther~al conductivity K, density p and specific 
heat C (fig.I). 

We shall assume that in , there are a cons ta!lt 
metabolic heat generation per unit volume equal to 
A0 (_~) and a cooling effect due to blood flow given 
by B[rJ(E_,t)-rJb (E_)], where rJ(E_,t) is the local tern-

vnL. XLIX - N. 2 MARCH - APRIL. 19JlJ) 

perature, rJb(E_) is the constant blood temperature, 
and Bis a uniform and constant coefficient. 

Fig.I - Geometry of the structure considered 

The heat losses from the surface S of, will 
be expressed by H[ rJ(E_, t) - "•] , where "• is the uni
form and constant enviroill!lent temperature and His 
a uniform_ and constant coefficienL 

The equation of conduction of heat is given 
by [ 7] : 

(1) -V • (KVrJ) 
arJ 

-pC - -B(t~ - l~b) + A + A at 0 in,, 
where A is the power dissipation per unit volume 
produced by the electric field. Due to the short
ness of the electromagnetic wave period 211/w with __ 
respect to the time variations of the thermal phe
nomena, A will be assumed time-independent for 
t;;;. 0 and will be therefore given by: 

0 \ for t < 0 (2) A(E_) 
.!.£ E(r)•E*(r) fort ;;;.o 2J----

!(E.) is the local electric field, J is the mecha
nical equivalent of heat and the asterisk indica
tes.the complex conjugate. 

The boundary condition is given by: 

(3) on S 

I 
I 
I 

j 
i 
J 
l ; 
l 
l 

J 
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By letting: 

v(,E_, t) = t'>(,E_, t) - t')c ; 

h = H/K ; b2= B/K ; a
0 

= (A
0 

+ Bvb) /K ; a 1=A/K, 

from (1) and (3) we obtain: 

(4) 

2 1 av 2 
'ii v - - - - b v = -a - a 

K at o 1 

av 
-+hv=O 
an 

in T, 

on S. 

In the following, two methods of solving 

rential problem (4) will be outlined. 

1st method (closed form method) 
Eq. (4) can be solved by lett.ing: 

diffe 

v(r, t)= ! u., (,E_) 
for t<o 

(5) 

llo (_E) + u 1 (E_) + w(E_, t) for t;a,,o 

· where the various functions must satisfy the follo 

-wing equations: 

(6) 

(7) 

'i/21.1; - b2Uj = -a; in T, 

dUi 
hu; = 0 s; --+ on 

an 

2 1 d'.J 2 v w------ b w 0 
K at 

a .... an + hw = 0 on S, 

i 0,1, 

in T, 

In order to solve eqs.{6)(7)weconsider the 

following self-adjoint positive-definite eigenvalue 

problem: 
elf 

in-r,---+hf=O onS, 
an 

from which we obtain a set of orthonormalized ei

genfunctions fu(,E_). 

by: 

(9) 

The solution of equation· (6) is then given 

u; (r) = 'U· f (r) _ Linn_ i 0,1, 
D 

where: 

U- = ~-1~_ (T 3; (.::_')fn (,E_')d,' 
ID >-! + b2 J1 

Obviously in particular cases other expres

sions of the solutions u;.(,E_) could be more con

venient. 
The solution of eq.(7) is given by: 

-K(~ +b 2 )t 
(10) w(2:_, t) = - LU ln f 0 (2:_) e 

n 

It should be noted that w(E_,t) represents the 

transient term of the temperature distribution, 

which tends to Oas t tends to 00 , since all>.; are 

real and positive. Therefore, after a sufficient 

long time from t=O, we have: 

(11) V(E_, t) == Vf (E_) = U
0 

(E_) + Ul (E_) 

u1 (E_) represents therefore the final term of the 

temperature distribution, while u.,{E_) represents 

the initial term. 
The closed form method of solving eq.(4), 

just outlined, requires the determination of the 

eigenfunctions f
0

(_!) for the structure considered. 

This method is therefore suitable if eigenfunc

tions can be expressed through simple known func 

tions. 
2nd method (matrix form ~ethod) 

It can be shown that the problem of solving 

eq,(4) is equivalent of finding a stationary va

lue (at time t) of the following· functional: 

i 
. l a(v

2
) . . . • . 

(12) F = ['ilv • 'i/v +- -- + b2v 2 
- 2v(ao+aJ]d-r + 

" clt T . 

1 <1) 
+ hv 2dS 

s . 

This formulation allows us to solve our pro

blem in matrix form (space-time discretization) 

and it is suitable for numerical computations in 

complicated geometries. 
By assuming as variational parameters the 

temperatures"; (t) in N points (nodal points) of 

the structure considered, and by introducing the 

column vector ~(t) = [ vi (t)] (j=l,2, ••• N), the 

condition of finding a stationary value of the. 

functional (12) leads to a matrix equation of the 

following type: 

where A and rare NxN matrices, independent of 

the excitation ao + a 1 ; ~ is a vector, whose N 

elements are linear functionals of the excitation. 

6_, C and~ obviously depend on the geometry consi_ 

dered and on the arrangement of nodal points. 

Equation (13) can be solved by letting [ana

logously to {5)]: 
~ for t < 0 

(14) ~(t) 
for t ;a,, O 

where: 

i o, 1 . ; 

(16) dw. _ L () - __ w t ; dt - .!!:(O) -~l • 

!: = ll(:-1 ~+b2.!_) 

~(<ij) = ,: c-1 ~(a) i = 0,1 

From equation (16) -we obtain [9] : 

(17) ~(t) = _!(t- to> .!!:<to> 

-where:· 
t2 

~(t)= 1 - Lt+L2
- -

- - - 2! 

Therefore, once ¢(6) has been determined, w 

at t = n6 (n=l,2, .•. ) is given by: 

(18) ~(n6) = f(M~[(n -1)6] = -[_!{6)] 0
~1 

( 1 ) In fact, let us consider: v'(E_,t)=v(E_,t)+ 

+En(r), where n(r) is a well-behaved arbitra

ry f~nction (8] .-By introducing this expres

sion in (12) it follows that, if ~I _ =O, then 
v(E_, t) satisfies eq. (4). E E-O 
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In the following sections particular geome
tries will be considered and some numerical re
sults will be presentedo 

3. THE CASE OF THE SLAB 

Let us consider the particular case of a slab 
bounded by parallel planes x=O and x=d. The slab 
is irradiated by the field produced by a linearly 
polarized uniform plane wave, which impinges at 
any real oblique incidence on the plane x=0(fig.2), 
We shall assume ao and 1'b uniform. 

·I 
X 

Fig.2 - The linearly polarized uniform plane wave 
impinging on the slab of living tissue. 

Without loss -of generality we can assume that 
the propagation direction of the incident wave 

·lies on the plane z=O at an angle of a with the 
x-axis. The polarization of the wave can be defi-

.. ~e\i by the angle S between the magnetic field 
vector and the z-axis. 

The electric field in the slab is given by: 

( 9) ( ) 
-jk.,sinay 

1 !=~xe 

where: 

E.x = -2sinacosacos8Eo • 

k,;x cos!;+ jeer cosasinl; 

e.,,.k.,. cosacosl; + jkfx sin!; 

·~ 

r... 2cosasin8E0 x 

'l<sx cos!;+ jcosasinl; 

ko = wle0 1-io , eer = (e - jg/w) leo 

and P
0

(in W/m2
) is the p~wer carried by the inci

dent wave· per unit surface normal to the direction 
of the propagation. 

From equations (19) and (2) it follows that 
a 1 is y and z-independent. The thermal problem is 
therefore unidimensional. 

With reference to the closed form method, we 
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obtain from (6): 

(20) u0 (x) 

where: 

a.,_/b 2
{ 1 - h/y0 cosh [b(x - d/2)]} 

y0 =b sinh(b d/2) + h cosh (b d/2) 

The eingenfunctions fn (x) are given by [ 7) : 

f (x)=[h+~(}, 2+h 2)r1 l 2[hsin (1 x) + 
D 2 D "n 

+ \,cos(X,.x}l 

where: 

A numerical analysis has been carried out. 
for the case of the slab. We have chosen the fol
lowing numerical values for the various geoinetri-
cal and physical parameters: electromagnetic field 
frequency w/(21T) equal to 2450 MHz, power P

0 
,carri 

·ed by the incident plane wave equal to 100mW/cm2;
width d of the slab equal to 10 cm, temperature 
1'. of the air surrounding the slab equal to 28~C •. 
The numerical values chosen for the constants e • 

g, P, C, K refer to human muscle tissue· and are 
recorded in the caption of fig.3. In order to de
termine the numerical problem completely, it only_ 
remains to assign numerical values to H,Ao, and 
R [10). Such numerical values have been chosen in . 
such a way that, in the absence of elec~romagnetic 
field, we obtain in the slab from eq.(20) a sur
face temperature equal to 34°C and a mean temperatu 
re equal to 36°C, if a blood temperature of 37°Ci; 
assumed (the actual values chosen for H,Ac,and R 
are recoded in the caption of fig. 3). 

Fig .• 3 shows the dissipated electromagnetic 
power per unit volume A(x) for various cases of 
incidence, and the corresponding final temperatu
re i?f (x)=Vf (x)+ "• = Uo (x)+ u1 (x) + i? •• In the fi
gure the initial temperature distribution 1'c.(x) = 

= Uo (x) + "• is also plotted. Note that, for a 
given value of x, A(x) and u 1 (x) are proportional 
to the power carried by the inci_dent plane wave. 

Fig,4 shows in the case of the normally in
cident plane wave the temperature distribution 
1'{x,t) versus x for various values of the time t. 

It should be noted that from diagrams in 
figs.3 and 4 it appears that the temperature space 
distribution iJ(x,t) is somewhat different from 
the dissipated power distribution A(x). 

For comparison purposes we have also consid~ 
red for the case of the slab the matrix form me
thod. Ry dividing the interval [0,d} in N - 1 
equal parts, and by using the p'iecewise linear 
approximation, we obtain: 

~k = 20jk -(Oj,k•l + Oj,k-1 )+ (1 +ph)(Ojl°I<l + 

+ OjN OJiN), 

p=d/(N-1) , 

vk[ail {d T(x-~) ai dx i "' 0, 1 
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A[Kcol /lm 3 secl] 
20 50 

Fig.3 - The dissipated electromagnetic power per 
unit volume A(x) in the slab and the cor
responding final temperature iJ1 (x) = 
= Vf (x) + {}e = Uo (x) + u 1 (x) + {}e versus x 
for the following four incidence cases: 
I) a=O; any value of B - II) a=TT/4; B=O -
III) a=TT/4; B=rr/4 - IV) a=rr/4; B=rr/2. 
The initial temperature distribution 
iJ0 (x)=Uo(X) +{}e is also plotted. The nu
merical values of the various geometrical 
and physical parameters are the following: 
f w/(2rr) = 2450 MHz; P

0
= 0.1 W/m2

; 

d 0.1 m; iJ
0

= 28°C; e/€
0

= 47; g =2.21S/m; 
P 1070 Kg/m 3

; C = 0.75 Kcal/(Kg°C); 
K 0.12xl0- 3 Kcal/(ms °C); 
H 0.28xl0- 2 Kcal/(m2 s °C); iJb= 37 °C; 
Ao= 0.20 Kcal/(m 3 s); B = 0.13 Kcal/(m 3 s°C) •. 

p - !xi 
T(x) 

0 

Xi, = (k- l)p 

for lxl ,;;; p 

for lxl > p 

where Omn is the Kronecker symbol, and j, k=l, 2, ... , 
N. 

Numerical calculations have been carried out 
with reference to the matrix form method by consi
dering the same values of the various parameters 
as for the closed form method. The numerical re
sults obtained from the two methods differ for 
less than 0.05 °C. For the solution in closed form 

6/4 

50 

30'----------'---------~-
o d/2 -x--,., l" 

Fig. 4 - The temperature t9(x, t)_ versus x for vari
ous values of the time t(indicated on the 
diagrams) in the.case of the normally in
cident plane wave. 
The numerical values of the various para
meters are the same as in fig.3. 

the first ten terms, ordered in increasing order 
of the corresponding eigenvalues, of the series 
expansions (9) and (10) have been taken i"nto· account; 
for the solution in matrix form we have assumed 
N=21 and 6=5-rnin. 

4. THE CASE OF THE CYLINDER 

Le us now consider the particular case of a 
cylinder of radius r

0
, irradiated electromagneti

cally by a normally incident linearly polarized 
uniform plane wave (fig.5). 

V 

X 

Fig.5 - The linearly polarized uniform plane wave 
impinging on the cylinder of living tissue 
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In the case of incident electric field (of 
amplitude E,,) directed along the axis of the cy
linder, the internal electric field in cylindrical 

.coordinates r,i;.,z is given by [ 11): 

(21) !•.!!IE. .,'.=_oEof' QnJn(kr)cosr;{) ~ 

where: 

and 

J 0 is the first kind Bessel function of order n 
and H,!2> is t:he second kind Hankel function of or
der n. 

In the case of incident -magnetic field (of 
amplitude H,, = Eo ll'lo) directed along the axis of 
the cylinder., the internal electric• field is given 
by:' 

(22') ! = s,!;. .+ '.es,E',p for O < r ~ r 0 

where: 

• ·Ee, k ~ Jo (kr) . -~ J - n • .,, --- s2.n • .,. ko ll: r . 

A [Kcol/lm3 sec)} (a) 
15 

and 

r<11 • o 2<2 - 6111 > Ra• -n-r
0
_(_ko ___ e_.,,_Jn_(_k_r-=-o-)-H,1-2>" '(I<., r

0
)-kJ; (kr

0 
)H,\2> (I<., r

0 
))' .. 

. r., kR, 
(22") E • ij,J ~ 2 for r • O 

We shall now consider the z-independent ther
tlllll problem with reference to the. ciosed form me
thod, By assuming a

0 and 1'b uniform, we obtain 
from (6): 

) ( !v._ [ . · J0 (jbr) · }·' ( 2l . 1.lo r) "' b2 l - J
0 

(jbr0 ) + jb/h JJ: (Jbr.
0

) • 

The eigenfuncti.ons fnm(r.'Pl are sive1 b~ [7 l:, 
f~<:~1'> ~ ~~-<~!!'}cos~'. __ ll'"' o,,,:n .. t2.-e.. ..... , 

- li!l'-~'·l:~f.,!,~• 
w.bere ¾mis in t~ lll'."'tb. solution .. of l\ll,e eq,vationf 

u;.(Ar0 ) + hJ"'_(},ro-) = 0 

G,:m"' ;;i:r;•J.~r!~n2>s;:o~;;~>' 
&y virr.ue of the 9roee::r.ty:~. - f . . 
a 1 (r,- ip) ,. a 1{r.<P} 

.-from equations (9} and (10}, we obtain: 
.'~----

·--..... --~- - ·. 

Chi 
5 15 

0 

Fig.6 - The dissipated electromagnetic power per unit volume A(!) in the cylinder and the corresponding final temperature ef (!) along two normal diameters [ (a) distribution along the x-axis; (b) distribution along the y_-axis) for the following two cases of linear polarization of the incident plane wave: I) electric field parallel to the axis of the cylinder; II) magnetic field parallel to the axis of the cylinder. The initial temperature distribution e
0 

(r) is also plotted. The numerical values of the various geometrical and phy;ical parameters are the same as in fig.3,except for: r 0 =0.05 m;1',=24°C; H=0.20xl0- 2Kcal/(m 2 s°C); A,,=0.24 Kcal/(m 3s); B=0.4 Kcal/(m 3 s°C). 
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® ® . 

(24) U1(r,,P) =[ [c2-00ll)U1nmfnm(r,,P) 
n: O ni•l . 

Fig.6 shows the distributions of the dissip,! 
ted power per unit volume A(r) and of the corre
sponding final temperature 1'-;(!_) along two normal 
diameters of the cylinder (x and y axes) for the 
two cases of linear polarization of the incident 
plane wave already considered. In the figure the 
initial temperature distribution 1'0 (!_) is also 
plotted. 

(25) w(r,,P,t) = - [ [ (2- 00n )U1nm fnm (r,,P) • 
n= 0 JT1.il 

A numerical analysis has been carried out for 
the case of the cylinder. A radius r0 =S cm. and an 
environment temperature 1' ... 24°C have been chosen. 
The numerical values fer, 'the other geometrical and 
physical parameters have been chosen according to 
the- same procedure as in the case of the slab. The 
actual values chosen are recorded in the caption 
of fig.6. 

Fig.7 shows, for the same cases, the space 
distribution of the temperature 1'(!_,t) for · 
various values of the time t. 

The nt.1merica 1 resu,l ts have beeti: oh tained: by 
taking into account, in series expansions (24)and 
(2S) ,· 11 fil:'st terms with respect to index n,. 
while the maximum value of m was varied f:.r.om 15 
for n"'O to l for n=alO. 
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Fig.7 - Space distribution of the transient temperature 1'(,!_,t) for various 
values of the time t (indicated on the diagrams), for the same dia
meters and polarizations of the incident plane wave as in fig.6. 
The numerical values of the· various parameters are the same as in 
fig.6. 
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From the diagrams of figs. 6 and 7 it appears 
that, for the numerical values chosen for the va
rious parameters, an incident plane wave polarized 
with the magnetic field parallel to the axis of 
the cylinder proµuces a somehow flatter temperatu
re distribution than that produced by the same pl~ 
ne wave polarized with the electric field P.arallel 
to the axis. 
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Prospects for the application of microwaves 
in diagnosis and monitoring · 

·. of pul·monary diseases · 
Paolo Barbini 
SEZIONE DI BIOl~GEGNERIA DELL'ISTITUTO DI CHIRURGIA TORACICA E CARDIOVASCQI ARE 
OELL'UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUD! DI SteNA · . . . . ~ .. 

Guido ,•eiffi Gentili · · · ,,_. , 
lSlIVUTO m ELETTROTECf\tiCADF..il~UNIVERSffA DEGLI STUD! Qi FIRENZE 

Abstract.,... 'rhe purpose 0£' this paper 'is to investi\1ate· the appU 

1.a:tions 0£ a• ~_crow ave re£1ection. t:echniq,ue in diagnosis and mon! 
torin~ of common pulmonary patholo~ic states, ·such as edema and .,_ 
emphys.ema, ,1hicf1 cause variatiori-$ in the fluid content within the 
pulmoRary syst:emo In Calculating· the amplitude and phase of the 
plane wave reflection coefficient of the thorax, in the frequency 
rang·e 100 ~· 1200 HHz, for normal and pathologic states, a flat
layered model for the thorax is assumed "'hose electrical parame~ 
ters have been previously measured. For the different thick
nesses cf fat considered. here., frose .freov.encies have been deter. . . -
mined "·hich. ma..lce the model :nos t sensitive to the variations of 
the fluid cm:i:ccnt wi.thin the pulr::onary system. The results 
obtained so far demonstrate the applicability of the method in 
monitoring pathological pulmonary conditions,. and furthermore 

.· 

· suggest various solutions which make ;i.t useful in diagnosis too. 

1 • INTRODUcT·raN 

D~ ~:erent. :...~.rpe$ a£ respiratory insuf
ficiency may develop in.patients as a con 
se.quenc.e of severe trauma and hae.'llorrha-- ·• 
gic shocks [1 J • These insufficiencies i_!! 
c.lude aspiration pneumonia, ateiecta.sis 
due to plugs oE mucus or blood, ,;_,i th or 
without damage to the thoracic ·i;.,all, pul
monary cont~sions, pneumonia, and pulmon~ 
ry edema due to carc.iac failure or over
enthusiastic fluid therapy. Furthermore, 
as is ,:ell-knot;,;-n a specif syndro:.',e may 
often occur ir .. combination with .the prec~ 
ding conditions. This syndrome may appear 
following not only severe states of shock 
or trauma, but also other conditions such 
as extensive surgical operations, burns, 
massive transfusions, sepsis, vascular 
diseases and cardiopulmonary bypass. All 
this is generally classified under the 
name "Respiratory Distress _Syndrome" 
(RDS). 

From a clinical point of viev, the 
initial pathologic changes of microscopic 
type which are caused by RDS, consist of 

sa 

thromboemboli in the pulmonary arteries~ 
;h thin the first 24 hours, these changes 
are followed by congestion, interstitial 
edema, and haemorrhages.:,. Intra-alveolar 

. haemorrhages become evident and reach a 
maximum within 72 hours. Consequently, -
the basal membranes of the mucous epithe
lium become subject to predominant lesions 
All this may be further complicated by • 
bronchopneumonia. If the patient survives 
for a few weeks or several months, pulmo 
nary fibrosis occurs as a ultimate lesio~. 

It is extremely important for the pa
tient's survival to make an early diagno
sis of RDS_and a continuous monitoring of 
the evolution of the disease. This cannot 
be done by chest radiografic examinations 
or pulmonary function tests. Conventional 
X-~ay ~adiographs lack the sensitivity 
which is necessary for an early diagnosis 
of pulmonary edema; in fact, the total . 
quantity ~· fluid in the. lungs must be re 
d~uble~ in order to obtain visible varia': 
tions in a radiograph [2]. The analysis 
o~ pulm~nary function is often insuffi
cient since those indicators which are 
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normally used in clinical evaluations of 
the adequacy of fluid circulation and car 
diopulmonary functton remain within the -
range of normality until ·a pulmonary or 
cardiac insufficiency actually occurs. 
In attempting an early diagnosis or a con 
tinuous monitoring of states of emphysem;, 
a similar lack of sensitivity appears in 
radiographic and clinical evaluations of 
the pulmonary function. 

It has been recently pointed out [3) 
that non-ionizing radiations may be em
ployed in the diagnosis and monitoring of 
states of alteration of the fluids in the 
pulmonary system. The diagnostic and moni
toring capabilities of non-ionizing elec
tromagnetic radiations are at once evident 
when we consider that the energy which p~ 
netrates biological tissues is absorbed 
in greater quantity by those tissues which 
have a higher vater content [4). 

In this paper we investigate and eva
luate the realistic prospects and limita
tions of a method based on the reflection 
properties of the thorax. 

2. IDENTIFICATION OF THE THORAX MODEL 

The modulus and phase variations of 
the reflection coefficient associated with 
respiratory dynamics as well as with path£ 
logical conditions which alter the fluid 
content of the parenchyma, can be descri
bed by using suitable models which take 
into account both the georr.etry of the th£ 
rax anc the composition of the pulmonary 
tissue [5]. . 

A modelfor the geometry.of the thorax 
with flat, homogeneous layers [6], as 
shmm in Fig. 1, is assumed here, ',1hich 
provides a suitable approximation for a 
rather wide area of the thorax. The thic~ 
nesses of the layers have been measured 
by the computed tomography system of the 
Institute of Radiology of the University 
of Siena; they refer to an average young 
fellow. 

The composition of the pulmonary layer 
is referred to a -non-pathologic condition, 
in the three states of residual volume 
(RV), of functional residual capacity 
(FRC), and of total lung capacity (TLC), 
or, for a determinate respiratory phase, 
to the pathological states of edema and 
emphysema. The composition of the lung, 
which is shown in Fig. 2, is expressed by 
the volumetric percentage of its princi
pal components, i.e., tissue, air, and 
blood, in the three respiratory phases 
and in non-pathological conditions. Fig. 
3 refers to the RV phase, i.e., at the 
end of a forced expiration, and shows the 
components of the lungs in those cases 
which correspond to interstitial edema 
near the stage of alveolar flooding and 
to moderate panlobular emphysema or seve
re centrilobular emphysema [7]. The volu-

me of bloodD which increases in the case 
of edema and decreases irt the case of em
physema, and therefore -accentuates the 
differentiation between the ~~o cases, is 
assumed here conservatively constant due· 
to the prac:tical difficulty of quantify
ing such variations. 

/ 
3. ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF TISSUES 

The knowledge of _the modelresponse 
in a rather broad :r1-nge of frequencies al 
lows the acquisition of a larger quantity·_ 
of useful information for both the diagno 

-sis and the monitoring. Therefore, the -
problem arises of characterizing the elec 
tromagnetic properties of the tissues as
a function of the variation of their com
ponents and of the frequency of the inci
dent wave. The literature offers a modera 
te amount of data about the e.m. proper-
ties of tissues in non-pathologic condi
tions, but is -~ompletely lacking in the 
pathological states of edema and emphyse~ 
ma. Hczwever, this difficul t".f can be over
come by Using an indirect tedulique which 
allows the dielectric constant and the 
conductivity of the lung to be determined 
when the values of the components are 
know:?i.. We suppose, indeed, that the pti.lmo · 
nary tissue can be considered as a minu: 
te dispersion mixture, iJ.1hich is therefore 
homogeneous ~d isotropic, s~ha t it... may 
be characterized by an equivalent value. 
of permittivity. In computing the perwit~ 
ti vi ty of the mixture, a zero order. appro 
ximation of the dielectric constant and -- · 
the conductivity of the lung can be calcu 
lated using the follouing expressions[8): 

(1) 
E == Fb.Eb+F .e +F .e p p a a 

a == Fb.ab+F • a . p p 

in which Fb, F, F indicate the volume
tric percentag~s, a eb, e , E the dielec 

P a -
tric constants, and ab, a the conductivi . . p 
ties of the blood, the parenchyma and the 
air, respectively [ 7]. 

The frequency behaviour of 8 and a , 
for the three components of the luna and 
for the other tissues in the model ~f Fig, 
1, have been obtained by a program of in
terpolati-on of the data which are availa
ble in the literature or have been direc
tly measured (9-10). 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

With reference to the geometric model 
of Fig. 1, a program has been developed 
which calculates the amplitude and phase 
of the surface reflection coefficient of 
the thorax, on the basis of the volumetric 
percenta~es of the three principal compo
nents of the lung in a frequency range 
from 100 1-!Hz to 1200 MHz. Previous at-
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tempts in a broader band allowed us to d~ 
termine the frequency range ,;here the va
~iations in amplitude and phase are more 
noticeable. 

The reflection coefficient is found 
by successively', transforming the .:ave im
pedance of each· tissue layer to the left,. 
so that the ioad impedance for the next 
tissue layer, is calculated by 

ZL + z . tanh(I' . l ) 
n n n 

(2) z = z n+1 
e 

L n z .+. -.Z. . tc>.nh( I' l ) n n L n n 
n+1 

t•,;.,o points (A, B) corresponding to the ba
rycenters, which vary according to the 
thickness of fat (Figs. (i 1 8, 10). Drawing 
a line which joins the intersection points 
so obtained, it is possible for us to re
mark how the different curves are always 
situated :tn positions clearly determinate 
as to this straight line. The integral of· 
the curves, referred to the conjunction,, 
can be considered as index of their diffe 
rent positions. The values of these inte:· 
gralsj calculated in normal, edematous ancr 
emphysematous cases, are shown in.Fig& 16 •. 

5.,, INTBRPRSTATION OF THE RESULTS 
where 

n 
ZL 

n 

The results obtained s.o far,- .within 
denotes the nth tissue layer.,. the_ limitations arid approximation~ of the. 
the 11,ave impedance at the left boun _ models employed h¢.re.,, __ can be u~efui.~/ ir,i ..... • 
dary oi the nt:h tissue··1ayer,. • -t,~prete:d tor ~h~; pui:tp~es o:f both dta~P:2:;. 

ZL the wave .impedance at fh~'-right · sis _and .monitoring:.. . · · 
boundary-. a£ the n_th tissue layer, . . P1g.~ •. 4 and'~ ._,,-evea.J: t~e depe.ndel'rce o:.!F ?t-t1 

Zn the characteristic impedance of the . arnpli tuge and p~e ~! the re.rl..E:etion .e::o.eK: 
nth tiSSlie' layer., . -· . ?icieht. Ori t:he :te.spiJFato:eyjnO:ses~." C011.se,-'.""" 
= j~ en .• , -q:u.ently, any, w.ei?-suremel:1t. must be- maffoi. at: 
the comp.lex perrnit_tivit:y of: t:henth. a ver:y precise phasei;,,--~~ tne ~e$.uJ.',i ipr,--
tissue l~yer, and terp:reted in_connect.ioJ!l to it,.; . .·. _ 
the thickness of the nth layer., liowever, the greatest cli.ffic:v.J.t¥ wbiclt l n 

The complex reflection coe.f'ficiEmt is 
then obtained by · 

ZL z1 _ 

9ecurs _in . the diagywsis is ca.us.ea bi tt:he 
high · sensi tivi 1;y of Ui.c,::' method t:o the- pa--- · 
ra.metric vadc1tion~ which may be not di-

.· · r~¢tly correlat~d wit:h t;he :fllJ,id. co1;te1:tt 
··of t~e ltmgs.' Figs: ... ( ,&-. :n: show tha.t, 1,he 

absolute vaiues o,i the an\r.lit't.1.de ancl I?h,;1,se 
o.f. the·'reflection coieffiicient strongJ;y ere,..: 
pehd -on- the thickness ox· t.b,e lay.er a£ £at:.,. 

(3) .Q == ·. 1 
z 

1 . ~ '., 

Calculations have oee.71 done in the 
three states (RV pF'RC,TI,-C) indic~ted in 
Fig. 2 for a norr.1al case ·,;;-fth a 10 mm 
thick layer of fat, and the results are 
sho\!m in Figs .. 4, 5. Calculations have 
been repeated i.~ the tl.:ree cases (normal, 
edema, emphysema) in Fig. 3, with layers 
of fat 5, 10 a~d 15 mm ti'>i.ck a.~d the re
sults are . s:tm;:n. in Figs. c ;. 1.1. In the 
l.atter case calculations have been done 
in the. RV phase. In fact, it was found 
[7] that the greatest sensitivity of 

this method is obtained in the RV phase 
when all the other conditions are the 
same. 

We have determined, for each value of 
the thickness of the layer of fat, those 
frequencies which provide the highest di.f 
ferences in the amplit~de and phase. of 
reflection coefficient bet.leen normal ca
ses and edematous or emphysematous cases. 
curves of the highest sensitivity freque_!! 
cies are shown in Figs. 12, 13. The high
est amplitude and phase differences are 
shown in Figs. 14, 15 as a function of 
the thickness of the layer of fat. 

In examining Figs. 6, 8, 10, we note 
that the amplitude curves of the reflec
tion coefficient, refe~red to normal and 
pathological cases, intersect respective
ly at points lying very close among them. 
Therefore they can be changed into only 

70 

l' P.s previously v.oted [ 5 J9 sing1e---frEi
quency measurements. .. generaily perrni t: an.. 
evaluation of the relative· variations of 
the parameters11: and thtls. the:x; can. be. used 
only for monitoring purposes. Figs .. 12.vl5. 
provide useful indications about the most 
convenient frequency and the variations 
which can be expected in c-6nnection with 
the thickness. of fat.,.,.... " 

' . The. approach'. to the -di'ag_nosis. is., ·un-,. ,,; ..... 
questionably more difficult, aithough an ..... . 
analysis of the results reported in this 
paper suggests inte-res tfng possibilities 
in employing a swept'-frequency technique. 
A method of calibration based on the re
spiratory phases and~ consequently, two 
solutions which exploit this method are 
described. The former uses the freqµency 
at which we get the highest sensitivity in 
connection to the fat thickness and the 
latter employs a method of integration .... 
over the range of the reflection coeffi
cient amplitude values. 

A comparative examination among~ various 
layers of fat and particularly the results 
in Figs. 4, 6, 8, 10 point out some useful 
proper.ties of the amplitude curves of the 
reflection coefficient. The intersection 
points of the set of amplitude curves which 
correspond to normal, edematous and emphy
sematous clinical cases in the RV Phase 
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and those of the s·et which corresponds to 
a determinate clinical case in the RV,FRC, 
TLC phases, nearly coincide for the same 
layer of fat, but they greatly vary as 2. 

function of the thic_kness of the layer of 
fat. Therefore, the intersection points 
of the se.t of curves in the RV, FRC, TLC 
Phases allmr us to determine the fat thick· 
~ess of the examined fello~, and, consequen: 
tly, the frequency ,,hich provides the hig_h 
est sensitivity (Fig.,l,~). This operation, 
which practically corresponds to a calibr~ 
tion, can be performed by executing three 
wide-band measurements in the RV 0 FRC,TLC 
phases. once the fat thickness is knm:.:n 
a diagnosis of the fellow 0 s conditions may 
be achieved either~i) by the variation of 
his amplitude curve with respect to the 
normal case at the freqjilency: of the hi~h
est sensitivity and referring to Fig. 14, 
or" ii) by using a calibration straig·ht- • 
line which cmmects the intersection points 
of' the ampli tu.de curves, drawn as desc:;ri
bed above,. and calculating the variations 
of the obtained curve with respect to it. 
In the last case, as already noted in par. 
4, an index of the fellow's conditions may' 
be obtained by integrating the displace
ments between the amplitude curve and the 
calibration straight~line. Therefore, to· 
this purpose, we can refer to Fig~ lG. · 
on examining this last diagram it is im
pOZ:ta:nt to realize that, independently of 
the. ti.d.ckness of the layer of fat~ the in
t.ei··-rral.s of the vc.lues assUiiled by the i.nte-

. . 

gral in normal, edematous and emphysema-
tous cases are clearly separated and, the
refore, this index is. very meaningful. 

Finally, it is convenient to remark 
that the calibration may be avoided if 
t!~e tt.ickness -0£ tf'i.e layer of fc:.t i.s. ~<.nown 
o:- estimated vi ti:. a reasonable ap:?roxima
tion. 

The results obtained so far confirm 
tte ap?licabili ty of this method botl::. in 
monitoring and in diagnosis, and encoura
ge further efiorts, particularly Pr om 
the point of vie,;: of the applications. 
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A comparative analysis 
of the various potentially 
poUuting RF sources 
Marco G. Bini, Amleto lgnesti, Luigi Millanta, Nicola Rubino, Riccardo Vanni 
ISTITUTO DI RICERCA SULLE ONDE ELETTROMAGNETICHE DEL C.N.R., FIRENZE 

Ahs!:Y'-:::.at. Thg acnission levels of ths mor-e common or typical R.F. field sour
ce~~ for ~-ihich hazerd problems ha\1e erisen are analysed and C8mpared v1ith the 

safaty atandar~existing in the world. Problems arising in the evaluation of 
l . 

c0npJ.ex sp-:::tial end spectral field con-figurations are discu?sed ·and the rnore 

p• ~~ntlnl]y h2zerda~s situations are indicated. It is o~served that hazard 
p,•Jt!.'eff,J can only be ex;::iected in restricted areas (hot spots) closr" to po1-1er
ful s::urces Ces3en1:ielly, heating .apparatus). The rr1ea3urement problem is es
sentially tha~ of measuring reactive fields. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent times attention has gr• 1Nn on the pr~ 
bierr: af the hazards connected to exposure to R~F. 
elestromagnetic fields. As a matter of fact, the 
real stir began [a~ound the late sixties) when 
news first spread in the Western Ccuntries about 
Soviet Union safety standards which were order-s 
of megnitude lower than the commonly accepted Ame
ric~, and European criteria. Now, after mere than 
ten years of hot debates, the situation is far 
from hcinr;; clarified. There is no general accepta!:'_ 
ce nf a common exposure standard and, worse than 
thcit, thqfe is no general agreement as to what the 
h;crnrfuJ. effects of R;F. fields are. \•/ith the exce
pt.i•Jn of a few well-knm,n effects of thermal ori
gin, we do not know whether the so-called non
-i.hermal effects ar-e to· be connected to the elec
tric or- the magnetic fields, the power density, 
anergy density, specific absorption rate, photon 
energy, body currents or potentials. This is the 
real problem underlying the serious but not dra
Matic problem of predicting or determining by mea 
surement the R.F. exposure levels produced by the 
va,ious typical sources of R.F. fields. 

It is true that the inc,easing applications 
- industrial. military, medical, domestic - of 
R.F. energy have multiplied the sources and the 
occurrence of exposure. One often speaks in terms 
of a real pollution. The public opinion has often 
been ~pset by alarm injected or fanned by newspa
per information insufficiently well docllinented. 
According to our experience, the alarm has been 
inversely proportional to the actual danger set 
up by the culprit source. A big warning or air
-surveillance radar causes much more alarm than a 
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t he-ropeutic appliance, or a modest radio llecicon 
much more excitement than the oTtt,femil,i;~ r-adio 
broadcast tovJer or than a commonplacg R.F. heat 
sealer. We shall ~ee that it. should not be that 
1,1ay. 

The very concept of pollution should certainly 
be revised - _or rather eliminated - substituting 
a more proper description of the facts in terms, 
perhaps, c,f hot spots. At most, the so-called en
vironmental pollution should predominantl~ be at
tributed to the circular b1°oadcasting because of 
its n~tural tendency to producing e.~. signals in 
urban areas.Actually, an experimental investiga
tion [1J conducted in ;:our U.S. urban. areas in the 
frequency ranr.;e 20 kHz - 806 MHz sho•.,ied than only 
in a few spots (4 out of 72) was a powe,-density 
level cf 1 to 2.5 µW/cm2 reached ( 1), which is be-
101,1 the safest standa,ds in the \✓orld (Soviet Uni
on: 5 µW/cm 2 safe for unlimited exposure). 

There certainly exist regions close to the 
sources where the e.m. fields reach levels that 
is nBC8ssary to control, to reduce, or to ·avoid 
exposing to. This leads to tha need of dealing 
with the so-called near fields with their complex 
spatial and spectral configurations. The illumina 
tion conditions corr~sponding to a uniform plane
wave are clearly most simple from tie point of 

[ 1 ) It should be noted that this figure correspo
nds to the sum of the power-s acr-oss the whole 
band, which is not very consistent \vith the 
philosophy of ths non-thermal effects. 
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view of the theoretical analysis and the experi
mental determination. The plane-wave cases are ho~ 
ever mcst freq·uently the ones where dangerous le
vels are ~ found. The more complex circumstanc·es 
of the near'field call for theoretical treatments 

_and techniques of measurement and data analysis 
comparable to the complexity of the situation 
being described. 

In the following we will analyse the emission 
levels of the more common or typical sources for 
c1hich hazard problems have arisen in the past. 

2. RADAR A(,JO RAD IO A IDS TO NA'JIGA T ION 

i!hen F!ada:r Prighter>.s was -:: he b=1nnsr headline 
of a daily paper with regards to the installation 
of an Air Traffit Control Radar near L!vorno,Italy, 
i"'lcr-s dro:1a::ic exp:--esstans were ussd i:: connec:tion 
~i~h rio~s against a r~dio beacon to ba i~stalled 
on t h9 c::iast near La S;J9Zia. 

1,,,je examined tf""u3 hezsrds 1..-;hich ::oulj derive 
·r'rorn thesa apparc:tu3. In both cases tha equipments 
ws~e des~gned :o i~~adiate regicns of space inac
casaibl2 to people. Th3 radiation !evela heve 
:ra2;; evaluated on -::7:=: :::iasis of the design specif_i 
cations, being ths pla~ts yet to be built. Auxi
liary msas~rs~e~ts were ~ade on already operating 
sys:ems c:f ths sa.:.1e ty::e. 

The analysis ai t~e power dsn3ity vsrs~s dis
tar1=a frc~ t~e sc~rce, in the direction of maxi
rr.urn irrsd-iation, gives the maximum possible level 
in ~h2 f2~ field r~gion 5nd ellows a fairly appro
;,:im:::t2d svalua~ion in the proximity and interm2di5:_ 
~e zones. The calculatian of constant power densi
:y curves for val~es corresponding to the adopted 
33fsty standards permits to locate saTe and hezar
jous zones. In the lack of Italian standards, re
ference has been made to the most restrictive 
stanjards existing in the world. 

The above mentioned ATCR is similar to those 
already o~erating at the Rome and Milan airports: 
1,8 MW ps3k power; 2.B µs pulse duration; 450 Hz 
repetition rate; ce~ter fr~quency 1302,5 MHz. Po~ 
sible operation in diversity with two transmitters 
gives a total- average po,,1er of 4500 ',✓, The anten
na is abo~t 10 x 3 m2 larg~, with a maximum gain 
of 35. 5 dB, 2° beam tilt above the horiz-on; hori
zontal beamwidth 1.2°, verticel beamwidth 4°; ma
ximum secondary lobe level - 30 dB. Ths antenna 
rotates at 5 revolutions per minute. 

The case of a rotating antenna leads to the 
problem of non-stationary fields. Two approaches 
have been used in dealing 0ith this case. One 
[2) considers the irradiation averaged over one 
antenna revolutio~ and maintains the low safety 
levels associated with continuous exposure; the 
other [3] considers the average pm,er density c:ith 
the a11tenn3 stationary but allows for higher per
rn.issible levels. The former criterion t,1as adopted 
in our calculations. 

The-power density es a function of distance 
:n the direction of mcximum irradiatioil is sho~-:n 
in fig.1. The straight line on the right repre
sents the far-field ran~e depe1dence. For the pur
poses of the present treatment the Rayleigh dis
tan~e r = o2/2A [ •, width of the ante~na; A, wave-

1,/i'' _ /.! _T)'. .c:..._,'l._2_Ef-.. p_,~i_.;.~D . .IL __ -l__fJ...n..L:., 
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Fig. 1 - Power density versus distance in the di-· 
rection of maximum irradiation for an 
ATCR apparatus. 

length) can be considered an acceptable approxima
tion for the far-field boundary, It can be seen 
that the level of 5 µW/cm 2 , considered safe for 
continuous exposure by the Soviet Standards, is 
achieved at a distance of about 300 m from the an
tenna. 

For short distances from the antenna (of the 
order of a fe,1 antenna apertures) the field was 
evaluated considering uniform illumination of the 
antenna aperture· and a parallel beam radiating 
from it with negligible diffraction. The power de~ 
sity Sat a distance-r, averaged over one antenna 
revolution, is thus in this region: 

Pmi 
S = sin- 1 (D/2rl 

nA 

where A is the area of the antenna aperture, Dis 
the maximum horizontal dimension and Pmi is.the 
average radiated power. The curve is interrupted 
(left side of fig,1) aC a minimum distance of 
0/2 w~ich is the radius swept by the antenna whi
le rotating. The power density at this point is 
5,3 mW/cm2, and this is the maximum value of S to 
be expected in the space surrounding the antenna. 
If the antenna stopped its rotation this maximum 
p0v1er density \✓ould be doubled. 

In the intermediate zone the po\-1er density 
can vary over a range approximately represented 
by the shaded area of fig,1, 

Human exposure in the direction of maximum 
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irradiation is in our c~se a very unlikely occur

rence and the calculated levels do not correspond 

to a real hazard, being the region involved in~c

cessible. A better representation in this respect 

can be obtained by tracing constant pov1er density 

curves together ,1ith the position of the nearby a£ 

cessible places. This is shov1n in fig.2, where the 

radiation intensity outside the main beam has been 

assumirl to be equal to that of the maximum secon

dary lobe. It can be seen that no accessible pla

ce is 1•1ithin the curve corresponding to a power 

density of 1 µW/cm 2 • 

calculated on the basis of a typical vertical ra

diation pattern for b,o different antenna heights 

and n1e results are pn,sented in fig.3. The pm-1er 

density remains below 5 µW/cm2 every~here. 

In operating systems the situation is compli

cated by the presence of fences and other metal

lic structures. This was the situation of the. 

TACAN equipment operating in Pisa, on which we 

pcrforrned -field measunw:ents. The center of the 

antenna is at '19.5 m above the ground level. A me

tallic mesh fence, ili. 5 7 3 meters high, surrounds 

the apparatus at a distance of about 10 m fr·om 

1 11w/cm 2 
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F!g. 2 - A representation of power density around the ATCR apparatus. Equal density curves and sche

matic representation of the relevant surrounding places (Livorno, Italy). 

It c:en be conc:luded that the apparatus is not 

~azardous for t~e civil population, even with res 

pect to non-thermal reversible effects. Further

more, everywhere in the space surrounding the an

tenna there are no risks of thermal effects. 

Similar considerations have been developed 

about a typical TACAN radio beacon. TACAN systems 

operate in the frequency range 860 t 1215 MHz. The 

r.f. power is pulse modulated by a gaussian-shaped 

pulse 3.5 µs long with a repetition rate of 7200 

pulses per second. Peak power at the ground tran_:: 

mitter is 5 kW; power losses between the transmit 

ter and the antenna can be assumed to be of the 

order cf 5 dB. The antenna ~as· an almost circular 

radiation pattern in the ho?izontal plane; in the 

vertical plane the direction of maximum irradia

tion is a few degrees (5°, in our easel above the 

horizon, with a gain of 8 d3. The antenna is about 

1.5 m long and is typically located at Gm (mova

bl~ installation) or 18 m (fixed installation) 

above ground. 
In the direction o-f rnaximum irradiation the 

sc1fe value of 5 µ\✓/cm2 is fJund at a distance of 

c,boui; 15 rn a\,1ay from the center of tile antenna. 

An evaluation of the power density in the near zo

n2, consi.dcring the antenna as a source of uniform 

cyllndrical waves, gives a ~alue of 0.5 mW/cm2 on 

tho protective radorne. 

The p0\·-18r c!ensity at the ground level has b,wn 
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Fig. 3 - TACAN radio beacon; power density versus 

distance at th=1 grounc! level for two dif

ferent heights of the antenna. 

ths antcnnc:1 at the closes~: point. T~i.:? poi,1er densi

ty, 8S measur·ad a~ 1.S m above the ground level, 

is shown in fj_g. f;; th2 cit:.E1 1.::rv2d lGvel remains at 
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ebo~t 1/iCQ of 7.~e scfes~ permissible :avel. 
Th9 r1;2.ssurer:snt techniques require-J f • !"' the 

~ind:~ e~~a~et~s sxemined so far are merely tho-
22 involved with radiated powa~. 

Tile rr.oat relevent measurement problem is met 
~ith. high-powar radars with scanning or rotating 
ceaM3. Ons has in fsct to measure average powers 
(evsraged with respect to the duty cycle of the 
~ulsa modulation) which are ~t7ongly v~~ying in 
time. Let us consider the case of the P,TCR previ
c~sly discussed. The antenna revolution time is 
12 s, while the main-beam illumination time at a 
-Fixed pla::e is about 0.1 s. These figures must be 
compared with the time constan~s of the commercial 
redietion monitors, typically 0.5 f 1 s. Measure
ments performed on the field under nor~al opera
ting condi~ions o~ the app~ratus then require a 
suitable ffieasuring technique and data processing. 

3. rn0ADCAST RADIATION 

\·ia ha•,1a anticipated in the Introduction that 
experimental evidence denies the possibility of 
epidemic exposure from broadca3t stations: AM, FM 
and TV. There remains to shec~ the possible exi
stence of limited areas of substantial irradiation 
close to the sources. Such situation c~n exist in 
proximity to very powerful, ground-level transmit
ters, ,,.;hich is the case for some regional AM tran
s~itt~rs. Tt,ere is e second ca3e, \~hich can bo mo
re interesting. In several cases, urba;1 areas are 
sarvad lo::al ly by lov;-po,JBr, in -tm-1n repeaters. 
T~ass 2re placed most conveniently on top of some 
~J~lic b~iljing, such as a school or a public of
fice. This creates the possibility of stray fields 
in a densely populated, restricted volu~e, direc-_ 
r~y belc:~ the R.F. source. 

A typical high-pm,er, medium-wavelength trans
mitter can have a power of 100 k~I. plus up to 50 
kW of modulation power. This is practically the 
case where the maximum field intensity in a space 
open to public can occur. Although the broadcast 
station's property is usually fenced to keep un
authorized individuals out, the fence can often 
be very close to the tower base and people can get 
as close as a few tens of meters from the antenna, 
and even less. Being the 1,avelengths involved so 
long, we are again in a near-field situation; a 
field strength considerably greater than the theo
retical ground-1,ave field strength is to be expec
ted. At the Florence-1 broadcast transmitter of 
the Italia,1 national network we can observe field 
intensity values of several tens of V/m in the 
closest free-access surroundin&~= about· 100 V/m 
rms at the nearest point of the fence (distance 
of about 25 m from the tm,er base) and about 50 
V/m in the public road that coasts the fence. At 
the nearest building(about 50 ml one has 15 to 20 
V/m in the road (the building is interposed bet
ween tower and road). No measurements were perfor
med inside the buildings. The radio station has 
been there for more than half a century and for 
about 35 years in the present configuration. 

Local Af'1 transmittal's find widespread use in 
the cities, \,here they accomplish the task of as
suring coverage on blind spots or disturbed areas. 
Powers ranga from 100 to 1000 Wat the amplifier 
output and much less than that can be expected to 
be radiated into space. In a typical arrangement, 
the transmitting moclule is located in an attic. 
The radiating system is fed via a coaxial cable. 
It consists of a dipole over a ground plane or 
counterpoise laid directly on the roof. More than 
_one transmitter ca11 serve the same radiator. The 
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psople in the building live directly belm-1 the ra

diator. This is a case where the radiated fields 

do not enter - practically - into play; the situ~ 

tion is essentially dominated by the ground plane 

and earthing system. Displacement or conducted 

currents can set up fields in a complicated pat

tern inside the building. 
In a specific case we examined, there were two 

transmitters in a school (1062 and 1602 kHz, 1000 

\,J nominal each) operating in a configuration such 

as the one just described. Substantial values of 

electric field strength were found in the top sto
rey of the building, with a background level of 

5 Vi·rns/m practically everywhere and local reinfor

csr:-.2nt s in SOiTIB rooms where values of 10 to 15 V/rr1 

could be observed at children's hgight and 20 V/m 

or :T!Cra at m:3~' .s h2=:d height. Th-:: ccn t ribut ions of 

ttis two transm~tt~rs to the tot2l field wsre com

pa~3b!e in ~3~nitude. No signific3nt magnetic 

fielj ,..;es obser-ve.j. Strong reinforcements in cla

ss proxi11ity _to extended rnetal~ic structures such 

as the mains ~s:wor~. • l"' v1ate:-- pl,..:mbir:g suggested 

the p~essnce of signi~icant str3y cu~rents. 

The abova situation is ons whic~ is absolute

ly safs in the light of cri:eria basad on thermal 

e-f--=-sct s, which i.,;o;j ld cl low a field of 37 5 V /m !'ms 

ir. :his freq.; .. r~r;::y range [4]. We are ir.ste::Jd at 

aC;c,J·: the li::-:it o7 the more rsstrictive non-ther

i:°(5: standards. I;-i thi3 cese, we s~gges~ed that a 

b~-::i:2.r earthi;-)g syste1n and a better cont.·~~01 of 
tns stray currents should be establish2d, mainly 

to obviots the unpl2asant situetion of a possible 

erz~ti= and uncon:rollsd fiel~ distribution. 

'(:;u may have noticed that 1,,;2 have stated the 

r.~.E. value of tha total field. But now the real 

~r=olsm com~s. In a case, like the one we· are CO::!_ 

sid2ring~ w~e~e ~e have m• r3 than one source, we 
do ;.:Jt kno • .; how to compare the rnaasured results 

with the safety standards. l-Je do not knrY~•J how the 

e.m. fields add biolog-icalZy. Apparently this ve

ry basic problem has not CG!1l2 across tha minds of 
tha many experts who have issu2d or commsnted the 

non-thermally-based standards. In a multiple-field 
ex;:>Jsur8 (ncte that this in·::ludes also the single 

source ,1itr1 harmonics - a vcary important easel we 
arcJ first faced with the pr,Jblem of separating 

the single contributions to the overall field. If 
we are adopting a thermal standard, the thermal 
concept itself suggests that thca r.m.s. value be 
co;,pared \·Jith the safety lev2l. In general, ho1-1e

ver, ths single components will be weightsd diffe
rently according to the fre::iuency depend2nce of 
the safety level, and this unfortunately hinders 

ths straightforward use of the wideband root-sum
-of-the-squares, direct-reajing instruments (e.g. 
Asritalia, Narda). \,/h2n it comes to non-thennal 

s~andards, then, we do not even know how to super

impose the effects: shall we take the absolute 
maxiaum inst,Jntaneous value? ths average over a 

specified period of time? the amplitude of the la_:c 
gast component? the r.m.s.? and so on. In our ca
se •,:e merely chose the r,m.s. as thB natural viay 
to superimpose uncorrelated variables. 

5:; 

4. RF INDUSTRIAL HEATING MACHINES 

Short-wave dielectric or magnetic induction 

machines find widespread use in industrial techno

logical processes. The frequencies involved are 

in the range of th2 MHz, often one to ten MHz.with 
oscillator p01,ers ranging from the k\,J to a fe\~ 

tens of kW, up to well beyond 100 k\.J for extreme

ly powerful units. Their frequencies do not appear 

to comply 1-lith any regulations such as the US FCC 

allocated bands. T\e leaking fields do not appear 
to be primarily related to the oscillator power 

per ss, but rather to the applicator geometry and 
to the grounding and earthing scheme, 

Dielectric-loss heat~rs find widespread use in 
thB furniture industry for drying or bending pur

poses and in the plastic industry for sealing PU£ 

poses, The applicator consists of a pair of con
densar plates, whose shape and distance and whose 
position \•iith respect ·to the energy source' can be 

widely variable. Fig.5 shows the electric field 
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Fig. 5 - Electric field leaking out of a dielec
tric-heater versus the dista;,ce from the 

applicator edge. Solid line: best fitting 
po,mr regression (exponent -2.S5). Dashed 
line: inverse cube regression (exponent 
-3). 

vs.distance behavior for a unit whose electrode 

geometry, position and grounding scheme appeared 
particularly favorable. The electrodes are a pair 
of plane, wide (1.3 m x 2. 5 ml, and closely spa
ced (2, 5 cm) metalli'c plates, very close to the 

R.F.oscillator cabinet and close to the ground le
vel (80 cm). A short ground path connects the lo
wer plate to the corrmon grou11d and earth. The no
minal oscillator power was about 25 KW and the 
frequency was 4.5 MHz. Power and frequency stabi
lity were good, ·with incidental FM cf less than 

1 kHz. The electric field shown in iig.5 (peak 
value) was measured along a central line parallel 
to the long side of the applicator, at the gap 
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center. The distanced is measured from the plate 

edges, out\•1ards. The -E field _essentially repre

sents the fringing fie_ld leaking out of the con
denser plates. It is substantially vertical i.e. 
it is directed across the gap, as it should be. 
The line connecting the experimental points (solid 

line) represent a least-squares regression of the 

type E = A dk, where A and k are constants to be 

determined. The exponent k turns out to be -2.95, 

and the fitting is very good (correlation coeffi

cient 0.99). The exponent is very close to -3 

which is the value correspbnding to the field of 
a static electric dipole. The dashed line is a re

gression of the type E = A' d-3 , This behavior 
strongly suggests th::t 1•1e are in the presence of 
a quasi-static reactive field, closely bound to 
t~e applicator structure. This certai~ly repre

s2nts a very desirable situation. Addi~ional lea
kag~ fields appeered to b3 essential!y of the con

ducted type. They mostly concentrated closely 
_alcr1g the edges cf the metallic loadi~g-plane fra

mework, ranging from 7 tc 20 V/m (peak). Fu~ther 

:':~::-e in grounding and 2arthi1~g the structure shou

ld possibly reduce these values substantially, wi

thout resorting to prabably unpractical R.f. cho

king and bypassi~g techniques. 
Another example of R.F. dielectric heating ma

chine shm-1s a sDmewhat different situation. The ba
s1c data are comparable to those of the previous 
example: frequency 7 MHz, nominal oscillator po

wer. 20 kW, The type of service is about the same 
(bending end glue-curing oh wood). In this case, 
however, widespread laakege fields were found 
tr,.roughout the room, essentielly supported by ex

tended metallic structures, such as the electric 
net,mrk, compressed-air tubing, ventilation ducts, 

metallic gates. The frequency and power stability 
were also found to be poor, wi:h marked variations 

elong the heating cycle, frequent need for retu
ning and a short-tenn incidental· FM of 10 to 15 

kHz. The lack of stability reflects upon the lea
king fields, with essentially unpredictable time 
and space variations. The applicetor electrodes 
were a.pair of curved plates about 1 m x 0.7 m, 
with a separation of 1.5 cm and they were placed 
high above ground (1,9 ml and distant from the 
oscillator cabinet and the supporting structure 
(pressure plates and framework). The hot and gro

und leads (metal straps) were fairly long, around 
one meter or more, and this certainly favored po
tential differences among the various parts of 
the ideally c~111T1on ground and between this and 
the earth, and coupling to the external structu
res. Power and frequency variations were conse
quent to loading variations during the heating C'j_ 

cle, as reflected onto the oscillator. 
The electric field was measured along a cen

tral line away from the applicator gap edge. Fig. 
6 represents the E field (rms value) vs. distance 

for this case, in a presentation similar to the 
previous fig.5. Several readings were taken at 
different distances and times during the heating 
cycle and over several cycles to take the erratic 

'"t'~etMons into account. A least-squcJres regres
sion line of the type E = A dk was again fitted 
to the experimental points. This time the exponent 
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Fig. 6 - The sam.e representation as in fig. 5 
in a different apparatus shm✓ing a much 
wider scattering of the measured values. 
The best-fitting power regression is re
presented (solid line) along with the 
curves deviated by one (long-dashed li
nes) and t~o (short-dashed lines) stan
dard deviations. 

. did not identify a specific negative (integer, or 
possibly fractional) power of the distance: k = 

= 1. 9, indicating a more complex structure of the 
field sources than a simple electric dipole. In 
a case such as the one in this example it would 
certainly be impractical to depict all details of 
time and space variations of the field. This would 

not be good engineering practice, and, after all, 
an improperly performing machine does not deserve 
such expense and effort. We have chosen instead 
to deal with the problem oo a statistical basis. 
The criterion we have adopted is a follows. Once 
a sufficient number of experimental points has 
been taken and a suitable regression law determi
ned, the standard deviation of the measured field 

values from the expected values is computed and 
the curves deviated from the best-fitting curves 
by± 1 std,dev. are plotted (long-dashed-lines 
in fig.Bl. The area inside the curves corresponds 
to field values deviated from the expected values 
by less than 1 std.dev. The curves deviated by 
± 2 std, dev.'s are alsb plotted in the figure 
(short-dashed lines), The safety standards are 
then compared with the values predicted by the 
best fitting curve plus one standard deviation. 
This is a more sensible procedure from the physi
cal point of view than merely taking the average 
or the highest values observed at a given point 
at several times, or at several points at a given 
time. This procedure gives a more reliable and 
possibly a safer detennination by taking advanta
ge of the correlation among values at different 
points and different distances. If required, the 
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safety standerds can be cor;:pared with the curv8 

eugmented by tl•Jo standard deviations. Th.is would 

be, for instance, tt,e case when one compares witt1 

an absolute maximum value (zero exposure time). 

The full-tirr18, or l•Jorking-day 8Xposure limits 

would instead be compared to the+ 1 std.dev. cur

ve. It is evident that this procedure readily 

lends itself to the sistemization of the measure

ments in complex environments, and to tho enfor

cErnent of standard measurer1ent regulations. If the 

average is extended conven::.ently in time, this me

thod alsb ta~,es into account random or quasi-ran

do;-n va:--iations p!"'oduced by external agents, such 

as rnovemer1t of persons or materials or equipment 
in the surrou:1ciings. Final:.y, this criterion pe

nalizes from ths reguiations point of view the 

manufacturi1g of unstable ~echinaa, which is also 

a desirable feature. 

Fig. 7 - Optical fiber dra/2ing machine: general 

view. 

The other class of heating machines is repre

sented by the magnetic-ind~ction type. This is wi

dely used for the heating through eddy current 

losses in metallurgical teohnologies, or in any 

technologies which may require a highly clean pr~ 

cess (e.g. zane refining). One such machine is 
being used for the fusion of quartz in the draw

ing process of optical fibers at I.R.O.E. A six

teen-turn solenoid, 15 cm in diameter and 16 cm 
0 

long, heats the crucible to 2000 C. The oscilla-

tor yo1✓er is 2.5 kl.J at a stable frequency. 
The heating and dra1✓ing apparatus is enclosed in 
a plastic/metal box, see fig.7. There is a groun

ded shield for safety purposes, in the form of a 
metal basin just underneath the coil, directly 

grounded to the oscillator cabinet.Hiis is i,1 turn 

efficiently ea~thed. When the shield is not in pla 

ca, one finds levels of 100 V/m in the room and 

1000 V/m near the app.licator (50 cm), at locations 

1,here the operators have access during the process 

to control the fiber growth. These field values 

were considered unacceptable from the safety point 

of view. With the addition of the shield, the 

field in the most dangerous region is reduce~ from 

1000 to 100 V/m. At man's head height within the 

box one finds about 10 V/m and about 1 V/rn outsi

de the cabinet. Cc\/iducted interference along the 

po1✓er cord gives 2 to 3 V/m maximum •. This can be 

cpnsidered perfectly satisfactory. 
The magnetic fields never reached values of 

concern. With the shield in place the values re

main of the order· of 0.1 A/m across the box. Only 

in the irrrnediate vicinity of the applicator do 

the H values rise above 1 A/m. The nearest point 

accessible t,ith the m~chine operating is n_ear the 
shield ( 1 5 cm) where 1,1e have 1. 4 A/m. · 

We can conclude that.the order of magnitude 

of the stray_[ields to be expected in connection 
with RF heating is of hundreds cf V/m in the vi

c\nity of the applicator, with magnetic fields·of 

the oroer·of 1 A/m or less. The stray, or frin

ging, fields of the applicator itself can be ex

pected to rapidly decay with distance with nega

tive powers lower than -1, down to -3. When sub

stantial values of field strength are found away 

from the source, these are to be attributed to 
cohducted interference along metallic structures 

and not to radiation. Coupling from the~generator 

to the surroundings is likeli"'cchbe due to impro

per installtrtion of the apparatus, mainly the po

sition, grounding and earthing of the. various 

parts. A good control of the shielding of the hot 

parts and filtering of the p• 1•ier lines may also 

be required. With a reasonably good care of the 

above requirements, values of field strength com

plying with the most restrictive standards should 

be attained, everywhere but in the irrmediate vi
cinity of the applicator (say, 1 meter). 

5. BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS 

Therapeutic applicatfons of R.F. and microwa

ve diathermy typically generate situations of a 

complex e.m. environment in a restricted space, 

with the possibility of several hot spots, These 

are attended both by patients and by medical per

sonnel. Typically one has the simultaneous pre
sence of several appliances in the same room, at 

both short-wave and microwave frequencies. 
There appears to be a fair degree of standar

dization. In practice one finds the 27.12 MHz fre

quency for the short-1-1ave diathermy and the 2450 

MHz for the (less dlffused) micro1✓ave diathermy: 

both frequencies complying 1,ith the IS~1 bands al

located by the USA FCC. Powers are typically 4001-J 

for short-wave and 120 to 200\,J ·for micro\✓ave ap

paratuses. 
The short-,1ave appli.ances l✓ B examined were al 1 

manufactured by two big international finns,and 

they turned out to perform essentially the same, 

from the safety .Point of vie1-J, the principal ch~ 

racteristics of the stray fi8lds being primarily 

due to the geometry of the applicators, which 
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tun1ed out to be more or less standard. The types 
of applicator are:_ al single coil, for large flat 
ar2as; bl duo.l coil for the treatment of limbs or 
sho~lder on both sides; cl flexible cable, about 
2 m, to be coiled around limb~, or trunk or neck; 
d) plane circular capacitor, about 15 cm diameter, 
for the same applications as in bl, possibly with 
wider separations. 

The leakage fields have been measured with 
the apparatus in normal operating conditions and 
1-1:Lth the patient in position. Again, it r,as been 
f • <.!nd that the relevent quar.tity from the safety 
point of view is the E fielo, the H field never 
reeching values conflicting with the safaty stan
dards. 

The capacitor is by fer the ty~e of applicator 
1..-Ji'lish gives rise to the la:-'gest am0unt cf' stray 
f'i2lds. We give es an example th:= vcl:...;ss observed 
for the typical situation of a patisn~ in the sit
ting position.wi~h one arm in the ap~licatcr, see 
tabJ.e- I. 

Tcble I 

_ fisld (V r~s/m) 

4:iO 
,OCO 
750 
350 

Tr,2 c field i5 ,:,:2 'Jim at 1 m distance and rises 
et •i·-=oo V/r.i n:::er the feeding conductors (30 cm). 
At -:.:--:-= control bc=rd of the cab:l.nst one -Findf1 50 
to ·;•JC Vim. 

Tha othar ty~es of ap~licator are much more 
fav=~~ble fro~ th3 pcint o~ view of stray fields. 
l•jit:: a doubla-coil applicator· placed on the sr1oul
der, strong fields are only found in close proxi
mity to the applicator (400 to 800 V/m at a few 
cen~~~eter distance) and, as before, to the fee
din;; cablas [1000 V/ml. rJear eyes and crotch one 
has SO_V/m and about 10 V/m at the control board. 
The coiled-cable applicator is, as expected, qua
li~etivaly similer, with jntense fields around the 
cable, rapidly decaying with distance (1000 V/m 
at 10 cm, about 10 V/m at 1._5 ml. 

The field structure set up by microwave appli
ances is obviously simple compared to the short
-wave appliances. In a standard set we -found a no
minal radiated power of 200W at the standard fre
que;,cy of 2450 Mrz. Th2 3-dB beam1,idth of the ap
plicator turned out to be about± 30° with a gain 
of ~jout 15. A level control was capable of about 
10 :5 variation in the radiated power. This is es
sent:'.3lly all triers is as to ths power density di
str:'.~ution in the room. Thus the thermal safety le
vel o-;' 10 m!·.'/cm2 is reached at O. 5 m with the con
trol set to minimum power and at 1.5 m with maxi
murri ~awer. The heating power density level in ex
cess ~f 100 mW/cm2 is reached at a distance of 
las:c than 0. 5 r;i. These rildiation characteristics 
poi~t out the possibility that a substantial p• r
tic~ cf the p• ~·,er dissipation take place in parts 
of:-~ body sther c~an ths one being treat9dw 

:.-=: h6Ve thus s::;:.:n that a di::itherrHy lalJorEitory 

is one of the very few examples of a potential 
_exposure to ;i,ultiple sources, and one of the very 
few places where hot spots can be found with fi
eld strength or pm·mr-density values exce8ding 
the non-tllerri,Jl standards. The thermal standards 
also must obviously be exceeded - for the patient
but this occurs under specific medical control, 
and is an entirely different matter than the pro
blan of environmental health or occupational sa-fe
t y. Care should be taken, though, that um-1ar1ted 
rndiation or fields escaping -from the apparatuses 
fall onto body parts other than the one subject 
to treatment, and also that personnel and other 
patients in the laboratory area be undul~ exposed. 

6. mcRO~iAVE ANTI-INTRUDER ALAR~lS 

Considerable concern has also been expressed 
about typically l • w~power devices such as the mi
croi-,;ave anti-intruders. Ona might i-.ionder l'l}hy one 
should .iOrTy about the safety of the burglars. The 
reason is that the d9vice can bs kept in continu
ous operation, with the alarm circuit inactivated, 
to avoid thermal drift or s1,itching problems, thus 
exposing the personnel in the area to be protec
ted throughout the .JOrking day. 

vJith the PO\✓er, frequency and type of antenna 
involved, the theoretical and measurement problems 
can invariably be dealt with in the point-source 
approximation, do1,n to the shortest distances of 
practical interest. The frequencies allocated ara 
10.525 GHz and in some cases 9.47 or 9.90 GHz. In 
any case, the 1mvelength is about 3 cm. Being a 
volumetric alarm, the beam is usually spread out, 
the antenna gain is low, and so are the antenna 
dimensions, which are seldom beyond a -few centime
ters across the mouth. Thus the point-source ap
proximation can be considered perfectly satisfac
tory for our purposes down to a few tens. of cen-
t irneters. 

With a typical gunn-diode power of 10 m\✓ and 
a gain of 15 dB, the Soviet occupational safety 
stiJndard of 10 µltJ/cm2 is reached at a distance o-f 
50 cm. For reasons of good performance the device 
is tipycally placed at a height above ground from 
about 2.5 to 3.5 meters. It is there-for!'? extreme
ly unlikely that a situation takes place where a 
person's working position is such as to place, 
say, his head within a 0.5 m distance from the ra
diator. 

7. cmcLUSIONS 

\•le have seen that among the many sources of 
e,m. fields or radiation that have caused alarm 
in ths public opinion and in the technical and 
scientific coMnunity, very few are of some prac
tical concern for the human health. These are es
ser1tially limited to the -field of heating: R.F. 
industrial heating and medical diathermy. There 
can be a -fe\✓ peculiar exceptions, e.g. power broa~ 
cast radiation in close quarters. In any case, 
alarm in teri;is of public environmental pollution 
is never justified: substantial radiation or stray 
fields are invariably found in some limited pro
ximity to tt1e sourcas (hot spots). This appli.es 
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both to the radiated fields, with their one-over
-distance decay law, and to the, usually stronger, 
but more rapidly decaying, near fields. Inciden
tally, it should be made clear to the public opi
nion that the so-called e.m. pollution is by no 
means accumulating with time in the ambient as 
would for instance be the case with chemical pol
lution. The e.m. pollution disappears irnrnediately 
after the source is switched off. 

There is one real big problem in the field of 
e,m. environmental health, and that is to know hm~ 
the electric or magnetic fields or e.m. radiation 
interact with the living organism to cause harm. 
Once this knowledge will be made availeble, we 
\•Jill knovJn \.vhat the dangerous quantities are, and 
guard against accordingly. Until then, we will not 
k:'.Oi--.1 ho·w the meesured quantities shoula be compa
red to the safety standards. A clear exeGple of 
this inability is the imoortant practical case of 
exposure to cor::plex e.m. fields: si::1ul::aneous pre-
3ence of E and H fields, several freqLlsncies invol 
ved, either uncorrelated (multiple sources) or cor 
related (harmoni• s]. In this case, the non-thermal 
standards do not offer guiderce· as to how these
vsral stressing sgents shoulc be su~~ed to give a 
~easure of tt1~ ~verall hazarc. 

The prouler:-s. ,J'f afl3lysis and i718a5ur·::~rr1ent on 
~hs potentially harmful sourcss are esssntially 
those of analyzing corrplex time - and space - va
rying distributions of electric and magnetic fi
elds. In cases where the r.m,s. value of the over
ell electric or magnetic field is an adequate mea-
5:..!I'E of the hazard, the corrrnsrcial sql.!are-law, 
~• ot-sum-of-ths-squares, isotropic monitors of E 
er H fields give directly the answer. When the sin 
gle components are to be separated, more complex 
tschniques are needed, up to the comp!ete spectral 
analy~is by means of E and H_polarizad probes, R.F. 
coupled to the receiver. In all cases where the 
sources are unstable or randam, statistical techni
ques of measurement and data analysis can solve 
the problem. The standards to come could advanta
geously acquire this concept. 

Finally, if is the feeling of the Authors that 
it is posslhle to comply even with the present 
most restrictive safety standards, in all practi
cal cases of R.F. and microwave sources. The tech
niques required, i.e. grounding, earthing, filte
ring and shielding should not add significantly 
to cost and ease of use. 

Manuscript received on October 29, 1979 
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Some problems on evaluation of RF radiation 
.hazards caused by ISM equiprnent in Poland 
A. Koperski, T. Smial-kowski 
NATIONAL RADIO INSPECTION, WARSAW 

ABSTRACT 

Measurements methods and int .ruments used in Poland in inves
tig~tions of hazardous elec~~ic snd magnetic fields in frequ -
ency n,rnge from 0.1 to 300 MHz are described. On the basic of 
cor.ipl;l r.ision cf National Re,· :at ion with results of field in
tensity me~surements radi&ted by some kinds of industrial , 
scientific and medical (ISM) sources, evaluation of radiation 
h~z~rds is presentedo Safety recommendations relating to the 
ISM equipmsnt operational conditions are also contained. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Up to recent years, requirements con
cering design and exploitation of indu -
st rial, scientific and medical (ISM)equi
pment in the rrequency range 0~1 -300MHz 
de~lt primarily with limits of radio 
interference, ignoring the fact that so
me injurious effects on.human organism 
msy by caused by leakage fields produced 
by said equipment. 

It has bean thought that the h~rmful 
influence of electromagnetic fields ap
pesrs only in the frequency range above 
300 MHz, because of thermal effects in 
thl.'llt range. and is revealed by the inc -
re~se of a body temperature. 

Reports about non-thermal effects as 
well as the results of the investiga 
tions and observations of health of wor
kers employed in the vicinity of field 
sources, have brought a change in the 
previous opinion. 

2. SAFETY REGULATION 

The Polish national safety regulation 
relating to electromagnetic radiation ha 
z~rds in the frequencr range 0.1-300 MHz 
w~a issued in 1977 (1 • 

The protection zones are distinguish-
ed as follows(analogous to the zones 
above 300 MHz): 

Dangerous zone - staying in the zone 
is forbidden 

Hazardous zone - staying in the zone 
is admitted but the 
exposure duration is 
limited 

Intermediate zone - staying in the 
zone is admitted 
during all war -
king day 

Staying in the hazardous and interme
diate zones is admitted only for Workers 
with the positive health certificate. 

Outside of the protection zones ex
tends the safe zone. Staying in that zo
ne is permitted without any limitations. 

The above mentioned regulation deter-· 
mines the limiting values of electric 
and magnetic fields for each zone sapa -
rately. It was taken into consideration 
that in the .range below 300 MHz, espa 
cially below 100 MHz, in the vicinity of 
HF sources appears the near - field zone. 
For this reason, there is no definite ge 
neral relation between the electric 
field intensity and the magnetic field 
intensity. The magnetic fields frequency 
range was limited to 10 MHz, since mag -
netic fields above 10 MHz are practical
ly negligible. 

The limits in particular zones are 
shown in table 1. 

3. MEASURING INS~RUMENTS 

Special instruments have been devo -
loped in Poland for checking the limits 
defined in the above mentioned standard. 

Technical parameters of the instru 
ments comply with the standard require -
ments as concerns the frequencies and 
field intensities ranges 1_2] • 

The specific conditions of measure 
ments in the near - field were also ta -
ken into consideration when designing 
the instruments. 
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Table I - Limits of Polish national regulations in the frequency range 0.1 - 300 MHz 

Z o n e Electric field Magnetic field 
E (V 'm) H (A/m) 

0.1 - 10 MHz 10 - 300 MHz 0.1 - 10 MHz 

Safe zone (; 20 ~ 7- ~2 

Inte rrned ia te zone >20 - 70 >7 - 20 >2 - 10 

Hazardous zone >70 - 1000 >20 - 300 I- >10 - 250 

Dangerous zone >10-00 >300 >250 

Remark: The time of exposure in a hazardous zone is restricted to: 2 
t = 560/E or t = 80/H in the frequency range 0.1 - 10 MHz and t = 3200/E 
in the frequency range 10 - 300 MHz, where t = time in hours. 

Type MEH-1 meter, manufactured by 
Technical University of Wroclaw, is used 
in Poland as the basic strono electroma-

. . :. . ... . . . .... .... 
gnetJ.G ,1.e;.ds meter 1n tna rrequency ra-
nge 0.1 - 300 MHz. 

The MEH-1 meter ~ig. 1) consists of 
a monitor ~ith indicator ans an exchange 
eble unit of probes, that are connecte2 
to the monitor by means of elastic cab -
les. Each cf probes is equipped with an 
electric or magnetic broadband antenna 

the measurements, the monitor is car 
ried by the technician who is sim~lta 
neously holding the probe in his 
hand (Fig. 2). In this way, it is pos 
sible to manipulate freely the probe to 
put the ant~nna in a right position and 
to keep a considerable distance between 
the antenna and the monitor as well as 
betwe~n the antenna and the technician 
bo.dv to avoid the disturbance of the 
fieid pattern. 

-.... _ 

Fig. 1 - External view of the type MEH-1 meter (by 
courtesy of Technical University of Wroclaaj 

depending on the kind and value of measu 
red fields. A dipole antenna of total 
length less than 10 cm is used for mea
suring the electric field in the freque
ncy range 0.1 - 300 MHz. For measuring 
the magnetic field in the 0.1 - 10 MHz 
frequency range two loop antennas less 
than 15 cm and 6 cm in diameters are 
used. . 

The small sizes of antennas assure 
a quasipoint measurement. Moreover,along 
the small length antenna the smaller non 
uniformity of the field appears, thus 
reducing the measuring error. During 

Fig. 2 - Measuring of strong electric 
fie Id. 
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Some ·problems on evaluation of RF radiation hazards 

4. METHODS OF MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements are made to determine 
the highest field intensities affecting 
workers health and to indicate the range 
of the protection zones in the vicinity 
of field sources [3] • 

Measurements of the field intensity 
at a work stand demand the putting of 
the antenna in a point where the highest 
field intensity occurs. This point is 
called the basic measurement point and 
it enables evaluation of radiation ha
zards. 

Additionally, the antenna is put in 
two points at a standard height of 0.7 
and 1.4 m above the ground level. The 
above mentioned points enable to deter-

. mine the field intensity distribution at 
the work area. During the measurement 
the antenna is shifted in the 0 - !.8 m 
height range and is led along the body 
axis of the worker at the work stand. 

Measurements carried out to determine 
the areas ~f the protection zones demand 
the difinition of many points where the 
field intensity is eq:..,sl to the above 
mentioned limiting va!ues. 

Taking into account the field polara
zation, basically, three measurements 
should be made in each point by orienta
ting of the antenna at three mutually 
perpendicular directions (main direction 
of the antenna coresponds to the highest 
indication of the meter). The field in -
tensity in the point. can be expressed 
as : 
(1) 

where E1 - field intensity value 
ma in direct ion 

for 

- field intensities values for 
other direct ions 

For practical purposes, as a result 
of measurement, the highest indication· 
of the meter, i.e. E1 value, may be ac-
cepted,becnuse in the vicinity of 
ISM equipment the field intensities 
along two other directions, i.e. E

2 
and 

E~ values, usually not exceed 10% of 
tne E1 • · 

In some cases there are several 
field sources in the neighbourhood so 
the field intensity at a work stand may 
be higher than field intensity caused by 
one source only • 

For this reason, in each frequency 
range 0.1 - 10 MHz or 10 - 300 MHz all 
ISM equipments should operate simultane
ously at the time of measurements. 
ISM equipments should also work under 
conditions of the greatest potential ra
diation hazards. 

5. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS 

The typical values of the field inten 
sity measured in the vicinity of diffe: 
red kind of sources are shown in table 2. 
It appears from table 2 that in the vi
cinity of ISM equipment all zones may 
appear. Type of device, its shielding 
effectiveness and its operational con -
ditions determine which of the zones 
appears. 

Table II Typical values of the field intensity in the 
vicinity of some kinds of ISM equipment 

Kind of Output Maximum intensi- Electric field Ranges of equipment power ties of electric intensities at electric field 
field (1) work stands protection zones 

(kW) E (V/m) E (V Im) (m) 
Equipment in the range 0.1 - 10 MHz 

Induction 10 - 60 40 - 300 (2) 1.0 - 100 0.4 - 0.6 furnaces (8 - 50) (0.5 - 20) (0.5 - 0.6) 
Surgical 0.15 - 0.5 150 - 300 10 - 150 0.5 - 2.0 diathermies (O. 5) 
Ultrasonic thera- <.0.02 <2 <0.5 <0.15 oeutic generators (<0.5) 

Equ-ipment in the range 10 - 300 MHz 

HF welding 0.1 - 2 50 - 300 10 - 300 0.5 - 1.5 machines 
Dielectric heating 1.5- 10 200 - 500 20 - 150 2 - 3 machines for wood 
olueinq 
Therapeutic dia - 0.15 - 0.5 200 - 500 1 - 180 1 - 3 thermies 
Spectrometers <0.01 <2 <2 .(.Q.15 

(1) at minimum distances 0.15 m from the equipment housing 
(2) values for magnetic field - H (A/m) - are shown in brackets 
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There is no special relation between 
the output power of group of sources and 
the field components intensity. Moreoven 
a great difference of the field intensi
ty at work stands may appear for the dif 
ferent kind of sources. 

The above mentioned differences basi
cally result from the various configura
tion of the output circuits(the diffe 
rence of size and position of electrodes 
and induction coil~, from shielding effe 
cHveness of the output circuits as well 
as of the gene rat ors and power ampli · 
tiers. It depends also on the distance 
between a work stand and the above men -
tioned circuits as well as on the work -
ing conditions and work automatization. 

The incohe re nee of the sources output 
power and the electric field intensity 
results from the fact that the values of 
the electric field closely depend on va
lues of a voltage and not on values of 
the current in output circuits. For this 
reason the electric field intensity in 
some casea·may be even higher in the vi
cinity of .ISM equipment at a smaller its 
output power. The field intensity dis 
tribution de~ends also on the size, the 
shapa and th~ arrangement of objects lo
cated in the field. It should be taken 
int~ accourot that "the secondary sources 
of fieldM may be formed for instance by 
tr.e electric ins~allations located in 
the vicin.ity of the prirna ry source beca
use of the HF voltage induced along them. 

6. HAZARDS EVALUATION 

The above mentioned remarks indicate 
that in order to evaluate univocally the 
RF radiation hazards of workers, the in
dividual measurements for each of sour -
ces are required. 

The analysis of the measurement resu
lts proves that greatest radiation ha -
zards are caused for workers by HF wel 
ding machines used to weld plactic ma -
terials. They res1Jlt from the following 
reasons : 

- incomplete shielding of heating elec
trodes /in some cases electrodes are 
completely unshielded/ 

- relative high voltage at output elect
rodes/ about several hundreds of 
volts/ 
short distance between the heating 
electrodes and the work stand. 

Next, the dielectric heating machines 
used in wood industry for wood glueing 
may be mentioned. In this cases the hea
ting electrodes may be also not fully 
shielded so the maximum of the field 
intensity may be even higher than the 
field intensity produced by the welding 
machines. But the potential hazard is 
usually smaller because the workers stay 
at the considerably large distance du 
ring operation of the glueing devices. 

The similar situation concerns the 
therapeutical diathermies. The personnel 
after switching the diathermies on usua
lly leave the area of the protection zo-
nes. 

Further, the surgical 
be mentioned. Radiation 
from using of unshielded 

BB 

diathermies may 
hazard results 
cables to con -

nect the generator to the output alee 
trodes as well as from the fact that 
during the operation, electrodes are 
held by physician in his hand. 

The induction furnaces cause radia-
tion hazards not only by the electric 
field but as well as by the magnetic 
field. The greatest hazard appears, when 
manual operations are carried out near 
an induction coil. · 

Such ISM equipment as the ultrasonic 
therapeutic ger-~rators, the dielectric 
furnaces for heating of some thermoset -
ting plastics and the spectrometers, may 
by considered as the safe devices. 

7. SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 

The reductions of radiation 
may be reached as follows 

hazards 

limit at ion of 
a work stand 
limitation of 
field 

the field intensity at 

the exposure time in the 

-Main attention is given to the limi 
tation of the field intensity which is 
achieved by shielding of HF installa 
tions as well as work eutomatization and 
mechanization. Due to-the automatization 
and mechanization, the work stands . may 
be removed outside of the protection zo
nes area, at least outside the hazardous 
zone. 

It should be also stressed, that the 
workers are trained to assure correct 
maintaining of ISM equipment to~. avoid 
the injurious effects of electromagnetic 
field. 

Moreover, radiation hazard warning 
symbols have been placed in the vicinity 
of sources to inform the workers about 
the area of protection zones [4) • 

Manuscript received on October 3, 1979. 
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[3] 
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Multimode time-varying enclosures 
for exposure and dosimetry 
in bioelectromagnetic experiments 
Guglielmo D' Ambros.io, Filippo Di Meglio, Giuseppe Ferrara 
1$.TITUTO ELETTROTECNICO,.UNIVERSITA DI NAPOLI ~-

Abstraet . ., A nev. simple ancr reliable electrical dos:imetric, technique in 
field"-stirred enclosures is d·escril:ied, and electrical and ealor:ini.et:dc 
tests are c~mpa,r~. UsiD,g_ tlie above dosimetric method., .. field uniformity 
vas •::arefullf checked .. It is shown that a frequency modulation stirring 
is g·enereJly less· e,ffective than a "mechanical" one. Three large rota
ting· stirrers gave satisfactory uniformity in cubic encl.osu.res as s.mAll 
as 4, .. a,teiengths. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Lry, bioelectroJ:J1agp.etic experimental research, it 

in the pa.st '[5] • is hence attractive both, :for exp2., 
sure and dosimetry. 

is very m.porta.u.t on cne. himd. to :reali.,z:e well-def,i. . 2. DEVICES AND TECHNJ:Q,.tlF;s 
:-l.e-d. ~d: reproducibie expo.sure Conditio.ns Of the 
·ai.cJ..cgical. sa;:rple- e.:1d, on the other !".a.nd., ta know 
the energy absorbed by the sample itself.. This 
work deals vith both such problems. 

To fUlfil the first requirement, very, __ often 
fer-field fr·ee-spa.ce or. waveg-.;ide techniq_ues are 
used [i]. In fact w"'1timode enclosures, essential
ly originating rrom microwave ove~s. are also used 

_ [~J, ·o-!.l.-t the usu:al.:...y coarse i.r!si:..e. field. stirring 
does =.at ensure· the .above-mentioned c.onc.it.ions. 

We per.formed. msy tests on. uniformity of expo:
sure conditions inside multimcde cavities (sect.3) 
searching for enclosure dimensions and field stir
ring techniques that, at various frequencies in 
the 8-18 GHz band, ensure a co!ltrolled expOS"J.re of 
a oiolcgical saJ:1ple, independent of the position 

. of the sample itself. 
Ccming to the pr::iblem of the e;-aluation of the 

absorbed energy, s. ·,;aveg.:i.de syst e:i is a good choi 
ce, if the biological semple is both small and 
"static"·• but a livir:g movable subject requires a 
rather complex integrating system [3] • 

With free space exposure, only indirect, calori 
metric evaluations on more or less "eq-..livalent" 
loads are possible, and the same technique is u;u
ally applied also for multm.ode cavity exposures 
[4] . Lri the present work (sect. 2 and 4) it is 
shown that with "well stirred" mul timode enclos
ures it is possible to have a simple electric eva
luation of absorbed power and energ:,', also vi th 
moving living subjects. 

The use of such "reverberating" enclosures in 
bioelectromagnetic experiments, already suggested 

JJL,X~IX - N.2 MARCH - APRIL. 1980 

Three cubic ·enclosures were built. Side ·aimen
tions vere 1 m. 0.25 m; o·.125 m. Aluminum and brass. 
vere em~loyed. Construction details are given else 
vhere [5] . On the same wall both microwave input -
and field probing vere provided, but a short wave
guide section was added to the input aperture 
(fig. 1) and the field probing mouth was cross-p.2, 
larized. This was done to minimize direct coupling 
between apertures (.< 50 dB at 10 GHz on 0.25 m 
wall in free space) • _ 

Up to three large four-vane rotating field sti!:, 

TRANSMITTED 
PO~ 

INCIDENT 
PO~ 

Fig. 1 - Multimode time-varying enclosure, sketch. 
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rers were ~sed (fig. 1). The top wall is entirely 

mo•rable for access. 
Such multimode time-varying enclosures were in

serted in a microwave circuit sketched in fig. 2, 

B---x->N---__ , 
a ·S y ----

Fig. 2. - Microwave circuit, simplified sketch ... 

· GEN: generator; PM: power meter. 

z 

This is a usual. scheme for the measurement of p6-. 

wers. incident on, 'reflected by, and transmitted 

throug a "deYic.e ur::der test,., but in this case ti 
me-varying .featu::es of the· de<rice si1;~ some uncon

ventional aspects to the mea~uring technique. 

In fact w:i.th rotating stirrer speeds of the oi·

der of 100-200 rpm, the simple mechanical inertia 

of usual analog power meters en~ures fluctuations 

in the measured level of no rnore than ± 0.5 dB. A 

uncertainty in the reading of the mean levels of 

the same order can be assumed. 
With reference to fig. 2, let a, e, y, be power 

transmission coefficients, and let P~.,. P,,,• and Pt 
be the incident, reflected, end tran.:,~tted powers 
(mee.n levels), vit!i reference to tt:e enclosure.

Still in terms· of such mean l.evel l.et P 7_ be .the · 

power lost ( on the enclosure ·,;alls, i.nduding un

wanted leakages and field probing power Pt). With

out biological s.a:a!ple one has: 

( 1) p = p + p_ 
- io ::,o lo 

where subscipt a stands for '..ll".load.e-i C.)nditions. 

P. ewi. P a.re directly meas-=ed., s.mi from ( 1) 
-;.o · ,.,o · 

? is calculated. Once a sample, abs:;r·oing the 
- l-D 
po·,.;e:- P , ·is present one he.s:: 

a 

(2) 

Yhere P .. and P a.re kno'W'!l from neasU!'~ents. 
If siich newrconditions a.re regulated so that 

Pz =· Pl {prev-iou.sly e7al.uated), fro::. (2) Pa can 
be calcfuated. To fulfil the req:ui=enent that, both 

without and with the sample, the lost power be the 

same {Pz = Pi) it is sufficient that both: 
1) the w~ll distribution of lost power (due toboth 

surface currents on the walls and lea."age thro

ugh apertures) be unperturbed by the introduced 

sample, 
2) the incident power {P.) be varied so that the 

transmitted one {Pt) £e the.same. 

In fact, Pt being a part of Pl if the distribu

tion of P z is unchanged, equal P ensures equal P z. 
. . . t . . 

In practice wanted variation of 1nc.1dent power 

P. = P aBy can be obtained by variation cf 8 (P 
~ g g 
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being generator power). From directly measured P. 
1.. 

and calculated. P an "absorption efficiency" 
a 

(3) 

can be evaluated. 

Tl "' 

p 
a 

P. 
i. 

Once n.has been found for certain exposure con

ditior.s (particular enclosure, radiation frequency,. 

field ·:;tirring type, etc .. ) and for a particular 

sample, the absorbed power is readily known for V_! 

rious inc icient power levels ( P.) • 
'!, 

Wher. the reflected power P ce.n be neglected 1 

as it is small in comparison !ith the incident _one 

P ._, the absorption efficiency, n, can b.e evaluated 

v~ry q•.d.ckly ( without previous eyaluat ion or· p·. and: 

P ) • I;J. these conditions in fact one has: J fi. 
a , / 

(1 t) . 

and 

(?.') 

ii oa· Y ,. P • ·= P 
,o., ... o ... ~---.· __ fo 

-~--

P aSy = P. = P + P 
_(} _t. a .l 

It follows that (prcnride:a· tha.t !?'to"' F
2
J: 

J:l p 

(4) 
a- a 

TJ .. = 
P. p/,i. pi t. a 

with reference to dB values, 

B "" '10 log J3,------· 
------

: ( . ----·--· 
t" ..... , 

( 5) l'l: T - 10 

= 

B 

~ 
(J 

l -
a 

= 10 l-o~ 
Q 

~- . .;. }l:. 
0-

s 
0 

and 

The efficiency TJ can thus be evaluated directly · 

from the dB attenuation r1;11 •-: IB , . == B - Bi 
In the following sections (3 ~nd 4)0 

many effi-
ci~ncr evaluations are referred--.:-.:t.Q_. .. ·· ·"Q,··· 

Ma.re;.· of them, performed in view of an analysis 

of the influence of various exposure conditions on .. 

field ;.miformity, were carried out acc6rding to the 

above simplified procedure,. neglecting enclosure 

mismatch (formula (5}) .. 
Some others, performed in order to check the r~ 

liability of the dosimetric technique proposed, in 

comparison with calorimetric evaluations, were car. 
ried c:1t following the exact procedure previously 

outlined. 

3. UNEORMITY TESTS 

The first· task of our work was to realize expo.!!_ 
ure systems where a movable biological subject, 

free of constraints, could absorb a fixed dose,. r~ 

gardless of its position in a suitable zone, and 

where =-,any small (entomological) ·samples could be 

equall:: and simultaneously irradiated. 

So, into different enclosures,- a lattice of po

s i tior:s {from 16 to 25) was established on a hori-' 

zontal plane placed at mid height. A moving load 
was used, and in each position the absorption eff,!. 
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Multimode time-varying enclosures for exposure and dosimetry 

ciency, n, was evaluated, according to the si~pli
·ried procedure outlined in the preceding section. 

In the larger cavity (. I m) the load consisted 
of 50 g of'. water. In the smaller ones ( 0 .25 m and 
C.125 m) the entomological subject itself (a pupa 
of Tenebrio molitor, mass 150 :;ig, and length 10mm) 
was used. From measured n values, the mean ii, the 
standard deviations, and the .coefficient of ~ari
ation s/~, were calculated. The latter was chosen 
as a measure of the spatial non-uniformity of the 
exposure conditions of, ,the sample, in various en-. ' . . . closures, at var2ous frequencies, and with diffe-
rent field stirring techniques. 

Rega.!"ding this last point, in fact, besides ro
tating stirrers ("mechanical" stirring), a freque
ncy ( triangular) .modulation technique was also te
sted. Re_sults for 1 m enclosure are reported in 

fig. 3 a. It is seen that at tested frequencies 
(13, 15, and 17 G~:) frequency modulation (ampli
tude 500 MHz, frequency 100 Hz) was less effective 
than mechanical t>:!chr.ique (using in this case two 
simplifi"d re,~tang·.uar rotating stirrers): the lai 
ter gave s/ii value5 of few per cent, and decrea
sing with inc.:-easir,g frequency. 

Fig. 3 b pertains to 0 .25 m enclosure: . 500 MHz 
frequency modulation amplitude are shown to give 
better field uniformity than 100 MHz, over the 
14-18 GHz band. But mechanical stirring.proved to 

_be. still more effective. The usefulness of a third 
rotating stirrer appeared at frequencies below 
10 GHz. In the 0.125 m cavity (fig. 3 c) three stir_ 
rers gave lower s/fj values than obtained with two,, 
over the entire 9-17 GHz band. Frequency- mod.ula
tiori ( _500 MHz amplitude) proved ag~n to be J~es s 

0.10 --------------~·--------~ EM 500 MHz 
-~ 
n 

2 s·rIRRERS ... 
a:) 

0.00 ------------------~---,~----8 10 1.2 , 4 16 18 Gliz 

G. 10 

~ ( n 

STIRRERS 
0.05 i r-

t 
L. 

-.,. .... . . .,, .... ,,, .... ... ... FM 100 MHz ... ,,,. ... b) ,,, .... ,,, .,_. ... ---- - - -FM 500 MHz ... --
L 3 

0.00 
8 10 12 14 16 18 GHz 

0. 10 

.2.. 
ii 

FM 500 MHz+ - - - -- ... 
-0.05 .... ... ... , C) 

2 STIRRERS .... .... ... -----------3 STIRRERS 
0.00 

8 10 12 14 16 18 GHz 

Fig. 3 - Coefficient of variation (inhomogeneity index) ; a) 1 m enclosure, b) 0 .25 m enclosure, c) 0.125 m enclosure. 
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0.25 

0.20 

0. 15 

ii 

8 

i'i 

0 .15 

o. 10 2 STIRRERS 

0.05 

0.25 

0.20 

0.15 

n 

8 

2 STIRRERS + 

FM 500 MHz+,. 

10 12 

+ 

10 12 

3 STIRRERS 

+ 

2 STIRRERS 

10 12 

a) 

14 16 18 GHz 

b) 

---
... - - ·-

- - -· - + -FM 500 l-:1Hz 

14 16 18 GHz 

. C) 

14 16 18 GHz 

Fig; 4 - Mean absorption efficiency; a) 1 m enclosure, moving load: ·50 g water; b) and c) 0 .25 and 
0.125 m enclosures, moving load: pupa, 150 mg. 

effective than mechanical stirring technique.· Fur~ 
ther data and details are reported in [6]. 

From these tests one mey conclude that our three 
rotating stirrers give a satisfactory field unifor_ 
mity in a cubic enclosure as·small as about 4 wav~ 
lengths, and that two stirrers are enough in a cu
bic enclosure 10 wavelengths or more wide. 

Frequency modulation is less effective_ and, in 
any case, its use involves the loss of the possi-· 
bility of detecting single-frequency dependent bi~ 
logical effects. 

4. ABSORPTION EVALUATIONS 

4.1. Dependence of absorption efficiency on expo
sure pa;r>ameters 

92 

One of the reasons why we realized enclosures 
only a few wavelengths small (given the 8-18 GHz 
frequency range), was the need of high absorption 
efficiencies: bioelectromagnetic experiments ofte~ 
require rather.high powers, and so it is of inte
rest to reduce enclosure wall losses and to search 
for best efficiency conditions, in order to avoid; 
when possible, the use of special high-power, high
cost sources. The data, collected as described in 
the preceding section, were hence re-examined from 
the point of view of the mean absorption efficie- 1 

ncy n (averaged over the various positions inside 
the cavities). Some results are summarized in fig. 
4 a, b, c. 

They are obvtously strictly related to results 
in fig. 3 and show that a good uniformity (a low 
coefficient off variation s/n) is generally-rela-
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Multimode time-varying enclosures.for exposure and dosimetry 

ted to a high efficiency ii. 
Mechanical stirring is thus confirmed as more 

convenient, also from the point of view of the ab
sorption efficiency (fig. 4 a, b), and the.useful
ness of the third rotating stirrer is also confir
med in the smallest enclosure (fig. 4 c). 

Passing from the 0.25 m to the 0.125 m enclos
ure it has to be noted that there is an expected, 
and observed, efficiency increase: from a mean le
vel·of about 10% (fig. 4 b) to a mean level of ab
out 15% (fig. 4 c) with a relative increase of 50%. 

4. 2. CaloPimetric check of eZectricaZ dosimetry 

Water samples were used in a comparison testbej;_ 
ween calorimetric and electric dosimet~y in multi
mode time-varying enclosures. The 0.25 enclosure 
with three rotating field stirrers, and a low po
wer CW source (klystron) were used in absorption 
efficiency evaluations on water samples, according 
to the exact procedure outlirced in section 2. The 
details are reported in [6]. 

The results concerning three samples of mass 
(M) 25 g, 50 g, •and 100 g respectively, are compi
led in table 1 (column 4). 

The same s~ples in the same enclosure were ex
posed to radiationofapulsedsource (radar genera
tor) operating at the sane frequency (9.4 GHz). 
The measured incident (mean) power levels (P.) and 
calculated absorbed ones (P = T]P.), are reptrted 
in columns 5 and 6. a ~ 

Exposure durations 
trically evaluated ( K 
(columns 7 and 8). e 

( tit) an:i absorbed energy ele£_ 
= P tit) are also reported a 

From· water mass (M) and measured temperature 
rise 60 (column 2) the absorbed energy was also c~ 
lorimetrically evaluated: (column 3) according to 
the formula 

M68J=E 
C 

where the water specific heat has been assumed to 
be one, and J = 4.186 joule/cal. 

One can see that from the smaller samples ( 25 g 
and 50 g) the calorimetric evaluation gave results 
about 70% and 80% respectively, related to the ele£_ 
trical evaluation, but with the larger water ainount 
the agreement between calorimetric and electric 
evaluation was excellent. This is certainly due to 
the rather crude calorimetric technique used: es
pecially high was the error in temperature evalua
tion of small samples, because of the large mass 
of the thermometers employed .. Further experimental 
details are reported in [6]. The test performed 
confirms the reliability of tte dosimetric tech
nique used. 

5. CO!lCLUSIONS 

FrC?n preceding evaluations we may conclude that 
small cubic enclosures, once equipped with large 
rotating field stirrers such as those used in our 
tests, may be usefully employed for controlled ex-
posure of small biological subjects. / 

In the 12-18 GHz bandi a O. 125 m triple stirred 
cavity can also be used; in the 8-12 GHz band a 
0.250 m cavity ensu'fs the required field unifor
mity. Lower frequencies can be used in larger en
closures. 

The use of such multimode time-varying enclos- .: 
ures is recommended not only .~s. /J.. tool for control 
led exposure, but also for the simple dbsimetric · 
technique made possible. 

Some of the various aivantages 
in comnarison with the systems in 

are listed below; 
which animals 

are re~trained: 
1 ' 

- ~limination of constraints and related e.m. scat .. 
tering and animal stre3s problems; 

in C;Omparison wTth waveguide integrating apparatu
ses: 

I . . . s:unpl·er-1.nstrumentation and operation; 
in comnarison with calorimetric evaluations: ' - . 

simpler operation 
high sensitivity (consider the 15.0 mg sample used 
in our t~sts) 

- measure of the power absorbed by the subject it
self. 
These features, of course, are not limited to 

sma11 · size enclosures and can bevery useful in e~ 
periments on any kind of biological subjects .. 
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·l 
AbJf.:,'!.£tCt. In this paper a method and some resul.ts about th'e microwave spec
troscopy of biological substances are presented. The method allows to mea
sure in a non-invasive way, the complex dielectric constant of a material 
in the frequency range 100 to 2000 MHz. Its major peculiarities are related 
to a remarkable rapidity of use and to the smallness of the biological sam
ple required. The most promising applications may be in the ~ield of the in
vestigations about the microscopic properties of tissues and macromolecules, 
and also for diagnostic purposes. The results up to now regard the inner con
ductivity of erythrocytes and some parameters related to human sera (with a 
particular remark for water bound to proteins), which show perceptible dif
ferences between no=al and sick individuals. 

.. ......, 

1. I~TROuUCTION 

The study of interactions between electroma
gnetic fields and living or.biological matter has 
been placed under an increasing interest in the 
last years. One of the main reasons of this fact 
is due to the need for a petter knowledge of pos
sible damages induced by microwave irradiation, 
especially after the large diffusion of industri
al and domestic apparatus such as microwave ovens. 

About this problem there are security limits 
heavily different in the various countries: this 
proves the actual lack of information. 

Another field of great interest regards the 
clinical applications. In general it was proved 
that electromagnetic fields strongly influence 
the living processes, e.g. the DNA synthesis [1, 
2, 31 ; in particular, interesting results were 
recently achieved by means of microwave irradia
tion on certain types of tumor (4, SJ and by 
means of low frequency fields, on the rigenera
tion of limbs [6). 

These reasons justify an improvement in the 
study of the aforesaid interactions which can be 
performed (besides "in vivo" irradiation) by 
means of microwave spectroscopy (i.e., the study 
of the complex dielectric constant behaviour in 
the frequency-domain) of biological substances. 

The latter technique (foundamentally non-in
vasi•.0e) first of all allows one to get informa
tion on important properties of biological stru
ctures, such as cellular membranes, ionic en"i-

ronments, proteins, DNA and other kinds of macro
molecules; secondly, it seems to be able to pro
vide information of diagnostic character. For 
example normal and sick individuals seem to exi·
bi t significant differences in the dielectric 
characteristics of lipoproteins (7); and similar 
differences have been found between the sera of 
normal and tumor patients, even during preclini
cal conditions £8). 

In such researches, the fundamental problem is 
that of measuring in the microwave range and if 
possible, in a broad frequency band, the relati
ve complex dielectric cc•ns tant E = E' - j E" · of a_ 
given biological substance; here E' and E" ar_e fre
quency dependent real numbers; 1," is related to 
the conductivity a by 

( 1) a : COE, E" 

where Ee is the vacuum permittivity. 
The various measurement methods proposed until 

now (see, for example, (9, 10, 11) ), are quite 
different amongst them. this is due to the diffi
culties involved in such measurements, which are 
many and of different types, especially in conne
ction with the particular ranges of values assu
med by the dielectric constants of biological ma
terials. The most remarkable ones, in our opinion 
are the following: 
1) the high values of E'(typically of the order 

of 70), which critically emphasize any physi
cal imperfection of the sample holder; 
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2) the large variation of the ratio E 'IE"'; 
3) the small quantity of material to be tested 

(this is a typical medical requirement); 
4) the facility with which biological materials 

denature, especially due to thermal changes. 
In this paper a method is presented that sati

sfies the. requirements of being quick and needing 
a small quantity of material (only about 0.5 cu
bic cm.). Although our method is especially good 
in regard of points 3) and 4), even its accuracy 
is rather.satisfactory. The method is described 
in the next Section. 

2. MEASUREMENT OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 

The material under test is poured by a Pasteur 
pipette into the holder, which is open on its 
top; the operations of filling and washing are ve
ry simple and what is important, rapid. 

The structure of the holder (Fig. 1) is that 
of a cylinder with a circular internal cross
sectio.n, 7 mm diameter, divided in two parts.The 
upper one i~_a short tract of circular waveguide; 
here the material to be measured is put. The un
derlying part is a_ tract of coaxial line (with 
characteristic impedance 50 ohm) terminated at 
section A,-.A' by a. standard APC7 connector. 

1 
I 

I• t.d 
IQUI 

sample 

L ... -~~..,..,,,.,,,,,' ,.,,,..,..-,-.-,-'.'~ 

-~-- \. 

I 

Fig.l 

-dielectric 

Between the two tracts, a Teflon disk is inser
ted to make the holder watertight. 

The APC7 termination connects the holder to a 
Hewlett-Packard 8542 Automatic Network Analyzer, 
which is our measuring instrument. The complex re
flection coefficient Q at section A-A' is the 
quantity actually measured, as a function of fre
quency. The range we used was 100 to 2000 MHz 
with SO MHz steps. 

The tract of waveguide, as seen from section 
B-B', is well approximated by an infinite wavegui
de filled with the liquid to be tested. 

For the validity of this approximation, a li
quid column about 10 mm in depth (or 0.5 cm3 in 
volume) is sufficient. 

93 

This is of easy understanding if one considers 
that the cut-off frequency of the dominant mode 
in the waveguide, filled with a material having 
s'= 50 ~ 80 (a typical range for biological sub
stances) is some 3.5 GHz. That means a decay of 
the electromagnetic field of about 5 dB per milli
meter at the higher frequency used in our experi
ments; in other words, a column of 10 mm procedu
res on the e.m. field, which reaches the top of 
the liquid and is reflected down, a total attenua
tion of more that 100 dB, causing an. error (with 
respect to the ideal case of an infinite column) 
largely negligible with respect to those due to 
other sources. 

Hence.considering, as we actually do-, only fre
quencies under the cut-off, the whole waveguide 
tract can be considered, for modelling purposes, 
as if it were of infinite length, in such a way 
as to be r·epresentable as a single impedance z. 
In the absence of hsses, it is easy to verify 
that Z is of capacitive type: 

(2) z = 1 
j ro C (e) 

In the general case, we continue to use eq. (2), 

bearing in mind that C (E) can be a complex quan
tity. This will somehow simplify the subsequent 
equations.· 

In our scheme C (E) accounts also for the di
scontinuity effects caused by the interface bet
ween the liquid and the Teflon disk. Summing up, 
a model of the holder such that shown in Fig. 2 
can be made, where the "linear·two port" is inde
pendent of E, and simply represents the holder 
region comprised between sections A-A and B-B. 

:A 
I 
I 
I 
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Fig. 2 
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On the basis of this model, it is easily ·shown 
that the relation between the input reflection 
coefficient Q and C (E) is of bilinear type, i.e. 

(3) 
_ a + f!C (E) 

Q-l+l'C(E) 

where a , fJ , r are frequency dependent parameters 
characterizing the linear two-port. 

Eq. (3), together with some other considerations 
developed later on, suggests a rather simple cali
bration method. 

Firstly we observe that, if we fill in turns 
the holder with three materials having known die
lectric constants e

1
, e

2
, e 

3 
and measure the cor-

responding reflection coefficients e
1

, e
2

, e
3 

eq. 

(3) obviously holds true for each couple ek, e k ; 
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(4) 

then, eqs. (3) and (4) easily give: 

(5) 
.( ()- ()1) U.>2 - ()3) ~ (e)-:-C (e1~ f (Ei)-c (EJ 

(()-1?2) ( ()1 -()3) l (c)-C (ev] @(ei}-c (€3)] 

Eq. (5) can be verified directly; or we can sim
ply observe that it expresses the well known 
property of cross-ratio invariance. 

For further developments, the relation between 
C and f is needed. Clearly it is not a simple 
proportionality, because o.f the presenc.e of two 
dielectrics (i.e., liquid and teflon). In order 
to decide this point, C (E) has been calculated 
through an. accurate computer-based field analysis 
[12], for many values off, both real and com
plex and for various frequency. 

It was found that the values of C (s) are very 
close to the following equation 

a + b E 
(6) C (E) = 

1 + Ce 

where.a, b, c, are parameters depending on the 
frequency and on the physical and geometric pro
perties of the holder, but not on ~ . 
Eq. (4} is particularly accurate in the range of 
dielectric constant considered in our application 
real part 1 ~ 80, immaginary part O ~ 250). At a 
fixed frequency, eq. (4) yields 

(Q-Q1) (Q2-()3) 

(Q- l.>2) (()1-()3) 

for it is again of bilinear type. By comparison 
between eqs. (5) and (7) one has 

(8) 
(E-E1)(Ez-E3) 

(E- Ez) (E 1 - E3) 

(()-()1)(Qz-Q3) 

(Q-Qz)((.)1-!.>3) 

Eq. (8) solves the problem of calibration: the 
dielectric constants E 

1, E 
2 and E 

3 
of the three 

standard fluids are known, while the related re
flection coefficients 

and recorded•for each frequency. This completes 
the calibration phase. Therefore ·the operative 
method consists simply in measuring the reflec
tion coefficient of the sample and solving eq.(8) 
for E • 

·As reference fluids we choose air (for which 
it was assumed E 

1
= 1), distilled water and an 

NaCl aqueous solution (normality N = 0.077). The 
two last dielectric constants ( e

2 
a~d e

3
) were 

computed at each frequency of interest on the ba
sis of the formulas due to S:togryn [13]. The 
acquisition of data was made by and HP 2116 C 
computer (which is included in the 8542A system). 

The validity of our method was checked on va
rious materials, whose dielectric constants are 
known. In table 1 the results relative to another 
saline solution (NaCl in water, with normality 
N=0.2) are shown, compared with the values cal-

~:~.XLIX - N.2 MARCH - APRIL. 1960 

culated again from (13). 
Tab.1-Results for an NaCl solution,N=0.2, T=26 C 

Freq. Meas. Cale. %Error Meas. Cale. %Error 
(MHz) 

:.100 65.10 74.35 : 12.3 346.8 362.8 4.4 
200 78.97 74.33 6.2 175.0 1.81.2 3.4 
400 79.39 74.31 6.8 90.4 91.6 1.4 
800 77 .63 74.23 4.6 47.6 47.9 0 .. 6 

1600 76.55 73,10 3.6 27.5 28.1 2.0 

As a second example, it is reported in Table 2 
the case of the ethanol (with no more than 0.5% 
imputiry), compared with values calculated from 
Buckley and Maryott [141. 
Table 2-Results for ethanol, T = 25 C 

Freq. 
%Error' Meas. 

j 

(MHz) Meas. Cale. Cale. 7.Errcir 

100 23.92 24.33 11.7 1.45 1.66 12.7 
200 23.65" - 23 .93 1.2 3.36 3.25 3.4 
400 21.54 22.48 4.2 ·6.96 6.02 15.6 
8'oo _16_.20 18.33 11.6 10.67 9.31. 14.6 

1600 9.30 I 11.61 19.9 11.12 9.76 13.9 
! 

Summing up, considering· the. rather high chara
cteristics of rapidity and semplicity, the method 
has a quite satisfactocy accuracy, expecially ta~ 
king into account that, besides the measurement 
errors on the reflection coefficients, the main 
source of imprecision so far i~e to,some inac
curacy in the saline solution preparation. In 
particular the effect of the Iatter error is 
strongly increasing with decreasing frequency, as 
it could be proved by an error analysis carried 
out by the method reported in [15]. 

MEASUREMENTS ON HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES 

The technique outlined in the previous Section 
was applied to the measurement of the complex 
dielectric constant of erythrocytes (red cells) 
of human blood. It must be noticed that at the 
frequency considered in this work the influence 
of the cell membrane is practically negligible: 
then the values obtained are actually relative 
to the interior of erythrocytes. 

Blood was obtained from a voluntary c!onor (a 
healthy man aged 25). After heparinization the 
erythrocyte and plasma fractions were separated 
by centrifugation; then, they were mixed in some 
different concentratio~s: v= 0.14, 0.28, 0.41, 
0.53, 0.84; here v, referred to as thehaematocryt 
is the volume concentration of the suspended par
ticles with respect to the total volume. The com
plex dielectric constant of each suspension is 
obviously a function of the dielectric constants 
of the suspending medium ( EL) and of the par ti-

cles ( E ) • In the literature several expression 
for E irf terms of€ , l:L are available; in our 
case, we used Frick~' s one [16]. 

E - £L V -'f~p __ EL=-
£ + xS f +. x EL L p 

(9) 
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This equation was originally derived for a di
spersion (suspension with very low v ) of ellip
soidal particles: x· is a factor dependent on the 
shape of the particles and also on fp/i'.L 
[9]. 

However it is known [161 that eq. (9) gives 
good results, when fpand ~Lare not very diffe
rent, even for high concentrations, e.g.v > 0.6 
and for nonellipsoidal particles form. 

For erythrocytes, following_Cook,[91 x = 1.9 
is a good choice at high frequencies; on the other 
hand x = 1.5 should provide better resu_lts at low 
frequencies [11). 

However, we assumed x = 1.9 in the whole 100-
2000 MHz range, base4 on the fact that x parame
ter is not critical. 

The dielectric constants of pure plasma (FL) 

and of the five suspensions said above were measu
red by the method described above. Then, the die
lectric constant of erythrocytes has been deter
mined· from eq. (9) • where f pis the sole unknown. 

The utilization_of suspensions with different 
haematocryt has been suggested by the purpose of 
lowering errors. Indeed, if eq. (9) were exc1ct 
and also the values of the permittivities ( f, f

1
) 

obtained by the described method, werE exact, mea
surements on only two materials (namely pure pla
sma and a single suspension), should be needed to 
yield f • The actual situation is different: not 
only th/ values £, E1 are more or less accompani
ed by errors• but also v is known within a 2-: 10% 
acct.racy, _·.(this accuracy is decreasing with v ); 
finally, eq •. (9) itself is approximate. 

Based on such considerations, firstly E was 
f 

. p • 
calculated from measurements o · single suspensi-
ons. The complex values .obtained for each frequen
cy are rather spread as regards their real parts, 
but close to one another as.concerns EP. We con
sidered the average values as representative. 
Perhaps_the most interesting quantity is the ery
throcyte conductivity: 

The plot of 
Fi.g. 3. 
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At low frequency, the values of a ~O. 6Jil/m} 
is similar to the value presented in [17 • 

MEASUREMENTS OF HUMAN SERA 

In order to investigate on the possible exi
stence of differences in the dielectric properties 
of haematological samples due to path_ologies, we. mea
sured the dielectric constant of a.group of human 
sera (43 in number} obtained from normal and sick 
individuals. 

From the chemical point of view, a serum is a 
solution of proteins and salts in water. However, 
a particular phenomenon is to be accounted for: 
the existence of water bound to proteins. It is 
known that a protein molecule causes, in its sur
rounding, a specific influence on the cybotaxes 
of molecules, in such a way as to give rise to a 
"shell of bound water" around the molecule itself. 
It is believed l1s) that in this shell the beha
viour of water is, at least as regards the diele
ctric properties, something half-way between that 
of ice and liquid water. 

Based on this and an other assumptions common
ly found in the literature, ~e made model for the 
behaviour of the serum dielectric constant assu
ming that: 

-1) the permittivity of any protein is real cons
tant and equal to 2; 

2) the dielectric constant of bound water has a 
Debye-type frequency behaviour (o relaxation): 

f0 - F.,, 
1 +j (f/f0 ) 

where £0 is to be determined, whereas ~he other 
parameters are fixed: fu = 80, f.., = 4.9: 
3) the dielectric constant of the serum can be 

calculated by repeated application of Fricke's 
equation, in two steps: firstly, from the know
ledge of the values for the proteins molecules, 
considered as ellipsoids and of bound water one 
obtains the equivalent dielectric constant for 
the complexes protein-bound water; secondly,the 
serum dielectric constant is calculated again 
by (9) considering now a suspension of the afo
resaid complexes in a saline solution; 

4) the permittivity of this saline solution is 
calculated by Stogryn's formulas taking into 
account, instead of the actual ionic composi-. 
tion, an equivalent sodium chloride normality 
N (a priori unknown). 
Since the protein volume percentage is easily 

found, knowing the electrophoretic weight percen
tage of the single serum proteins and their mole
cular volumes, the three unknown parameters in 
this model are: the equivalent normality N, the 
o relaxation frequency f0 and the volume percenta

ge of bound wat~r w. These quantities have been 
found, for each serum, through an optimization 
technique (a modified Hooke-Jeeves procedure) in 
such a way as to reach the best fitting between 
calculated and measured dielectric constant. Then 
each serum was catalogued by the three values N, 
f 0 , and w. 

Bearing in mind that the error in.the measured 
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values i~ not small, the thr.ee parameters perhaps 
are not exact but they are sufficient for c_lassi
fication purposes. This is ·easily recognized by 
considering that the dielectric constants of the 
various sera are close to one another; he.nee, it 
is believed that the intrinsic errors of the mea
surement method influence the calculated N, fd , 
win similar way for all sera; that i.e., the 
calculated values.in the worst case are "biased" 
estimates of the exact values; but this is not 
relevant for classification purposes. 

The examined sera were divided into four ·grou
ps, according to the pathologies. 

Group N: normal individuals (16 subjects) 
- Group K: untreated cancer patients (10 subjects) 
- Group H: untreated .chronic active hepatitis pa-

tients (8 subjects) 
- Group M: untreated plasma cell myeloma patients 

(9 subjects). 
In all. instances, the diagnosis was achieved 

by histopathological examination on biopsy; all 
the patients with plasma eel] ~yeloma evidenced 
typical M-component in serum standard electropho
resis, with a monoclonal spikes. 

In Table 3 the results are reported, for all 
the groups. OIJing to the fact the bound-water a
mount in the s~le is related in a some way to 
the amount of the protein in the sample itself, 
the ratio between the molar concentration of 
bound-water w and the molar concentration of the 

• m • proteins p was calculated. The relaxation fre-
quency £0 oif the ,;;ater bound to .. the proteins is 
repor~ed as wave-lenght l , (cm). The data seem 
to be not normally distributed, therefore diffe
rences, if.any, between normal and pathological 
groups were tested by the non-parametric Wilcoc
son's w-test: in the Table is reported the nega
tive probability level p(w) of w. The data of 
normalities are not reported in the Table, being 
these values almost equal between themselves. 

Table 3- Results for sera. 

w /p stand. p(w) ). stand. p (w) m m dev. dev. 

N group 1 944 413 ----- 92.66 5.60 
K group 2 347 411 0.023 9'8.86 6.32 0.016 

CONCLUSION 

We have presented a method suitable for rapid 
and quite accurate determination of the complex 
dielectric constant of liquid materials at micro
wave frequencies. 

Thep:-eliminary applications to biological s~b
stances seem to be promising. 

The precision of the method can be improved,in 
our opinion, in two ~ays either by means of a mo
re accurate preparation of the reference materials 
particularly as regards the saline solution, and 
by the use of more than three standards: this 
latter way should allow to apply statistical 
techniques in order to lower errors. 

Manuscript received on >October 5, 1979. 
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Abstract • The biological effects of lcc.·-frequency electromagnetic ~,x
posure a·ce linked to the mocifications induced by the field on the electro-

. chemic3l cell microenvironment and to the related variations in the concen-· 
trations of cell ma~romolecules and ions. The spatial conformation of chro
ma~in-DN:....;. itself can be affected, so that electromagnetic control of cell 
functions becomes feasible. Two me-t!:-.ods, i.e., automated laser: £low micro
fluorometric and absorpti_on image a.1alyses, are reviewed, which are sensitive 
enough to measure "in situ" chromatin conformational changes inside single 
cells, as induced by electromagnetic exposure, and to distinguish the effects 
due to different field waveforms. Experimental results of electromagnetically 
controlled dadifferentiation of nucleated frog erythrocytes are given. Mor
phological changes similar to those which occur during the amphibian osteo
geaesis process have been obtained "in vitro". A simplified cell model is 
discussed which mimicks _the frequency selectivity of the interaction between 
the induced field and the c,ells, Electromagnetic field waveforms similar to 
those used "in vitro" have been successfully used in the osteogenesis field, 
and "in vivo" results a-::e pre·sented, which lead to clinical applications of 
electromagnetic exposure • 

. 1. INTRODUCTION 

The possibility of controlling chemical reac
tions by electromagnetic_ (em) exposure is the 
counterpart of the well-known generation of elec
trical power by electrochemical (ec) means. 

The biological inferences of the former aspect 
have been recognized since Galvani's work (1791) 
but they were fully exploited in the 1 60s only. 

The first historical reason -for such hiatus 
was the inhioition of electrochemistry develop
ment and of its biological applications due to 
the incorrect use of Nerst's thermodynamical ap
proach (1891). His ideal law states that 

( 1) th th [ '] th th f 
2 

- ~l = k T/(qZ,i ln(c1 /c
2 

) 

th th 
where, 'f 

2 
- If 

1 
is the potential difference be-

tween two points in a solution or across an inter 

face; c
th 

are the concentrations of solute par-1, 2 
ticles (e.g., ions) whose charge is Zq, q being 
the absolute value of the electron cl,arge; k is 
the Boltzmann constant and Tis the absolute tern-

perature. Strictly speaking, eq. (1) holas at ther 
modynamic equilibrium (superscript th) so that it -
can be used out of equilibrium in .rather special 
circumstances only (see§ 2). 

The successful thermodynamic· thinking of 
Nerst's theory of galvanic cells at equilibrium 
affected most researchers, who regarded the cur
rent i

2 
flowing from 2 to 1 out of equilibrium 

'1 
as related to the overall potential difference 
f 

2- p
1

, and attempted at evaluating c/c
2 

by (1). 

Such incorrect use of (1) dominated the electro 
chemical scene up to ~he 1 50s. The "overthermo
dynarnical approach" has prevented the development 
of charge transfer kinetics in solutions and at 
interfaces, which is the key point in studying 
biological processes. 

The early fundamental advance empirically sug
gested by Tafel (1905): 

( 2) 

th wh-ere i and v are constants and v = ( !D - tO )-o o 12 l 2 
- ( (l) 1 - lD 1th) , l l was entirely disregarded, irrespec-
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tive of its being tailored for non-equilibrium pro 

cesses, involving. the rate at which events, like 

charge transfers across a surface, occur. 

In the late '50s, electrochemistry awoke, the 

understanding of the excess voltage v and current 

density became general also thanks to the succes

ses obtained in the companion field of solid state 

physics (compare (2) with the Schockley law of an 

ideal semiconducting p-n junction (1949)); At the 

same time, bioelectrochemis t.ry started to develop 

as a basic (surface) science which should b~ able 

to elucidate also the interactions between em 

fi.elds· and cells. In fact, most biological macro

molecules are in a colloidal state within a cell. 

Their size is very large and their stability as 

separate enticies (e.g., proteins) or as organized 

structures (e.g., membranes) depends predominantly 

on forces that exist between their electrified sur 

faces and the su~rounding ionic solution. Thus, 

some important pYoperties of livi.r..g systems depend 

on surface phenomena and surface pr::ip-2r ties, which 

car: be modified tc- somE'. extent by mea,,s of exter

nally controlled c.--n fields. 

While elect:-ocr.emistry was growi,:g, a parallel 

research field was estabii.shed in electromagnetics 

wh£n Maxwell s~a~e::i the for.nula that gives the 

equivalent res~stivj_ty of a homogeneous conductive 

medil.llll where spherical conductive particles are 

embedded (1892). A considerable effort was devoted 

to the measure~ent of conductive or dielectric pro 

perc!es of molecule solutions by means of well-es: 

tablished em measuring techniques. The goal was 

twofold! to collect from the measured data the com 

plex permittivity of the molecules under study, 

fr,::-m de tc microwaves; to exp lore the possibility 

of ~iscriminating between solutions of pathologic

al or nonoal biomolecules, fat diagnostic purpo

ses. In the meantime, the development of electro

nic systems delivering very_ large em power densi

ties (RADAR, 1935) and the increasing impact of 

people with microwave devices raised several safe

ty problems. It soon became apparent that exposure 

to intense em fields is very hazardous. An increa~ 

ing number of researchers started to devote their 

efforts to the above problems, taking advantage 

of their ability to model the interactions between 

em fi.elds and inorganic matter, em theory being 

already a well-established science. 
The initial approach was to take care mainly of 

the thermal effects induced by em exposure, asses

sing a corresponding limit to microwave exposure 

(Schwan·, 1953). This "overtherma 1 approach" preven 

ted for several years the study of nonthermal ef-

fects and still exerts its negative influence on 

today's revision of safety standards in most wes

tern countries. Using the Specific Absorption 

Rate (SAR) concept in the development of these 

standards results in the incorrect assumption thet 

the only mechanism by which em exposure can af

fect bi.ological systems is by bulk heating of a 

tissue mass. The application of these concepts was 

then ~rossly misleading for regulators and drew 

the attention of many researchers to the study of 

the behavioural effects of living beings under em 

exposure. These studies are short-cuts which gave 

up to now little con tri but ion to the understand
ing of the interactions among em fields and bio-

systems. They by-pass more fundamental and preli

minary aspects dealing with the interactions among 

em fields and cells, which are not yet understood 

and established and which result from low intensi

ty energy exposure. In conclusion, little atten

tion was paid to the ec approach, while most elec

trochemists ignored the em approach. 

Though it is apparent now that the most inte

resting effects are nonthermal in nature and lie 

in a spectrum range from 100 GHz to de, a little 

confusion remains. &1 principle, an em field can 

be used to induce a biological effect (e.g., to in 

hibit the growth of a cell population) or to eva-

luate a biological property (e.g., to measure the 

equivalent complex permittivity of a cell solu

tion). Even if an em induced biological effect 

does exist, it may happen that an em measurement 

is not sensitive enough to detect it. Some contro

versies concerning the ,,'existence of em indu,ced, 

nonthermal, biological effects are due to the at

tempt at measuring such effects by em means on a 

larise populatio_n .. of nonhomogeneous cells. To cla

rify this point, let us consider the Maxwell-Wag

ner;Fricke relationship (1925) that gives the equi 

valent complex permittivity £. of a solution con- -

tatning homogeneous sphericale particles whose vo

lume is p times the solvent volume~ 

(3) (€ - E )/(E.+2 E.) = p(E - € )/(£+2 E.) 
e s e s p s p s 

where£ and£ are the complex permittivities of 
s p 

the solution and of the solute .. [t~rticles.-• 

If the above formula _is applied to the inner 

medium of a single cell nucleus, like a colloidal 

solution of DNA, proteins, etc., and if the proce

dure is iterated to the cytoplasmatic medium, and 

finally to a cell solution, the solution permitti

vity le is obtained, which is related to the cell 

composition. The em measurement of~ can be advan 
e 

tageously used to evaluate some biological proper

ties of the cell population. 

On the .other hand, the iterative use of (3) im

plies that the cell population is homogeneous. In 

many practical cases, the population is nonhomo

geneous and a small subpopulation only exhibits 

the biological effect under study. Then the measu

rement of £e averages the effect to be detected in 

the whole population, and the sensitivity of the 

em measuring apparatus may be too low to detect 

any effect at all,so that other techniques must be 

devised, as discussed in §3. The same criticism 

applies to most biochemical assays used in biology 

and medicine. 

As a further remark, we point out that formulae 

like eq. (3) strictlj apply to media where the lo

cal charge densities and the generation-recombina

tion rates are zero. Typical biological media are 

water solutions of several ttpes of ions. Most 

biomolecul'es or biosurfaces embedded in such media 

are locally highly charged and continuously ex

change ions with the surrounding medium. The ec 

bases of the em school are then rather weak and 

the starting hypotheses incorrect, in contrast 

with the rigorous em development of these hypothe

ses and with the sophisticated em measuring tech-
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niques devised. 

It is easy to foresee that in the '80s the two 
basic historical trends outlined above, i.e., the 
ec and em approaches, will merge in an interdisci
plinary effort to better understand the interac
tions between em fields and biosystems. 

This confidence stems from the fact that, be
sides the results obtained so far by bioelectro
chemistry (bee) and bioelectromagnetics (bem), no. 
table experimental evidence has been cumulated 
since the '60s in biology and medicine whi-eh pro
ves that nonthermal biological effects due to em 
exposure exist. A short review is given in [1]. 

These comments have the purpose of helping the 
reader to allocate the topics discussed in the 
following sections within their historical frame
work . 

In this paper, we mainly consider a few aspects 
of the interact.ions between em fields and cells_, 
in the lower part of the spectn.,,-n (bet•.;een de and 
100 ~mz) and at low field intensities (electric 

field below lV/cr.i), attempting at linking the bee 
a:1d bem points of view. 

2. INTERACTIO!'IS EE'IWEEN EM FIELDS AND EC PP.OCESSES 

In this section, some interactions occurring in 

cells be.tween em. fields and ec processes are bri-=f 

ly discussed. The purpose is to offer a few simpl; 
examples of such interactions us.i.:tg a rigorous em 
approach. 

Example 1 - In most circumstances, the '.nediurn that 
st.:.rrounds a cell, either "in vivo" or nin vitro", 
is a water solution in \Jhich many ·different kinds 
of ions are dissolved as well as large biomolecu
les. Thus ions are not the only charged entities 
in solution, but we shall focus our attention 
mainly on them for the sake of simplicity, In the 
bulk solution, far from large macromolecules or 
r«embranes, the solution is uniform and conductive 
enough to be considered "quasi-neutral". In fact, 
large current densities can be obtained at the ex
pense of low electric field valu:s a.nd by means 
of ion diffusion. Low values of E correspond to a 
negli"ible diver"ence of E .itself and of the die-

• O . 0 (1) 
lectric induction vector 5 · so that the Poisson 

equation becomes: 

(4) V • 5 L qZi. cl.. A1;0 
it 

where z and c. are the valence and the concen-
i l. 

Cration of the i-th ion. 
We stress that the quasi-neutrality condition 

(4) does not imply that Eis zero in the bulk so
lution. The transport equation for an ideal ion 

is: 

( 5) ifl.=J./(qZ_ ),1.[c. E-[kT/(qZ. )7yc.1 lz. l1z. 
l. l. l. l. l. l. J l. l. l. 

ii being the ion flux density, Ji the correspond-

(l) The dielectric polarization contribution of 

water molecules to Dis rather large, the steady
state dielectric pennittivity of water being clo
se to 80. Thus sometimes the quasi-neutrality con
dition may not hold becayse lj'oD is not negligi
ble, irrespective of g oE bei.ng small. 

VJL.XLIX - N.2 MARCH - APRIL. 1980 

ing current density and)\ the ion mobility (2) • 

It becomes apparent that, if the ion concentra
tion c. is low (minority ion), the drift term in 

J 
(5) may be neglected with respect to the diffusion 
term, also E being small. In that c<1.se 

( 6) ~ j ~ - /1 j [ kT / ( q I Z i j)] V c j 

and the ion mainly moves by diffusion. On the 
other hand, 

happen.that 

if c. is large (majority ion), it may 
l. 

I ci EI is comparable with the diffu-

sion term and that the drift contribution cannot 

be neglected at all. Thus E may strongly influence 
the transport of majority ions, irrespective of 
f EI being small and the medium neutral. · · 

Similar arguments can be applied to the ce 11 
inner medium as well. 

Example 2 - When approaching biological inter
faces, like cell cyt.oplasmatic or nucleic membra
nes and large biomolecules (proteins, DNA, R..NA, 

etc.), the abrupt structural change of the two 
electrically active phases induces the formation 
of a transition region where neutrality cannot be 
preserved~ due to the large concentration gra
dients of ions (fig. 1). In such regions, eq. (4) 

1~, 
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Fig. 1 - Cell membra~e. The various surfaces are 
assumed to be equipotential surfaces. 

(
2

) The mobility depends on the cloud of water mo-. 

lecules that are bound to the ion. In fact, the 
ion orients water dipoles and attracts them to 
fonn a solvent sheath which surrounds the ion, 
moves along with it, and affects its mobility. 
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is no longer zero, the ~lectric field and the con
centration gradients are large and both terms in 
(5) must be retained. Quite often the drift and 
diffusion terms are so large that their moduli ex
ceed IJ

1
lat any point of t~e space charge region: 

(7) I iFil<IJ\ Ci El d~J<IJ\ [kT/(qzJvcil 

Then a simplifying hypothesis is to assume that 

(8) c. E.llii[kT/(qZ_)] Ve. 
1 l l 

. f . b -. - f · 1 · b · (3 ) irrespective o its e1ng out o equ1 1 r1um • 
If the time derivative of the magnetic induc

tion vector ii is small, then E :::s - V f and eq. (8) 

gives: 

(9) c. ~ c. exp [- f qZ./(kT)] 
1 1,0 l 

c being tha in~egration constant. Using eq. (9) 
i,o 

at surfaces 1 2nd 2 of fig. 1, ~e obtain 

(10) 

Th-Ls equat:-Lon, which relates t.he c.o-;i-:.:entrations 

of the i-th ion at che two space-charge region 
boundaries to the corresponding yoltuge drop, is 
similar to (1). This example showsthat,, in some 
special cases, Nersc's equation is still applica
ble to biosysteills, ir:!.'espe-:tive of their r..or:nal 
sca:e being out of eq_;.iilibritm1, provided that ine
qualities (7) are fulfilled. 

Examole 3 - One of the most important precesses to 
be c0nsidered in order to underscand cell beha
viour is t.he abso-rption of charged ions by biolo
gical surfaces. Let us consider the external sur-

face Se of the cell membrane (fig. 1). In the 
space-charge region ions may be absorbed by this 
surface, thus forming a thin layer which is model
led as a surface distribution -0f charges on se. 
Such a process can be viewed as a surface chemical 
reaction. 

Letting d~ be the surface concentration of i-th 
l 

ion and 6e the surface concentration of available 

. (4) e , . . . Se f sites on S , tne continuity equation on or 
each ion type becomes: 

(11) ¢. 
l ,.L 

e Je eI e e ~d./'c'Jt~o.h'.-c. Cd - d )/(i'.'d) 
1 l l 1,2 mm l 

(3 ) I · . ct· ( . cl ) n inorganic me ia e.g., sem1con uctors, 
cq. (8) strictly holds at thermal equilibrium, 
when ~ _=O. On the contrary, biosys terns are at most
in ste!cly state, but never at thermal. equilibrium 
(~ .c/0). 

l 

(4) 
Here we assume, for the sake of simplicity, 

that all the ions have the same valence, equal in 
value and opposite in sign to the valence ze of 
the surface sites, and that all of them can bind 
to the surface sites. An ion which binds to a sur
face site neutralizes it. Moreover, we do not take 
into account the water dipole competition with the 
ions to bind into the empty sites. 

where the subfix .L stands for the component normal 
to Se and 't:' 'I:" are two suitable constants. ' i, i 

While the second term of (11) is self-explanatory, 
the third and fourth ones express, according to 
the simple mass-action law, the flux of bound ions 
which ~eturn into solution (infinite reservoir) 
and the opposite flux of ions which reach the sur
face Se from the space-charge region. The latter 
flux is proportional to the ion concentration c, 
. 1 . h f . i,2 1n so ution, near t e sur ace, times the number 
of available ernpty ittes (6e - Lm <S!) on Se. 

It becomes clear that absorption is controlled 
by iJl _ , which is in turn contra lled by the e lec-

1' .1. 
tric field and by the ion gradient (see eq. (5)) 

in the space-charge region at surface 2. On the 
other hand, the absorbed species are related ·to 
D through- the surface Poisson equation ( 5): 

2 ,J. e e e i i i 
(12) D +D3 =Z q(6 _,;;;;, 6 )+Z q(6 -I d ) ; 

2,.1. ,.1. Lim m n n 

Then a connection between the external and in
ternal media i~-established through (12). More 
important connections are given by the relat.ion-· 
shiJs i,,hich relate the ·ion fluxes across the inner 
membrane to the excess voltage drop v and to 

. e i 3,2 
the species absorbed on S and S. All these inter 
actions and other processes, like the transport o1 
multipolar entities (e.g., proteins and water it
self),which are driven by the interactions between 
nonuniform electric fields and their multipole mo
menta, are not discussed here. ------.__, 

The above examples give a simple and tutorial 
picture of some interaction patterns -of electric 
field with electrochemical processes that are re
levant to cell life. It is apparent that it is pos 
sible to influence by em means the flow of charged 
entities, their concentration, the rate of chemic
al absorption, etc., both in the external and in 
the internal media of a cell. All these processes 
dii;ectly affect the so-called weak chemical bonds 
of biomolecules (as counterparts of the covalent 
bonds which are strong). These bonds are directly 
responsible for the three-dimensional configura
tion of biomolecules (§1), like DNA, and of the 
enzyme complexation with specific substrates. On 
the other hand, enzyme activity affects strong 
chemical bonds, which are then indirectly influen
ced by the aforesaid processes. Then it is possi
ble, in principle, to control cell functions by 
mear:,s of em exposure. 

3. QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS OF BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 

Once the possibility of interactions between em 
fields and bioprocess~s has been assessed, another 
preliminary problem to be faced is how to measure 
the corresponding effects. 

Our basic assumption is that it is possible to 

(5) 
We assume that the total charge of the inner 

cell membrane is.zero. The variables at the inte,
nal surface of the membrane si arc labelled by 
the superscript i. 
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associate with any biological effect, at a cellu
lar. level, a spatial configuration and/or an am
ount of specific cell biomolecules. Let c(x,y,z) 
be the concentration of the biomolecules of inte
rest within a cell, for exa'llple, chromatin ( 6) in 
the nucleus at a given ti~e. 

The first requirement is to measure c(x,y, z) 
"in situ", i.e., within the cell, as close as pos
sible to the physiological situation. Optical me
thods ·in the visible range are suitable and handy 
techniques. At visible wavelengths, the light ab
sorbed or emitted thro~gh spontaneous fluorescence 
by c~ll biomolecules is usually negligible, so 
that it is necessary to stain the cell. .Suitable 
(small) chromophore molecules are introduced into 
the cell. They must bind in a selective and stoi
chiometric way to the biomolecules under study.The 
measurement of the light absorbed or emitted at 
each point of the cell is proportionel to the chro 
cllOphore density s(x,y,z), whose spatial distribu
tion .is related to_c(x,y,z) through a biunivocal 
and knwon r~la~ionship. 

Measurements must be performed, under _the con
trol of a computer, on eac.h cell so that avt=raging 
a110ng nonhomogeneo·1..1s cells is avoided anC. the data 
collected in a large cell population are statis
tically meaningfu:. 

The most important and d~fficult objective to 
attain is the av2.ilab.ility of a selective and quan 
titative staining procedure which does not: perturb 

(
6

) In the nucleus the DNA double helix, some pro
teins and water form a very long macromolecular 
compiex called "chromatin". Chronatin contains all. 
the genetic information, and different cell func
ti.ons rise from its different spatial configura
tions. Using the "computer.language", chromatin 
can be viewed as a core ROM memory of the cell. 
This memory is organized in different manners for 
each different cell. type belonging to the same in
dividual. Then each cell type executes a different 
prograin, i.e., it exhibits different functions, 
irrespective of the core memory being identical 
for all the nucleated cells of an individual. Cell 
differentiation is a chromatin organization pro
cess which inhibits the execution of most programs 
but very specific ones. Eventually, the end of a 
program is the destruction of the core memory it
self, so that the nucleus disappears and the cell 
is left with its biomachi.nery to accomplish rather 
special-purpose goals up to death. This is the 
case of erythrocytes in human beings. 

Cell dedifferentiation is a chromatin reorgani-, 
zation process which may.occur in an already dif
ferentiated cell which has preserved its nucleus. 
Under a proper stimulus, chromatin assumes age
neral-purpose configuration from which a new di f
ferentiation process may occur along another cell 
line. This is the case of erythrocytes in amphi
bians. 

In most cases, the portions of chromatin which 
correspond to programs to be executed are open con 
figurations, accessible to ions, proteins, etc., 
whereas the portions of chromatin to be protected 
are less accessible being rather compact. 

the original configuration c(x,y,z). 
Flow microfluorometry and static image analysis 

have been proposed and used by us as sensitive 
techniques for the measurements of biological ef
fects induced by em exposure [2,3]. 

Flow microfluorometry requires cell staining in 
solution by means of a fluorochrorne, like acrj_dine 
orange (AO), whic_h is able to intercalate on nu
cleic acids. The dye concentration can be so low 
that cells remain viable and can be used for sub
sequent measurements. 

The solution flows through an orifice, where 
each single cell passes in front of a window illu
minated by the excitation light. Fluorescence emis 
sion is measured in real time by a photomultiplie~ 
at the optimum wavelength, and the data are stored 
in the memory of the computer which controls the 
measurement:,. 

By using a suitable staining procedure, accord
ing to Nicolini et al. [ 4], AO intercalated on DNA 
'(chromatin) gives green fluorescence FG, while AO 
bound to Ri'lA (and some proteins) gives red fluore
scence FR [2,3,4]. As a result, the values of 

F ff{ s (xyz) dxdydz are obtained 
G,R /// cell G,R 

for each cell, and thousands of cells per minute 
are analyzed. 

We point. out that sG differs from cDNA' and sR 

differs from c because s are measurements o( 
RNA G,R 

the AO molecules which are able to bind to the nu-. 
cleic acids. The intercalation sites which corres
pond to regions where chromatin is too tightly 
packed cannot be reached by AOf so that these re
gions do not contribute to sG L 2,sJ. The same ap
plies to RNA and sR. Then higher values of the in
tegral parameters FG R correspond to more open 
configurations of the'nucleic acids and to higher 
cell biochemical.activity (see note 6). 

Automated image analysis requires the prepara
tion of cell smears. A typical staining is the 
Feulgen reaction, which is quantitative and speci-, 
fie for DNA[2J. In this case, cells are dried on 
a slide, so that the original three-dimensional 
configuration cDNA is smeared into a bidimensional 

surface distribution /' (xy), which corresponds 
DNA 

to the squash down of the nucleus on the slide. 
The cell nucleus is focused under the optical 

axis of a microscope on the target of a high-pre
cision TV camera which measures the light transmit 
ted by each picture point. The coloured product of 
the Feulgen reaction gives an absorbance which is 

* directly related to cDNA(xy). 
-1, 

Several parameters,related to cDNA can be mea-

sured, like the nucleic integrated optical densi-

ty D = (( 
1 

c-1, (x,y) dxdy, the nucleic JJ nuc eus DNA 
area A, the nucleic perimeter P, and other indi
rect parameters, like the form factor A/P 2, the 

average optical density D/A, and the chromatin 

i 2/3 1 /3 [ J s tes D A available to intercalation 5. 
Only tens of cells per minute can be processed. 

Furthermore, the whole configuration c~NA can 
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. be stored in the memory of the computer which con
trols the me.:isurements, and a complete textural 
analysis can be performed. 

An improvement over absorption automated image 
,analysis is to use cells still in solution, within 
a microchamber, and to use Very Low Light Level 
cameras to measure the fluorescence emitted by a 
fluorochrome stain [ 6], e.g., AO. •-In this case, 

also the textural analyses of/ sG,R (x,y,z) dz 

can be performed, z being the optical axis of the 
1microscope. 

If a suitable em exposure affects biomolecule 
spatial configurations c(x,y,z) within a cell, 

·throug!i its influence.on weak chemical bonds (§2), 
arid consequently brings about a change in cell 
functions, such a change is reflected by cell 

·stai.ni.ng on s(x,y,z) or c* (xy), which can be mea
.surad by the optical cechniques described in this 
section. 

4. FROG ERYT'r!ROCY'IE DEDIFFERENTIATIQ:t,; UNDER EM 

EXPOSURE 

Some cf the most challenging problems to be sol 
v,=d in biology a:1d medicine are em control of celi 
proliferation, differentiation and dedifferentia
tion. ;._11 these proble:r.s are strictly connected 
and their potential a?p1icat~ons are n~~berless. 
Because of the e:r.·:>tional irr.pact related to cancer 
treat~ent, and of: the very preliminary results 
available up to now, we shall not consider th{~ 
pron{sing area) and. we shall rest·rict our inves
tigati~n to the osteogenesis field. This subject 

n SP ~-
;__ - - - - .J_ - - - - - - -' 

(a) 

H 

PT 

T 

(b) 

was brought to the attention of researchers in the 
early '50s, due to the piezoelectric properties of 
bones. Wh.Lle it beca,-iie apparent in the '60s that 
the electric field induced in bones by a mechanic
al stress has little to do with osteogenesis, the 
existence of an electrical activity at a fracture 
site, which is independent of the piezoelectric 
effect; gained experimental evidence [1]. 

Such a physiological activity is responsible 
for tissue repair, and can be mimicked both "in 
vitro" and "i.n vivo'~by means of ext~rnally indu
ced em fields. Studies performed on amphibians, 
which are able to physiologically regenerate a 
whole limb (salamander), proved that it is possi
ble to stop the above physiological process by de
nervating the limb under treatment. Subsequently, 
th,, process is restored simply by injecting minute 
curr.,:,nts of specific waveforms in proximity to the 
fracture [ sJ. ' ; 

A very interesting biological model is offered 
by the osteogenesis process i.n frogs. Their ery
thro"cytes are nucleated cells which are well dif
ferentiated and quiescent in the blood. 

I'n the .. electrochemical environment of the hae
matoma which surrounds a fracture, these cells un
dergo a dedifferentiation process which brings 
them back to a totipotent (not differentiated) 
stage. From this stage, they are able to further 
change their morphology and functions, differen
tiating along an osteoblastic line. 

The d~di fferentiation pathway can be reproduced 
"in vitro", starting from a solu-:C:-i~ of normal and 
quiescent frog erythrocytes. After injecting or in 

Fig. 2 - (a, b) Two different electric field waveforms (rotational part only) induced by the time-varia
tionr,of a magnetic field, as measured by a small loop probe. The optimum values of the 
amplitude H ranges between 1 and 5 rnV/cm at 2.5 cm off center of the coils-shown in (c). 

(c) Petri dishes with frog ei:ythrocytes in solution between the exposure coils. 

·~ 
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Fig. 3 - (a) Histograms of frog erythrocyte red and green fluorescences F in normal solution at any R,G 
time, irrespective of em exposure. Similar histograms hold for erythrocytes in potentiating 
solution, at t:=O. 

(b) Histograms F of control erythrocytes in potentiating solution, at t=15 h. R,G 
(c) Histograms F of erythrocytes in potentiating solution, at t=15h, under em exposure R,G 

(~= 14 ms, fig. 2a). 
(d) Same as in (c) with 't 18 ms. 
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ducing a suitable current in the solution, the 

cells undergo the same morphological charµ;es. obser 

ved "in vivo", toward a totipotent stagel 1]. 

These experimental restilts have been obtained 

by injecting a current of specific waveforms by 

meat!s of electrodes whi.ch have been implanted in 

the frogs or introduced into the solution. Another 

technique induces the current in the animal tissue 

or in the cell solution through the time variation 

of a magnetic field. This method precludes the use 

of de current but it has the advantage that tissue 

or solution contamination due to electrode by-pro

ducts is avoided. In the following, we shall rely 

on this method only (Electro-Biology Inc., Fair

field, USA), developed by Pilla. 

In order to investigate the dedifferentiation 

process previously describe:i, frog red blood cells 

have been intzoduced into a normal physiolcgical 

solution, d2signed to match the blood plasma, and 

they have been left in solution for 15 h. No re

levant rr:orphological changes have been observed un 

der phase conti:"as t microscopy, irrespective of th; 

external em fiE;':.d h2vit!g been switched or not 

(fig. 2). 

The corr-espo::-tdir.g fluo:-escenc-e histograms of AO 

stained erythrocytes are show--n in fig. 3a (B·1F. 

Ortho Instrw~ents, Westwood, USA). The red cell 

population is fairly homogeneous. The low values 

of F and F show that chromatin and RNA ar2 ra-
G R 

ther compact, so that few AO molecc1les are able to 

inter-:::alate. The integrated optical density D (TAS 

t 

( a) 
.-~ 
:, 

r.l 

1/) 

(l) 
u 
.... 
0 
,._ 
Q) 

.D 
E 
:, 
C 

( b) 

D [ a.u.j 

Fig. 4 - (a) Histogram of frog erythrocyte nucle~ 

ic integrated optical density Din normal solu

tio.n at any time, ir•respective of em exposure.Si

milar histograms hold for erythrocytes in poten

tiating solution, at t=-0 end for the cases of 

fig. 3b,c. (b) Histogram D of exposed erythrocytes 

in potentiating solution {see fig. 3d), at t=15 h 

under em exposure ("t: =18 ms, fig. 2a). 

Leitz, Wetzlar, West Germany) is shown in fig. 4a, 

where the peak value gives the DNA amount, in D 

units, for these quiescent cells. They appear to 

be in a "screened" state so that the em field is 

not able to affect them. 

A second set of experiments have been performed 

changing slightly the concentrations of some ions 

.++ 2+ 2+ -
lNa, K, Ca , Mg Cl), thus obtaining a poten 

tiating solution which was designed to match the -

haematoma environment [ 3} Of course, at t=O, his

tog_rams like those~n Figs. 3a and 4a have been 

measured. After t=15 h of permanence of the cells 

in the potentiating solution, without any em expo

sure, the fluorescence histograms of fig. 3b and a 

D histogram similar to that in fig. 4a have been 

obtained. 

Many cells have performed a transition from a 

low green fluorescence state (fig. 3a) to a higher 

FG state (fig. Jb). Furthermore,~ the c~lls 

have shown an increased F value (fig. 3b) as com

pared with the initial vafue (fig. 3a), while the 

total DNA amount D has not changed (fig. 4a). 

A consistent interpretation of these data is 

tlpt the potentiating solution is able "per se" to 

induc~-·-;;,· RNA activity in all the cells and to 

dl:ive many of them to a high F G state which cor

responds to a more open chromatin configuration. 

These cells have accomplished the dedifferentia

tion process previously described after the che

mical stimulus, and are ready to perfonn a dif

ferent program. No DNA synthesis has occurred. 

When the em field is switched on for. 15 hours, 

being T=14 ms (fig. 2a), the histograms,.of fig. 3c 

arid one similar to that of fig. 4a have been ob

tained. The em field has an antagonistic effect 

with respect to the potentiating solution. All the 

cells have the same RNA activity FR and the same 

DNA content as in the previous experiment, but the 

nwnber of cells showing an open chromatin configu

ration (high FG) is less than in fig. 3b. A simi

lar inhibitory effect has been obtained by setting 

T=12; 23; 25 ms. The histograms of figs. 3d and 

4b have been measured after adjusting T to 18 ms • 

Now the RNA activity is further increased with 

respect to any of the previous experiments, and 

all the cells show a high FG value. Furthermore, 

some cells also show larger values of D, thus sug

gesting that they have started DNA synthesis. 

In all the experiments quoted here, all the 

field parameters Hand 't (fig. 2) have.been kept 

constant but T. 

In the last case (T=18 ms), the em field seems 

to be able to enhance the effects of the potentiat 

ing solution and to bring the erythrocytes to a 

more advanced stage, where important effects,like 

DNA synthesis, stal'.'t to occur. Similar effects 

have been obtained'with the signal of fig. 2b, 

being T=SO ms. 

These data coupl~d with other experimental 

evidences [1,2,3,5,9] suggest the following com

ments: 

1) automated cytometry techniques are sensitive 

enough to measure bem effects; 

2) dedi.fferent.iation induced by chemical means on 

ly (potentiating solution) can be partially in 

hibited or strongly enhanced by specific em -

exposure; 

AL T/1 FPEQUE~JZA 
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3) cell response is frequency selective. For a derstand the frequency response of a cell. After given waveform, a frequency window exist~ such 
that if the signal fundamental frequency· is ex
ternal (internal) to the window, dedifferentia
tion is inhibited; 

4) cell response is nonlinear and amplitude is se
lective. If, for a given T, the value of His 
too small, no em induced effect occurs. Increas 
ing H above an optimum value, the effectiveness 
of the em signal in controlling dedifferentia
tion decreases until cell damage occurs. 

The relevant aspect of our data is that em con
.trol of cell functions is feasible. Besides the 
biological meanings of the previous results, we 
have also proved that suitable em exposure can in
hibit or enhance biological effects induced by ch~ 
mical means, so that the p8ssibilit? of coupling 
chemiotherapy ,,~ith em exposure is no-.... ~ assessed. 

5. CELL MODELLING: '::HE SC'.EENED STATE 

A general conclusion which can be inferred from 
the previous section is t.bat the e.:.--n field waveform 
must be effective in sti.mufati::1g a cell fenction. 
Another point Df vit:"'w which ieads to the sara.e con
clusion is that w2. li.ve in an en~ironrr,ent: polluted 
by em fields. Our daily exFerience suggescs that 
biosystems are rather insens~tive to such em expc-. 
sure. A possible explanation is that em pol.lutibn 
is not specific. 

The modeiling 0£ the interactions bet~een em 
fields and cells along the guideline of §2 is 
worthwhile, in order to elucidate induced biologi: 
al effects or cell screening capability, to inter
pret tbe measured dai:a, and to design furtl,er ex
periments. 

A small signal analysis may be sufficient to un 

I IE, j, 

Fig. 5 - Simplified cell model 

a suitable linearidng procedure -:lose to a work
ing point, the simple cell model of fig. 5 has 
been proposed in [ 9 J The properties of the dif
ferent media are shown in Table I. The external 
and cytoplasmatic media are model led by the equiva 
lent complex permittivities l + f Is, s being · 1,2 1, 2 . 
the Laplace variable. The nucleic medium is simula 
ted by a fixed charge distribution c, which mo
dels chromatin, by a charged messeng~r c (7), . 

~ which may interact with chromatin through the two · 
lifetimes 't' , 17 , by an equivalent pennittivity m a 
E

3 
+r

3
/s, which takes into account all the other 

charged entities (q
3 

c
3

) in the nucleus. We point 
out that the model does not allow us to simulate 
the effects of chemical inputs. The cell response 
to an external electric field will be discussed in 
the next section. As a preliminary study, here we 
consid~r a rather ideal case, where all the cell 
parameters and the surrounding medium have sphe
rical symmetry, so that any variable depends on 
the radial coordinate r only. The Poisson equation 
gives: 

(13) g D,ds=ff! f dv=S D = e s E Sc Ve C 1,l. 1 C l,.L 

where S is the spherical surface corresponding to C . point 1 in fig. 1; r is the overall charge density 
at each point of the volume vc bound by Sc• The 
normal components of the vectors are computed on 
SC. 

The continuity equation for the conduction cur
rent outgoing the cell through SC is: 

(14) f) J&dS=-d( {({ f:, dv)/dt=S J =Y S E J Sc J)J Ve> C 1,L ~1 C 1,L 

Substituting (13) in (14), any existing net 

charge fff p dv at a given time will exponenvc) 

tially relax to zero with the time constant t /v. 
1 °1 

This means that, in practice, JJJ v f dv = 0 at 
C 

at any time. Then E =J =O at any point of 1 ,.l. 1, .l. 
S , so that the total (conduction plus displace
m~nt) current density J

1
t outgoing the cell is 

'.L alwa_ys zero. 
As a consequence, the time variations of all 

the variables inside the cell are zero, so that 
the cell cannot leave its de state as long as sphe 
rical symmetry is preserved. The proposed model 

- leads to the conclusion that the spherical symme
try state is screened with respect to any (small) 
em stimulus that preserves symmetry. Such a state 
has no practical meaning but it.can be assumed as 
an ideal reference to classify cell behaviour: Q. 
cell becomes more insensitive to small em inputs 
as its morphology approaches spherical symmetry. 

(l) The reason why we call "messenger" the charged 
entity c will become apparent in the next see-m tion. 

J 

j 
,. 
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Table I - Characteristics of the media of figure 5 

Media \ Characteristics ---

3i El 
-t 

<t/s £.1) E l = 
X1 

; Jl = 
1 

t Jt 
SC Av2 1 = z J = zc , C 1, .l. 2, ..l. 

-
"' 

J E2 
-t <ttsc,) E 2 =~ ; J2 = 

2 2 2 

t / SN f;.v = Z J = z 
3,2 N 2 ,..L N 3 ,J. 

3 t. V ~ E3 = qm C - qa C - q3 c3 3 m a 
; 

\ = (3 E3 ; J = -[ kt f'm] Ve 1~ Ii q 
m m m 

---·-. 

J; = (•43+s t
3

) E3 -[kt Pm]~ cm lqm I I ~ 
L 

-•~•h•• 

'v t J3 = q3 s ;c
3 

'v • J 
m - - q 

m 
s cm+~. cm I 'C + q 

m a 
C / 'i; . 

a a 

0 = q s C - qm C I 't - q C / 't; 
a a m m a a a 

"·· 
Th<= nembranes are model led as surface discontinuHies dv of the excess 

pot'i!nti.al. The charges of C 
' 

C 
' m a c3 are respectively ~· q ' q3. In 

a 

this paper,we let ZN . - 0 for the sake of simplicity. 

This result parallels two ~ecent sets of expe
riments. 

Normal mitotic cells with various anchorage de
grees to a given substrate "in vitro" decrease 
their proliferating activity when they become in 
close contact while becoming more spherical. The 
same occurs if they are in~ suspension culture, 
where they can acquire a round shape without being 
in contact. Contrary to normal cells, transformed 
cells can rapidly grow irrespective of their sha-
pe [ icD. -

In normal cells, the nucleus shape seems to be 
related to the cell growth. A spherical cell shape 
corresponds to a round shape of the nucleus and 
both correspond to a decreased cell activity[ 11], 
according to the previous statements. If transfor
med cells are considered, their. increased prolife
rative attitude is uncoupled with the cell shape, 
which is no longer related to the nucleus shape 
because the microtubular system is less efficient 

or absent [11]. 
We correlate these experimental findings for 

normat and transformed proliferating cells in the 
following way. The cell activity does not only de
pend on the chemical enviror.ment, but it is also 
related to an electrical activity (ec point of 
view). If the external surface tension is about 
uniform (suspension culture or close contact with 

other. cells), the cell shape becomes about spheric 
al. If the microtubules are efficient, also the nu 
cleus is forced to be_ spherical so that the cell -
approaches th~ screened state depicted in this sec 
tion, slows down its activity, and cannot further
proceed along the mitotic cycle. If the cell is 
transformed, the nucleus shape is independent of 
the cell shape, e.g., because the microtubules are 
damaged, and it may remain highly asymmetrical, ir 
respective of the cell m~mbrane being about sphe-
rical. Then the condition of overall cell symmetry 
is no longer fulfilled and the transformed cell 
does not loose its proliferating efficiency. 

This section brings out the idea that spherical 
synnnetry must be avoided in order that the cell 
may be active. 

6. CELL MODELLING: RE$PONSE TO AN EM STIMULUS 

To fit the conclusions of the previous section 
in the cell model, a cell membrane nonuniformity 
has been postulated [9 ], on condi ti.on that em ex
posure is obtained by means of a uniform electric 
field E = E i at z = ¼ oO , i being the unit 

0 Z Z 

vector of the z axis. 
Accordingly, the membrane impedance per unit 

area.is assumed to be: 

ALTA FREQUENZA 
I 
I 
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Fig, 6 -- (a) Mcculi of the chromatin zero-th and first-order momenta, normalized to their de values, ver 
sus angular frequency W, for 1, m - 'ta 10-4 s and h

1 
0.01. 

t (b) Modul.i of the impedance z
0 

and of the current density J 1 at r R and 8 
C 

0, normalized to 

their de values, versus W. Same values as in (a). 

(15) 

where Z is the uniform membra11e impedance of Pi 1-
la [ 1 J 0 and P are the first two Legendre expan-0,1 
sion terms·of Z as a function of the angular coor C 
dinate 9. 

Tbe impedance (15) stems from the fact that the 
actual· field is large enough to induce nonlinear 
<effects (§4), so that the linearizati.on of the non 
linear membrane characteristic gives a nonuniform 
membrane impedance which depends on 8. The nonuni
formi ty so far considered is field-induced and suf 
ficient for our modelling purpose to drive the 
cell out of the screened state (§5). 

In our model, the variable c mimicks the small 
a signa 1 chromatin conformation changes under the 

effect of a charged entity whose concentration cm 
depends on the external input E

0
• _ 

The frequency behaviour o: the transfer func
tion c (x,y,z)/E has been studied in[9J, after a o 
introducing the zero-th and first-order chromatin 
momenta: 

ff! V 
C dx dy dz 

a 
N 

( 16) 

BJ C z dx dy dz 
V a 

N 

where v is the nucleic volume. 
N 

The other two first-order momenta are zero,and 
higher momenta have not been considered so far.. 

In [9 ]we prove that p
0 

is different from zero 
if and only if h

1 
is not zero, i.e., if the mem

brane impedance is not uniform. The modulus of the 
zero-th order momentum has a low-p,,ss characteris-' 
tic. The modulus of the first-order momentum ex-_ 
hibits a rather interesting frequency behaviour, 
because it may have an overshoot at a given fre
quency with respect to its de value, whereas, at 
high frequency values, it decreases like p

0 
(fig. 

6a). All these results depend mainly on the values 
of the lifetimes ~ and 'C' • 

m a 
In fig. 6b we show the modulus of the total cur 

rent density on SC ate= O. 
We also computed the value of the electric 

field at the center of the cell. As expected, at 
low frequency values, the field is much smaller 
than the external field and increases with frequen-

' -cy. 
All the above results seem to suggest that a di 

rect influence of the electric field on the chro
matin structure is unlikely to occur, while chro
matin frequency response is directly affected by 
the interaction with c , which is controlled by 

m 
the external field via the cell membrane and the 
cytoplasmatic medium. Ac:cordingly, we called "mes
senger" such a charged entity. 

In this section, we have introduced the idea of 
studying cell response to em exposure via the chro 

· matin spatial momenta. It has also been proved 
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Fig. 7 - Coil arrangerr:ent £or the e~ e>:posure of 

osteotornized rats. 

that such a response may be rather frequency se
lective, in qualitative agreement with point 3) 

of §4. 

7. IN '✓ IVO EXPERI11ENTS 

In the previous sections, the possibility of 
contr-:,lling cell functions via em exposure "in vi
tro" and the elect:rochemi.cal nature of such inter
actions have been assessed. Other experiments have 
been performed on animals in order to check on the 
feasibility of the em control of biological func
tions nin vivo". 

The applicability areas of em control of biolo-

gical processes ranges from osteogenesis to cancer 
research. We report on result\ obtained so far in 
the osteogenesis field, the on~ology matter being• 
too preliminary to be consi.dered here. 

In this section, we mainly deal with rats.After 
osteotomies have been performed on tibias of each 
animal, some legs have been exposed to the same 
kind of signals as shown in fig. 2b, which have 
been obtained through the time-variations of the 
magnetic field produced by the coils _shown in fig. 
7. Callus consoli cl,fion has been measured using 
the device shown in fig. 8a,b, designed by Hinsen
kamp [ 12]. This device is locked during the treat
ment, and it ensures immobilization of Lhe osteo
tomized tibias. During the measuring session., the 
animal is anesthesized, the lock is released, and 
the force F corresponding to a fixed small defor
mation of the device is measured by means of the 
machine shown in fig. 8c. The value of F is propor 
tional to callus evol;tion. ' -

Fig. 9 gives a typical diagram of F versus time 
in the case of treated and control legs. A quicker 
consolidation is evident in the treated femurs, 
and it has been confirmed by X-rays and by the his 
tofogical_ assays performed on a few animals [12]. -
Th~ mechanical test described in these experiments 
turned out to be an effective a~d quantitative way 
to assess the efficiency of different wave forms 
during the treatment, while the X-rays taken at 
short time intervals failed to detect differences 
in consolidation. 

The data obtained from "in vitro" and "in vivo" 
experiments already lead to c.lfriical applications 
of em treatment of pseudoarthrosis and non-unions 
in humans, which have been pioneered by Basse.tt 
[13] at Columbia University (USA). 

Under the supervision of the Orthopaedic Re
search Laboratories of Columbia University, a na
tion-wide clinical program has also been started 
in Italy by our group, in cooperation with V. Ta
gliasco. The details of the first clinical results 
will be reported elsewhere. Here we can state that 
full consolidation in dramatic cases related to 
patients who were candidates for amputation has 

Fig. 8 - (a) Hinsenkamp's fixation frame, without locking screws in the thin section. The thin section 
corre~ponds to the osteotomy site (b) in order to decrease the frame resistance to flection 
when measuring bone callus strength (c). 

(b) View of the locked frame with osteotomized tibia. 
(c) Measuring apparatus of bone callus strength F. 
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Fig. 9 - Typical time evolu~ion of tl1e callus 
st~ength F for eIT: exposed tibias (T::::-:99 ms, fig. 
2b) 2s compared with controls. F is normalized to 
its values at t=D. The e;,posed values a.re averaged 
22·:ing 9 osceotomies. The control values are ave
T2ged &uong 14 osteotomies. A decrease of F may oc 
cur in the t,10 days after osteotomy, before bone 
co~solidation takes over typical tissue softening. 

been obtain2d by the saTJle noninvasive technique 
as described :i.n §4 (fig, 10). These domestic ex
periments are fairly encouraging, so that it is 
easy .to foresee that em control of osteogenesis 
will enter clinical practice routinely [ 14]. 

8.. CONCLUSIONS 

The ec framework of the interactions between,em 
fields and cells has been reviewed to prove that 
biological effects can be anticipated on a sound 
basis, 

The ultimate nature of these effects consists 
in changes in the spatial configurations of some 
cell macromolecules, to which different cell func
tions correspond. Two automated cytometry techni
ques have been discussed which arc sensitive 
enough to detect such changes •11 i n situ", 

Besides the amount of experimenta 1 evidence 
that is cumulating in the literature, a few speci
fic results have been presented which prove that a 
rather complicated process like cell dediffercnti~ 
tion can be electromagnetically controlled "i.n vi
tro". Em stimulation of osteogenesis can be ob
taine·d "in vivo" in animals and in human beings, 
and applications in cancer research can be fore
seen. 

From these experiments it can be inferred that 
em control of cell functions can be achieved by 
means of rather specific wa•,efonns ,as qualitati .. 

vely confir.ned by the frequency behaviour of the 
cell response under em exposure obtained by a li
near cell model, which incorporates a cell mem
brane non:..uni formi ty. The relationship between the 
spherical symmetry ideal state of a cell and its 
activity is also discussed. 

The availability of computerized measuring sys~ 
terns, the experience gained from studies on em in..: 
teractions with nonlinear media like semiconduc
tors, the awakening of electrochemistry, the use 
of network and system theory to rationalize physic 
al models, as well as the cooperation with biolo
gical and medical experts will contribute to es
tablish a· scientific background of biosciences. 
This will lead to a new era for biosciences, where.· 
control of cell functions, like proliferation,dif
ferentiation and dedifferentiation, will be achie
ved by em treatment coupled, when necessary,with 
a suitable chemiotherapy. 

We wish to conclude this work pointing out 
other indirect fallouts of these studies, The buil 
ding up of information about the interactions 
among em fields and cells will open up new re
search areas, like the realization of electronic 
devices at molecular level, necessary when vet"/ 
high packing clensi ties of digital infonnation are 
requir,ed at l<iw processing rates, Furthermore, the 
direct production of electric power by the ec ac
tivity of colonies of elementary biosystems may 
becomE\ feasible. 
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Entomological experiments 
on the teratogenic effects 
of electromagnetic f ialds 
Guglielmo D' Ambrosio, Filippo Di ~eglio, Giuseppe Ferrara 
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Antonio Tranfagiia . 
lSTITUTO DI ENTOMOLOGIA AGRA.RIA, UNIVERSITA DI NAPOLI 

A.ts-tract. Terato;enic effects of electromagnetic fields applied to pupae ~f 
Tenebrio molitor co1eopteron are reported. Static and quasi-static electr1c 
fields, as we11 a.s microwaves, were employed. Pulsed radiation gave results 
different from those due to C'i/ microwaves: at the same average POl~er 1 eve 1, 
pulse modulation seems to reduce teratogenic effectiveness of radiation. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

Morphological abnonna1ities induced by exposure 
to electromagnetic fields of larvae and pupae 6f 
the yellow mealworm (Tenebrio molitor L., Coleopt~ 
ra: Tenebrionidae) have been observed since 1967: 
the effects of high intensity VHF (39 MHz) elec
tric fields, applied to larvae, were related to i~ 
duced heat [1]. 

Some years later (1971) a nonthermal mechanism 
was assumed to be responsible for similar effects, 
obtained after microwave (10 GHz) irradiation of 
pupae [2] . ·· 

The same waveguide exposure technique was used 
in extensive experiments which confi·nned previous 
results [3] and showed that the teratological dam
age depends upon the energy dose received and not 
upon the po1-1er levels at which it is applied [4]. 

A free-space standing wave irradiation system 
was used to investigate electrical and magnetic 
field effects at 4-6 GHz [5], and later waveguide 
experiments were performed in order to study how 
the effects were dependend on power and temperat-
ure [6]. . 

Our \'/Ork started ~,i th simi 1 ar experime.nts [7 ,8] 
and a number of observations about the influence 
of pupae age, frequency and energy dosage level 
were made [9]. We found that at high power levels 
the same energy amount can be more effective, pro£ 
ably because a thermal effect occurs in addition 
to the non-thermal one [10]. 

The·same methodology was applied by us in sear
ching for similar teratogenic effects of ELF and 
DC fields. Some affirmative results were obtained 
[l l, 12] . . 

This paper deals with various ne\'I experiments 
performed on the same subject. At X-band frequen-

V_Q!_,
0
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cies a new exposure and dosimetry technique 1~as 
used, and pulsed fields, very poorly investigated 
in the past, were employed. At 2.45 GHz frequency, 
widely used for industrial and medical applications 
as well as for home microwave·ovens, some prelimi
nary high power irradiations were carried out. New 
50 Hz and DC electric field experiments were per
formed in order to check our previos results. In
sects taken from different colonies ~,ere used and 
d-ifferences in results were recorded. 

2. MATERIALS AND MEtHODS 

2. l . Subjects 

As in preceding research, 0 to 24 hours-old 
pupae of the ye 11 ow mea lworm were exposed to the 
electromagnetic field according to the different 
procedures described below. After treatment, once 
the pupation period was concluded, emergent adults· 
were examined and categorized for morphological 
defects. As usual, the subjects were subdivided 
into five categories, from norma 1 to dead [10] . 
Complete experimental data are reported elsewhere 
Q~. . 

For a more concise. picture of the results, only 
normal (N) and abnormal (A) {all others, including 
dead) cases are given and discussed here. Ambient 
temperature and humidity were not strictly contra.!_ 
led or recorded, but exposed subjects and control 
ones were always kept in the same conditions. Con
trol subjects were not exposed or sham-exposed, 
became preceding research [2] demonstrated that 
simple manipulation does not have any effect, and 
in any case the new micrm~ave exposure technique 
used, avoids the insertion of the pupa in the wave 
guide and the related mechanical stress. 
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2. 2. X-band apparatus QY',d techn-iques 

A radar gener~tor. operating at 9.4 GHz, was the 
source of electromagnetic radiation. 20 kW peak 
power and 0.6 µs p~lse width at l kHz repetition 
frequency or 0.08 µs pulse width and 4 kHz repeti
tion frequency were its nominal data. 25 pupae at 
a time, lying on a polystirene tray, were exposed 
to radiation inside a cubic cavity (0.25 m). Uni
fonnity and isotropy 1~ere ensured by rotating field 
stirrers. Complete tests on such multi-mode time
varying enclosures together with a simple and relj_ 
able dosimetric techn·ique are reported elsewhere 
[13]. The power absorbed by the biological samples 
proved to be 0.66 times the incident one, and up 
to 65.34 mW were absorbed by a single pupa. Expo
sure times ranging from 8 to 256 minutes were used, 
and energy dosages up to 251 J per pupa were 

v 

" 

! 

y 

z 

Tab. l - 9.4 GHz pulsed field. Pulse width: 0.6 
µS. Repetition frequency: 1 kHz. Integral energy 
dose in all experiments: 31.36 J. 

Pov;er (mW) 0 <1 l .. , 32.8 65.3 
Time (min) G 123 16 8 

Total 83 2,J 35 

'" " (norma 1) 75 1:3 29 
('.;) (90.4) (90.0) (82.8) 
' ( abnorm.) 8 2 6 t', 

( ;s l (9 .6) ( l O .0) ( 17 .2) 
QC:'Jf 
.J ..J ,~, Confid . 
1 imi ts /of' ,.1,) ::6.3 ± 13. 1 ±12.5 

Total 61 15 30 47 
" (normal) 44 10 27 38 ,, 
(::) (72. l) (66. 7) (90.l) (80.9) 
P., (abnorm.) 17 5 3 9 
( =/ \ 
''I (27.9) (33.3) (9.9) ( 19. l ) 

95i Conf. 
limits ( 51) ± ll .3 ±23.9 ±10.7 ± ll .2 

Total 133 15 20 18 
1'1 (normal) 89 5 12 6 
(\) (66.9) (33.3) (60.0) (33.3) 
A (abnorm.) 44 10 8 12 
(%) (33 .1) (66.7) (40.0) (66.7) 
gr,, 

::i,- Confi d. 
limits (%) ±8.0 ±23.9 ±21. 5 ±21 .8 

reached. 

2.3. Cf/ 2.45 G!l~ exposures 

Preliminary experiments with high power CW 2 .45 
GHz radiation 1-1ere carried out by means of a micro 
wave oven. A coarse stirring of the inside field -
was provided. No attempt was made to measure calo
rimetrically the pmver absorbed by a pupa, and a 
series of exposures was performed at a fixed (un
knm-m but high) power level and various time dura
tions (from l s to 32 s). It is worth specifying 
that the cavity was ~oaded 1vith 400 g of water in 
an open vessel, exposed together with the biologi
cal sample (25 pupae): this water, heated by micro 
waves, gave rise to a humidity in the cavity,which 
although not measured, was certainly very high. 

2 .4. ELF and static electric f-ields 

50 Hz and DC electric fields were applied by 
means of a parallel-plane plate condenser a~ in pre 
ceding research [11] but the spacing was now 20mm
instead of 10 mm. This 1vas done because, with the 
smaller spacing, movements of pupae enabled dis
charge phenomena to occur. The applied voltages 
were: 2 kV and 4 kV (effective va J ues) at 50 Hz and 
2 kV DC with a resulting unperturbed field (prior 
to the insertion of the pupae) of 100-200 kV/m (50 
Hz) and 100 kV/m (DC). 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. 9.4 GHz pulsed rad-iation 

In waveguide 9 GHz CW precedi-n:kexperim-ents [10] 
exposures at different power levels.and time dura· 
tions, but at the same energy dosage (about 10 J 
absorbed per pupa), produced the same teratogenic 
effects, provided that the power absorbed by a 
single pupa was less than about 40 mW. Above ~his 
value an increase (attributed to an additive or 
syn erg i sti c therma 1 effect) in teratogenic effect 
was observed. 

In pulsed field experiments) a dosage three 
times as high was chosen (about 31 J per pupa) and 
absorbed power levels up to 65.34 mW per pupa were 
used. First results are compiled in table 1. · 

For each colony (X, Y, and Z) at different ab
sorbed power levels and exposure durations, but at 
the same energy dosage (31.36 J), the table gives 

Tab. 2 - 9.4 GHz pulsed field. Pulse width: 0.6 µs or 0.08 µs. Repetition frequency: l KHz or 4 KHz. 

Colony z z z z z z K K 
Repetition frequency (KHz) l 1 1 4 l l 
Energy dose (J) 0 125.5 125.5 251 251 251 0 251 
Absorbed power (mW) 0 16 .3 65.3 16.3 16.3 65.3 0 65.3 
Ex.oosure time (min) 0 128 32 256 256 64 0 64 

·-

Tota 1 94 99 100 100 82 99 55 100 
:: (normal) 73 69 3 70 62 8 33 30 
( ';) (77 .7) (69.7) (3 .0) (70.0) (75.6) (8. l) (60.0) (30.0) 
P., (abnormal) 21 30 97 30 20 91 22 70 
( '.) (22.3) (30.3) (97 .0) (30.0) (24.4) (91 .9) (40.0) (70.0) 
95''. Confidence limits (%) ±8.4 ±9. l ±3.3 ±9.0 ±9 .3 ±5 .4 ±12.9 ±9.0 c ___ 
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the number of nom1al (N) and abnonnal (A) cases, 
and their sum (Total). Percentage values are wri! 
ten in parentheses. The data for unexposed sub
jects are given in the first column, and calculated 
95% confidence limits [15] are given in the last 
row of each section (X, Y, Z). 

Pupae raised from X and Y colonies showed no 
significant increase in abnormal cases, despite 
the energy dosage 1~hich was three times higher than 
in previos CW experiments, and the absorbed peak 
powers up to 108.9 W. Only subjects from Z colony 
shO\~ed some dac1age: (statistical significance emer 
ged at 4.03 mW [X 2 > x2 (a = 0.05)] and at 65.34 mW 
[X 2 > x2 (a = 0 .Ol)J [i 5]). Due to the poor sens it_:i_ 
vity to pulsed radiation which genera11y resulted, 
subsequent experiments took place at an energy do
sage (125.5 J) which was four times higher and with 
the less resistant pupae from colony Z (Table 2, 
columns 2 and 3). 

At 65.34 mW strong effects appeared (only few 
pupae became normal adults -c9lumn 3-). These vani 
shed [X 2 « xc ( c: = 0 .05 )] 1~hen the s 2:.1e energy do~ 
age (125.5 J) W:iS supplied at 16.34 mW (c:o1umn 2). 
P..t this power ievel even exposures as long as 256 
min, despite the high energy dosage (251 ,J) were 
teratologically ineffective [X 2 << x2 (a = 0.05)] 
(column 4). Although still longer exposures are 
conceivable one can presume tr.at a p•J1~er thre5hold 
level was reached under which the integrating (cu
mulative) mechanism fa"ils to work. On the other 

hand, a power level only four times higher than the 
ineffective one, produced an almost complete elimi 
nation of normal insects (table 2, columns 3 and -
6). Other findings are summarized in the ,ame ta
ble 2: different pulse width and repetition fre
quency (column 5) did not modify the results, but 
pupae from a different colony (K) exhibited a grea 
ter resistance to the high power treatment (columns 
7 and 8). 

It is worth·noting that from these pulsed field 
experiments a power threshold emerges which is ra
ther higher than one could expect from previous CW 
experiments [4]. In other words, pulsed exposures, 
despite high peak power levels, seem to be less te 
ratologically effective, so that one can suppose -
that, between pulses, some rapid recovery mecha-
nism occurs. 

Another interesting finding is the rapid transi 
tion, as the power increases, from teratogenic in::
effectiveness of radiation to complete "effective
ness" (in fact most insects were killed [14]). 
These strong effects may be related to the rapid 
increase of the cuticle permeability of the pupa 
once a critical temperature value is reached [6]; 
consequent water loss, in fact, produces severe de 
velopmental injurues of thermal origin. 
3.2. CW 2.45 GHz experiments 

Pupae taken from three different colonies (X,Y, 
Z) were exposed to increasing dosages at a fixed 

Tab. 3 - CW 2.45 GHz experiments. 

Exposure time (s) 0 l 2 4 8 16 32 

Total 83 60 60 60 60 60 N (normal) 75 55 53 54 59 52 (?;) (90.4) ( 91 . 7) (88.3) (90.0) (98.3) (86 .7) X A (abnormal) 8 5 7 6 l 8 (%) (9.6) (8 .3) ( 11. 7) ( 10 .0) ( 1.7) ( 13 .3) 95% Confidence limits (%) ±6.3 ±7 .0 ±8. l ±7 .6 ±3.3 ±8.6 

Total 61 20 20 20 20 20 20 ' -- -N (normal) - 44 18 20 16 16 15 14 (%) (72. l) (90.0) (100 .0) (80.0) (80.0) (75.0) (70.0) ·Y A ( abnonna l ) 17 2 0 4 4 5 6 (%) (27.9) ( l O .0) (0.0) (20.0) (20 .0) (25.0) (30.0) 95% Confidence limits (%) ± 11.3 ±13. l - ±17 .5 ±17 .5 ±19.0 ±20. l 

Total 133 20 20 20 20 20 N (normal) 89 16 16 16 15 10 (%) (66.9) (80.0) (80.0) (80.0) (75.0) (50.0) z A (abnormal) 44 4 4 4 5 10 
' (%) ( 33. l) (20.0) (20.0) (20.0) (25.0) ( 50 .0) 95% Confidence limits (%) ±4.7 ±17 .5 ±17 .5 ±17 .5 ±19 .0 ±21 .9 

Total 96 95 100 95 N (normal) 56 54 52 19 (%) (58.3) (56.8) (52.0) (20.0) z A (abnormal) 40 41 48 76 (%) ( 41. 7) ( 43. 2) (48.0) (80.0) 95% Confidence limits (%) ±9.9 ±10.0 ±9.8 ±8.0 
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pm~er level, and at times ranging from l s to 32 s. 
Again colony Z proved to be more sensitive, and a 
larger sample was irradiated. Results are compiled 
in table 3. In short, from the last section of ta
ble 3 one can see that 8 sand 16 s exposures Wf 
re not effective but at a 32 s exposure the dosage 
threshold was reached [X 2 > x2 {a = 0.01 )] . 

Perhaps the most interesting observation in thf 
se experiments is the following: at these dosages 
(8, 16, 32 s) treated pupae exhibited such clear 
signs of heavy heat stress (arching and "spread
ing") that the death of all the sample seemed pro
bable. The striking faci is thus the excellent re
covery demonstrated by the insects. But if one ta
kes into account the high humidity level present 
in the cavity (sect. 2 .3) the observed phenomena 
confirm other previous resul-::.s [6] about the inhi
bition of water Toss and related damage, due to~ 
high ambient water content. 

3.3. 50 Hz and DC fields 

Pupae from three colonies were exposed to 50 Hz 
and DC electric fields of the order cf 100 kV/m. 
Complete results a re reported e 1 sewhere [l 4] . 

Very briefly, evidence of teratogenic damage 
does not appear. This resu1t does not confirm pre
ceding findings [11, 12] obtained 1-1ith a smaller 
spacjng between condsnser plates. It may be that 
e,,rlier results were due essentially to small dis
charge currents, but in any case a careful evalua
tion of the field actually acting on the pupa must 
be made: without inserted pupae and different spa
cing the field may be the same, but a different 
pattern occurs when the pupae are in p 1 ace. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Entomological studies on the teratogenic power 
of electromagnetic fields have revealed some gene
ral features common to other bioelectromagnetic i.!!_ 
teraction phenomena. It has been shown that both 
in microwave induced developmental abnormalities 
of chick embryos, and in the formation of opacities 
(cataracts) in the lens of the eye after exposure 
to electromagnetic radiation, a similar power-time 
characteristic can be drawn [16]. 

CW experiments on Tenebrio molitor teratogenesis 
[4, 10] demonstrated a very similar behaviour: at 
a fixed energy dosage, starting from zero power, 
one has (as summarized in fig. 1): 
1) a sub-threshold and weak-effects region, 
2) a tonstant-effects region, 
3) a strong-effects region. 

The increase of effects in region 3 was related 
to the onset of thennal interaction mechan,sms. 

In this picture of phenomena th,e new results 0£_ 
tained with a pulsed field may be qualitatively rf 
presented by the dashed line in fig. 1: in fact we 
can see there both the (rather high) power thre
shold level and the rapid transiti~n to the strong
effects region. 

The hypothesis of a rapid recovery process that 
eliminates the constant-effects non-thermal region 
is stimulating for further rEsearch and may be a 
useful hint in delineating ar. interaction model 
both at a b1ophysical and at a systEmic level. 
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Fig. 1 - CW (solid line) and pulsed (dashed line) 
microwave teratogenic action at a fixed 
energy .. dosage. Qualitative sketch. 
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Absrract. The experi.mental measurements of the irreversible damage produced by CO2 laser. 

irradiation of various materials are presented along with practical details of the measurement 

techniques used. The damage thresholds have been investigated by using C.W. and pulsed CO2 
lasers for long term C.W. irradiation and with shorter pulses (200 ns TEA CO2 laser). The expe

rimental results are discussed in connection with thresholds values for injury hazards. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the recent years much attention has been given to safety pro

blems in laser application in which a laser beam is propagated in 

the environment, e.g. laser machining, construction applica

tions, atmospheric communication links, air pollution monito

ring, military applications, and so o.n. Among the numberless 

types of lasers, the IR (10.6 µm) CO2 laser has to be considered 

with particular care due to its relevant role in the industrial ap

plications and to the enormous C.W. or pulsed power level deli

vered by commercially available sources. When a potentially 

hazardous CO2 laser has being used, the need for eye protection 

as well as skin protection is therefore necessary. Although IR ra

diation is absorbed in the anterior portion of the eye, a corneal 

damage can result in total or partial blindness. Usually eye pro

tection is obtained by eye goggles made of optical materials 

{plastics, glass, quartz) transparent in the visible region but es

sentially opaque at CO2 laser wavelength. Besi.des, a multi-pur

pose protection may be achieved by water filled cells at wave

lengths longer than 1.4 µm. 

Meanwhile the absorbing !'1aterials must withstand the high po

wer densities that result when the laser beam is not merely ai

med at, but perhaps focused on the material itself by unwanted 

reflection and/or nonlinear optics effects. The various optical 

materials greatly differ as far as the mechanical resistance, heat 

resistance, bumability and damage thresholds are concerned. In 

spite of the primary relevance of these properties in order to de

termine the filter damage hazard, their values are difficult to 
find in the literature (l ). 

In the following we report the experimental values of the dama0 

ge thresholds of the materials which are commonly used in la· 

boratory practice and for eye protection at 10.6 µm CO2 laser 

wavelength. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES . 

. ..... 

When a laser beam inpinges on a material surface,the absorption 

of the laser beam energy causes physical modifications o(the 

material itself, which strongly depend on the laser irradiance 

E 0V/m2) and/or the radiant exposure H(J/m2) (2). 

At low values of the irradiance (and/or the radiant exposure) 

heating effects dominate and the material undergoes reversible 

changes of its physical properties. However when the irradiance 

(and/or the radiant exposure) gets a threshold value, irreversible 

damage of the material will result. We have measured the irre

versible damage thresholds for various materials during and after 

laser irradiation, by using one or more of the following experi
mental techniques. 

2.1. Photographic recording {fig. I) 

The area irradiated by the CO2 laser beam is illuminated at the 

same time by a visible light beam (e.g. a He-Ne laser beam) so . 

that the reflected visible light might allow to record the surface 

defects on a photographic filni. The sensitivity of this techni

que is very low and it works only when irreversible damage of 
the test surface has been produced. · 

2.2. Interferometric technique (fig. 2) 

When the material under study is transparent to visible light, in

terferometric fringe patterns of the irradiated area can be obtai

ned by multiple renections of an auxiliary He-Ne laser beam at 

the front and back surfaces of the material itself. 
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Fig. 1 Scheme oftJ1e photographic recording technique. 

CAMERA 

rrs: 
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Fig. 2 Operating scheme of the i!llterferometric technique. 

The sensitivity of this technique in revealing thermal modifica
tions of the bulk material is very high and it allows a very preci
se measurement of the irreversible damage threshold values (see 
in the following also fig. 3e). 

2.3. Birefringence technique 

The thermal stress induced by the absorption of CO2 laser beam 
in a transparent substance (such as plastic or glass) causes the 
substance to become birefringent with the optic axis in the di
rection of the stress. The test material is placed between crossed 
polarizers and the experimental procedure proceeds as in the 
usual photoelasticity technique . 

2.4. Temperature measurements 

In the case of liquid materials, the previous techniques are diffi
cult to apply, so that we limit ourselves to· measure the tempera
ture variations caused by the absorption of the CO2 laser beam . 
Solid-state thermal detectors can be used to defect the tempera
ture changes by direct measurements. 

3. EXPERIMENT AL MEASUREMENTS 

The experimental measurements have been carried out by using: 
I) a TEA CO2 laser delivering l ~ with a pulse duration of 

200 ns; 
2) a TEM00, C.W. CO2 laser operated at 2.8 W output. 
The test materials used to measure the irreversible damage thre
sholds for direct CO2 laser irradiation are listed in Table I. 
Most of them (i.e. the carbon paper, the photographic papers, 
the triacetate sheets, and so on) are commonly used in the labo
ratory practice to visualize the IR CO2 laser beam paths by 
direct exposure to the beam itself. 
The transparent materials listed in Table I are currently used for 
eye protection _in commercially available goggles and in transpa
rent (screening) enclosures. 
The values listed in Table I are expressed in tenns of radiant 
exposure and have been obtained by using the TEA CO

2 
laser 

(I J ,200 ns) repetitively fired on the same focussing area 
( 1.225 x I o5 W /m2) of the material under examinations.•. 

TABLE I 

TEST MATERIAL IRREVERSIBLE DAMAGE 
THRESHOLD (J/m2) 

I) Carbon paper 2.5 X 103 

2) Polaroid paper (black 
processed) ASA 3000 4.3 X 103 

3) Thermosensitive paper 4.5 X 103 

0.4 mm thick 7.8 X 103 4) Glass 
4mm thick 7.8 X 103 

5) Lucite plastic (3,2 mm 
thick) 8.9 X 103 

6) Korad paper (foot print 
paper) 9.5 X 103 

7) Triacetate (0.1 mm thick) 12.2 X J03 

'1 
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(A) 

lCl 

(El 

Fig. 3 

(Bl 

(Dl 

(Fl 

lnterferograms of glass; C.W. irradiatiorr at CO2 laser 
irradiance of 2.2 x 105 W/cm2 
a) Sample before the irradiation; 
b) 3 s irradiation time; 
c) 15 s irradiation time; 
d) 30 s irradiation time; 
e) I min irradiation time; 
f) 5 min irradiation time (irreversible damage). 

When the C.W. CO2 laser has been used to irradiate the samples, 
much attentiol) has been devoted to the damage induced in 
glass, because of its relevance for eye protection purpose. The 
interferometric patterns obtained in this case (glass sample 
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0.8 mm thick) by. operating at a laser irradiance of 2.2 x 10S: 
W/m2 are shown in fig. ·3 and clearly. indicate the irradiation 
time (5 min) which leads to irreversible, permanent damage of 
the glass ( the interference patterns does not change when the 
CO2 laser is shut oft). The damage produced in the glass is vi
sualized also by the birefringence technique (fig. 4) which puts 
in evidence the onset of the characteristic. figure of the stress
induced birefringence in the glass. 
. ,. "" 

(. 

Fig. 4 Stress-induced birefringence in the irreversibly dama
ged glass. 

The C.W. radiant exposure of water to COz laser ·has also been 
measured because of the relevant role played by water in pro
tection against laser hazards due to the strong absorption of 
CO2 laser radiation in water (water filled plastic interspaced 
enclosures offer total protection against CO2 laser injury). In 
this case we have measured the temperature changes produ
ced by the C.W. CO2 laser at 2.2 x 105 W/m2 in a 4.5 cm3 vo
lume of water. 
The laser beam was sent into the glass cuvette through a Zn-Se 
window. The fig. 5 shows the output of the temperature de
tector as a function of time. The temP.erature rise saturates at 
30°C after an irradiation time of 15 min. This result indicates 
that when high power C.W. COz lasers are being used, careful 
check of water temperature has to be carried out in order to 
prevent vaporization or ebullition of the liquid to occur. 

4. CONCLUSION REMARKS 

The aim of the present work has been to develop some experi
mental techniques to use in control measures in laser laboratory 
routine. As said before, laser safety will soon develop to a stan
dardization of safety rules and exposure limits. 
In the meanwhile, a part from the knowledge of the best availa
ble data (3) on the damage thresholds of the various materials, 
the availability of a simple-to-apply experimental procedure to 
evaluate the hazard by a few values will help the laser operator 
to avoid serious laser injury. 
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Fig. 5 Temperature changes of water at C.W. CO-, laser irra
diance of 2.2 x 105 W/m2 as a function of irradiation 
time. 
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The study of an EMP dipoie antenna 
-type simulator . '· · · 

Walter Carpegna, Marialberto Mensa 
AERITAL!A, SETTORE AVIONICA, TORINO 

Abst:l'aat. The mathematical analysis of an open wave simulator for the 

Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse LN.E.M.P.J is described; with tha purpose 

of calculating the radiated electromagnetic field in the test region. 

These kinds_ of simulators ideally intended for testing larg.!3 objects such 

as large aircraft, ships, buildings and ground stations or electrical 

power lines, 1 

The study of·the simulator consists in the search for-an optimal resistive 

lead distribution along the arms of the simulator, with "the purpose of ob

taining a faithful reprodu~tion cf the feeding voltage in the radiated far 

field, 
As a matter of demonstration of NEMP effects on metallic structures, the 

study of the currents induced on a large aircraft by an incident NEMP wave 

is also carried out. 

1, PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND POSSIBLE APPROACHES 

Following an exoatmospheric nuclear. explosion and 

due to the interaction of gamma radiation genera 

ted by the explosion itself with the atmosphere";" 

a high electromagnetic wave strength, propagating. 

radially from· the burst point, is generated, 

The distances covered by the wave are very 
large, typically hundreds of kilometers: the pro 

pagating electromagnetic wave can be considered

a plane wave, The peak value of the electric field 
in the radiatfon zone can be as high as 100 KV/m, 

' the peak values of magnetic field can be as high 
as 300 A/m, The frequenc·y content of the pulse is 

over 100 MHz, since the rise time is of the'order 

of 10 nanosec, and the fall time is about 1 micro 

second. 
For both the high peak value and the short 

rise time, the Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse, 
N,E.M.P,, can couple strongly with electrical and 

electronic systems. 
The study of N.E.~.P. is getting ;!.ncr.easingly more 
important in the electrical engineering of elec 

tronic equipments which have to operate in a seve 

re electromagnetic environment: in the develo_e_ -

ment .of new system som·e years ago the NEMP hards 

ning requirement was considered desirable and -

now it is becoming essential. 
For the study of equipment and system survavi 

bility in NEMP environment it is necessary to per 

form full scale measurements by means of a NEMP -
simulator, i.e. a device capable of creating a 
high strength ·fast rise time electromagnetic pul 

se, in the test region, usually as large as an -

aircraft, or a building or even a ship. 
In the choice of a NEMP simulator the keypoints 
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are: 

- the type of NEMP to be simulated 
- the size of the unit ~nder test. 

When the system to be tested is small, bounded 
wave or transmission line type simulators are 

often used •. Bounded wave simulators can produce 
a plane wave over a-limited volume of space, and 

are ideally suited for aircraft testing, since an 

aircraft will be exposed to a plane wave radiated 
. field, 

If.the system to be tested is a ground station, 

such as a fire control system, or a ship, the ef 
feet of the earth reflected wave is very imper·-. 

tant, and the wave to be simulated is not ·a free 

space wave. Moreover the area to be covered with 

a high pulse level is very large. For all these 

. reasons open or unbounded wave simulators are 
usually used. 

Bounded wave simulators can be studied more 
easily than unbounded wave simulators. 

The antenna type simulator we consider is basical 
ly a loaded center fed dipole. The load function

is chosen in such a way that a faithful time beha 

viaur reproduction of th_e applied feeding vol tags 

is obtained in the radiated far field. 
Two different approaches could be used: ·a sim 

ple antenna geometry, such as an unloaded dipole 

or a loop; is used; in this case an appropriate 

time depending field voltage is synthesized to 
radiate,the correct waveform. This approach has 

the disadvantage of requiring a rather complex 
circuit ta generate the wanted waveform at the 
feeding point of the antenna. 

In the second approach the feeder waveform 

can be assumed to be double exponential, such as 
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the waveform generated by a low inductance dis 
charging capacitor·, which is the usual output-for 
high voltage transient generators, and a particu 
lar geometry for the antenna and/or an appropria 
te lumped loading can be studied to obtain the -
required radiated waveform, 

In the present work this second approach is 
chosen. The antenna is of dipole type, and an a,e. 
propriate loading is studied to make the radiated 
field a faithful copy of the feeding voltage • 
The computations are directly carried out in time 
domain, so to obtain the radiated waveform shape 
directly. · 
· A different approach.could be used, by calcu 
lating the inverse Fourier transform of the pro 
duct of feeding voltage spectrum and antenna tran 
sfer function. A deeper physical understanding -
is gained through the time domain approach. The 
computer program we used is based an the well 
known time dcmain Electrical Field Integral Equa 
tion (E.F.I.E,J, which estabilishes that the tan 
gential electric field on an surface eq!.lals the
current times the surface impedance there. It is 
capable of handling lumped resistive loads, and 
if no load is present, the surface impedance is 
considered to be zero. 

The computer progran, which has been set up as 
a general purpose time dcmain code, is intended 
for three dimensional thin wire structures and 
is based on the fact that,· due ta·th3 finiteness 
of light velocity, a·general scattering problem 
can .be solved marchiMg on in .time. 

Indeed, only the induced currents that exist 
before the retarded time can contribute to the 
fields at a point at a fixed time: the solution 
is started on at. a time tst (causality guarantees 
that all currents at previous times are zero), 
and is constructed in a manner very similar to 
the procedure used for the solution cf an initial 
value problem, using a time stepping procedure. 

2. THE DIPOLE SIMULATOR 

The structure of the dipole simulator to be stu 
died. is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of ·two arms 
each one·thirty meters long· and one meter in dia 
meter, center feeded by a high voltage transient 

generator, Each arm consistsof a cage structure, 
made of twelve wires, simulating a continuous sur 
face and avoiding an excessive weight; series re
sistances, not represented in Fig. 1, are inser
ted to properly correct the radiated field wavi 
form. / 

The dipole is suspended to a di-lectric struc 
ture by means of high voltage insulators, Proper 
provisions are to be taken into account to suspend 
the high voltage ge\:rataf, which is usually very 
heavy, · 

For calculation purposes, each dipole wire is 
segmented in many parts, and the overall dimen 
sions are scaled to the total length of one meter-. 
A scale factor of 60 is to be taken into account 
in the time scale of the following figures. 

The applied field at the antenna feeding point 
has a double exponential time behayiour (Fig. 21 
and is given by: 

/ 

V(tl =V
0 (e-at 

'-~----·-~ - .. 

where: 
{ 

Vo 1 M V 

a. = 3.7410
6 

13 1,14108 . 

The selected constants a. and 13 give a rise 
time of few tens of nanoseconds and a fall time 
lower than one microsecond, well-,tuited to---NEMP 
simulation, ' 

The peak time, .tp, can be easily computed as: 

ln a - ln 13 

a - 13 

and is about 30 nanosec for the stated values 
of a. and 13, 

In the following figures the excitation volta 
ge and the distance·of the radiated waveform are 
normalized, 

Fig. ·.,·.: ::'.:c2s simulator overall view. 
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Fig. 2. A possible EMP waveform 

If this voltage is applied ta an unloaded di 
pale, the radiated waveform is highly distorted 
cs reported in Fig. 3. 
Fram Fig. 3, it appears that the radiated field 
fallows the feeding· voltage behaviour very close 
ly only for times lower thari about 2 nanosec, -
(120 n s .in actual size). Then the waveform ·starts 
to csc!.lla-te. 

The first peak occurs at about 500 picosec, as 
in the feeding voltage, while the second positi 
ve peek, occurs at about 2,3 nanosec. In 1.70 -
nanoseconds, light runs just half length of the 
jipole •. This suggests a simple inte.rpretation of 
the phenomenon; the peaks, excluding the first 
one, are due to the reflection of the injected 
current at the dipole ends. This can readily be 
verified injecting on the antenna a very short 
gaussian pulse, and studying the radiated field, 

The test pulse 15: 

(t-t peak/ 

V = e 2cr2 

where: 

a = 196 ps 

and is very sharp: the radiated field is reported 
in Fig, 4. 

The first, negative peak, is the pulse radia 
ted when the feeding current is injected on the 
antenna. A positive current pulse on one arm of 
the dipole and a negative current one on the 
other, travel along the entire antenna with negli 
geable attenuation, as in the case of a two wire
line. The radiated field is negligible during the 
time period: 

L 

b.T1 = -
:2C 

where Lis the total dipole length. At this time, 
both current pulses reflected at the antenna tips, 
radiate a gaussian pulse, and start to come back 
along the antenna. After the time period: 

L 

C 
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sufficient to cover the distance from one tip to 
the other, a new pulse of opposite polarity is 
radiated, 

This behaviour can be readily verified on Fi 
gu!'e 4, where the two time intervals L!. r1 and -
,6.T2 respectively of about 1.7 and 3.4 nanasec, 
are indicated. To avoid this effect, a proper · 
load distribution is studied with the purpose of 
reducing the intensity of the reflected pulses: 
the problem is rather complex, since the loads 
themselves create additional reflected waves which 
add up, creating an interfering pattern. · 

An optimal load distribution for the stated 
antenna dimensions was found, and the value of 
injected current •. for gaussian excitation, is rs 
ported in Fig. ff. As it appears, only a low le -. 
vel ripple is present on the current value when 
the excitation falls down to zero, and end re 
fl.actions are completely cancel led. -

Thus we can adopt this load distribution, sin 
ce from the convolution theorem the feeding paint 
current for the NEMP excitation will fallow clo 
ssly the excitation voltage. In case of NEMP exci 
tation the feeding point current and voltage are 
reported in Figure 7. 

The radiated field is sh9wn in Fig. 8. 
A positive peak is still present, due to the non 
perfect load distribution. It seems not possible 
to eliminate it with a lumped load distribution: 
a good improvement was obtained with respect to 
the field radiated from the unloaded dipole, 
represented in Fig, 3. 

3, EMP EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT 

Tha program has been used to calculate the indu 
ced currents on a large wire modelled aircraft: 

Aircraft overall dimensions are: 

wing span: 28,7 m 

- fuselage length: 22.7 m 

The currents induced onto the first wing seg 
mant and middle fuselage segment are shown in -
Fig, 9 a and 9 b respectively. 

The impinging wave has the typical peak value 
of 50 kV/m and is polarized midway 9etween the 
fuselage and wing direction. 
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Fig. 9, Currents induced into the first aircraft wing 
segment (a J and in to the airq;-_aft middle 
fuselage segment (bl. 

In the nuclear hardening study of aircraft the 
knowledge of the current distribution along the 
aircraft skin, can give valid guidelines in the 
proper location of antennas and in the interferen 
ca free layout of on board equipment and systems-:
Analog considerations are valid in case of light 
ning protection hardening; the only difference is 
in the type of wevaform wt:ose duration is in the 
range of microseconds. The validity of this thee 
ratical study resides in the extreme difficulty
of c.3rrying out experimental trials, 

e. CONCLUSION 

The considerations developed in this paper can· 
also be successfully expanded and applied to 
other structures such as ships, ground stations, 
power lines, communication links and so on •. 
Further studies of EMP propagation effects could 
give a better understanding of EMP coupling me 
chanisms. 

Manuscript received on October 15,1979 
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Transient electromagnetic fields 
in a cylindrical enclosure 
Giorgio Franceschetti 
ISTITUTO ELETTROTECNICO, UNIVERSITA DI NAPOLI 

Abst~aat. In this note the transient field in a cylindrical enclosure exci
ted by an incident plane wave is conputed. A simple steady-state solution is 
ob-tained by imposing approximate bo,mdai7 conditions on the cylindrical shell. 
Then, by a Fourier transfopnation of the steady-state field, the transient 
field is deduced under the asstll!!ption that the incide:1t field is bandlimited. 

i • TIITRODUCTION 

!n this note we consider the electromae,"1.ecic 
field produced in a cylindrical enclosure by an 
incident time-dependent plane wave. Although the 
fornal solution to this problem is already avail.§!: 
ble [1], the physical understa.~ding of the solu
tion is still missing. This is due to the comple
xity of the formal solution which can be hi_ghly 
simplified by using approximate boundary conditi
ons of the cylindrical shell [2]. These conditi
ons, referred to in this note as shieZd b"oundariJ 
conditions (SBC), take into account with good ac
curacy the rapid variation of the field componen
ts inside the shield. It has been rigorously pro
ved [2] that SBC are a very good approximation to 
the exact boundary conditions provided that the 
shield thickness is small· compared to the inaid.ent 
wavelength in frequency domain or to the spatial 
width of the inaid.ent pulse in time domain. 

In this note we limit the discussion to the Ci!:, 

se of H-polarization, i.e., to the case where the 
incident magnetic field is parallel to the cylin
der axis, and to fields that are bandlimited to 
an upper frequency smaller than c/a, c being the 
velocity of light in vacuwn and a the cylinder r.§!: 
dius. Extension to the high-frequency case will 
be presented in a subsequent note. 

2 • FORMAL SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM 

IN THE STEADY-STATE CASE 

Let us consider an infinitely long cylindrical 
enclosure of inner and outer radii ai and ae re
spectively (see fig. 1). Then o = ae - ai is the 
thickness of the shield of ccnductivity cr; and 
a= (ae + ai)/2 is the mean radius of the cylin
der. The cylinder is excited by a plane wave of 
time dependence exp(iwt), with the magnetic field 

y 

P(r ,<j> ,z) 

X 

Fig. 1 - Transverse section of an infinitely long. 
cylindrical enclosure excited by a plane 
wave. 

polarized along the cylinder axis (z-axis), i.e.; 
_!i = H0 exp(iky}z, and with the ele.ctric field pol~ 
rized along the x-axis, i.e., K = E0 exp(iky)x. We 
have E0 = ZH0 , wherein k = w{£

0
µ

0 
and is the free 

-space propagation constant and Z = ✓µ0/£0 and is 
the free space intrinsic impedance. · 

With reference to a cylindrical system of coo£_ 
dinates (r,<j>,z} proper expansions of the external 
field (!e,,!ie) and of the cavity field (!i,,!ii) are 
the following: 

{

H~(r,<j>} 

Ei(r,<j>} = 

E~(r ,4>) = 

. ( 1) 

H0 ~Lin[Jn (kr) + 5.nH~2 ) (kr )] exp( in<j>) 

iZH0 lnin[J~(kr) + anHt2 l'(kr))exp(in<j>) 

+oo .n ( ) 
iZH0 J,ri.!....!l[Jn(kr) + ¾Hn2 (kr)]exp(in<j>) 

kr 

•' 
< 

)~:. 
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{

H~(r,cp) .= tt0liinbnJn(kr)exp(incp) 

(2) Et(r,cp) = iZH0liinbnJ~(kr)exp(in¢) 

. +co • n 
E~(r,cp) iZH0_fuiin ~r Jn(kr)exp(incp) 

wherein, as usual, a prime implies a derivative ,2. 
perator Yith respect_ to the argument. 

The expansion coefficients,¾ and bn, can be 
readily computed by imposing the SBC which requi
re the tangential componenents of the electric fi 
eld be continuous at r = a, i.e., 

(3) 

and the tangential components of the magnetic fi
eld be discontinuous due to the nresence of a SUL 
face current ~ = aoEt ( a ,c/l) , i. e ~ , 

Accordingly, 

(5) 

Solving (5) for bn and using the Wronskian re
lationship between Jn and H~ 2), we arrive at a r~ 
marka.bly simple expression for the ca.vi ty field 
compared to the exact o~e [2] : 

(6) _Hi(r,~) = Ho-~ .0 · J0 (kr)exp(inc/)) 
~ Z-5,nl 1+~oaaoH~2)'(ka.)J~(ka.) 

(7) +co exp(inc/)) = ZH0 _lnin -------''--'----'...;.._----
17µ0a.aoH~2)'(ka.)J~(ka.) 

• [- ~ Jn(kr)r + iJ~(kr)$] 

3. FIELD EXPANSION FOR A BANDLil.UTED SIGNAL 

Let us now specialize the incident field to the 
class of bandlimited signals such that ka < 1, 
i.e., WT< 1, wherein T = a/c. Then, a series ex
pansion of the denominators cf (6) and (7) for 
n = 0,1,2 gives: 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

nFl '(x)Jb(x)= i. +o[x2Znx] 7T 

H) 2 ) '(x)Jj (x)=- fxz -i
2
;(y- ¾ +Zn ~)+o[x2Znx] 

( ) 
I 2• • 

H 2 (x)J' (x)=- -~- + -2. +O[x2Znx] 2 2 7Tx2 37T 

Substitution of (8-10) in(6-7) and expansion of 
the Bessel functions in the numerator provides the 
steady-state solution of the bandlimited field i!!, 
side 

( 11) °' H0 z ---
l+ iw,g 

2 

i o iw2,/gx f ( r ,cp) "' E ------____::=:..:,_g:;.__ ____ _ 

. 2T -1J. )2( l WT) l+1w-- - ::-lWT y- -4 + Zn--g 2 2 

r (iw,)
2
/2g (- . 

2
~ 

+; iwT . 2 rs1n ~ 
l+ - +(1wT) /2 

$cos2¢} 

g 

2 r i~~ r iw, l :: E0 iw,[- x(l+- -~•cos¢)+ - ~(- - ---)] g a 2 2a 2g l+ iw,g 
2 

( .12) 

where g = zao and is the nonna.lized conductance of 
the shield, a very large number in all practical. 
situations. 

/ 
4. THE TRANSIENT MAGNETIC FIELD 

Th-: time dependent_ magnetic field in the cavity, 
Hi ( t) , is gi ven-·1:i'y the convolution of the incident 
magnetic field, H0 ( t), and the Fourier transform 
of the second factor appearing in (11). Hence 

(13{ l!_i(t) = !!_0 (t) * lexp(-2t/Tg) U(tll 
Tg/2 . 

A pulsed incident field, Yith a pulse Yidth of 
order T, produces completely different mae;netic 
fields inside the enclosure for different values 
of T compared to Tg/2. As a matter of fact, inte-
gration by parts of ( 13) gives .,.__"- ..,_ 

dHo· ··· i~li_o ·. 
.!:!_i(t) = l!_O(t) _ Tg_-= + __ * 

2 dt dt2 I 
. 2t 

exp(- -)u(t)I ,g 

( 14) 

Accordingly, for T > ,g/2, .!:!_i(t) "'.!!. (t) and 
the magnetic field is not appreciably shielded. On 
the contrary, for T < Tg/2, we have directly from 
( 13): 

( 15) 

t 
l!_i(t) = ~ exp(-2t/Tg) f H0(u)exp(2u/,g)du Tg . J - . 

2 rt 
"' - exp(-2t/Tg) j !!_0(u)du Tg 

. In this case, the magnetic field in the cavity is 
proportional to the time integral of the incident 
field and is extinguished with a time constant Tg/2. 
This seems to be a general property of shielding 
enclosures; for instance, numerical computations 
for a spherical enclosure [3] show this behavior. 

It is noted that the time constant Tg/2 is ra
ther small in practical situations. For instance, 
a copper cylindrical enclosure with a=; 1 m and 
o = 1 rmn is characterized by _Tg/2 "' 40 msec. Accor 
dingly, expression (15) can be used in most cases. 

5, THE TRANSIENT ELECTRIC FIELD 

The time dependent electric field in the cavi
ty, Ei(t), is similarly given by the convolution 
of the (amplitude of the) incident field, E0

( t), 
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and the Fourier transform of iw times the second 
factor appearing in (12). As far as the x polari
zed part of this factor is concerned, we have 

t: 16) i(t) = _gr [d!o + E. coscj)f- l~o·] 
-1 g dt a , 4 2 

· dt 

For the ip polarized factor in (12), different 
fields are produced_for different values of T COE!, 

pared to Tg/2; the analysis is similar to that of 
Section 4. For T > Tg/2'we have 

( 17) Ei(t) "' - 2!_ idEo + ~ d2Eo] 
"'-2 2a [dt 2 dt2 

For T < Tg/2, we have similarly 

( 18) [ 
2 2 o ] · r T d E 2 o, 

E1 ( t) "' - ~ - ~ - - E \ t) 
~ 2a 2g dt2 g 

Accordingly, we have to the· dominant 
all practical situations T < Tg/2: 

( 19) i 2 [ ~o r o -] E(t)=<- T---E(t}9, 
- g dt 2a 

order in 

It is noted that the field in the center of the 
cavity is proportional to the time derivative of 
the incident field. This has been numerically sho 
;m for the spherical cavity [3] as veil. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Very simple expressions have been derived for 
the transient electromagnetic field excited in a 
cylindrical cavity by an incident bandlimited pl.!!· 
ne wave. A number of steady conclusions have been 
reached. 

There is a characteristic time constant of the 
shielding enclosure -- Tg/2 for the cylindrical 
case -- which fixes the tine scale of the timed,£ 
pendent.cavity field. For an incident pulsed field, 
e.g., a field of gaussian type: 

(20) H0 (t) = ZE0 

the cavity magnetic fie,ld is not appreciably shi
elded for T > Tg/2; while, for T < Tg/2, the cavi 
ty field turns out to be proportional to the inte 
gral of the incident field. Hence 

(21) = 12" 2T Ho exp(- 2t) [ Iii' + Erf(-..:2)] 
Tg 'tg 2 f2 T 

The cavity electric field presents a different 
behavior. For T > Tg/2, 

(22) Ei(t) = - ! ,!_ E0 (t) [ ~ x - ~ ip ] • 
T T g 2a 

For T < Tg/2, we have: 

(23) i( ) 2 0 (. ) [ t T A r ;;. ] Et= Et --x+-'+' . 
g TT 2a 

The physical meaning for the dominant terms of 
(21) and (23) is clear. 

To first order, ~-indep,endent currents are ex-
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cited in the cylindrical shell of the cavity. Th~ 
line integral of the tangential electric field a
long the periphery of the cylinder equals (minus) 
the time derivative of the magnetic flux across 
the .cavity cross-section. Hence, the magnetic field 
turns out to be proportional to the integral of 
the incident field and dies out with the same tim~· 
constant -- 2/Tg = 2/µ 0 aoo -- as of the induced 
currents. 

.. The tangential electric field exi.sting on the 
shell due to the finite conductivity of the mate
rial penetrates inside the cavity -- the second 
term in the brackets of eq. (23) -- and is tapere4 
as r/a du~ to the presence of the longitudinal ca~ 
vity magnetic field. In the center of the cavity 
this term is zero, so that higher order contribu
tions should be taken into account -- the first 
term in the brackets of eq. ( 23) 

Previous analysis applies to band limited sig
nals such that WT< 1. A different mathematical 
approach should be used for incide~t signals whose 
high frequency content is dominant1• We believe that 
thi.$ can be accomplished by properly modifying the· 
solution (6) and (7) using a Watson transform· (4) ~ 
The details of the solution will be presented in 
a subsequent note. 
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Problems con~erning the surroundings 
of sound and TV broadcastir-s stations 
Guido Lari 
RAI - RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA, ROMA 

Abstraat.The text analyses the problems which arise from the co-existance:'o:f human activities and the presence.of sound and TV broadcasting stations including radio-relay link stations. These problems are more or less important according to the frequencies and power employed and according to .. the different enviro=ental situations. T'ne siting of certain stations, especially the high power ones, should be evaluated in the framework of territory planning. 

1. I!ITR ODUCTI Qi~ 

The industrial and urban expansion carried out over the past few·years has raised different types 
o:f problems concerning the compatibility between 
sound and T''l broadcasting statiocs and radio-relay links with regard to the surroundings. 

~e most serious problems occur when the envi
ronment is substantially modified, causing condi
tions which reduce efficiency and consequently the service provided. · 

Some of these problems that may sometimes occur simultaneously, are specified below. 

2. DA.'1AGE THAT THE TRANSMITTING STATIONS MAY CAUSE TO A THIRD PARTY (PEOPLE AND/OR THINGS) 
Taking into consideration the location of the 

transmitting antennae and the power level used so far, direct exposure to e.m. radiation does not 
seem to cause harmful effects on people, at least according to the legal standards observed in other 
countries within the E.B.U.[l] In Italy, the pro
blem is under investigation by the "Istituto 
Superiore di Sani ta" • ( Italian Government Health 
Institute) and other Organizations. 

However the following situations mey be consi
dered as probable: 
a) danger to people due to accidental contact or 

during work with metallic parts where high cur
rent is induced by radio frequency of conside
rable amplitude because of the vicinity of 
transmitting antennae; 

b) danger to people due to accidental fire or the 
explosion of some materials caused by currents 
induced by radio-frequency; 

c) the impossibility of performing some works near 
the transmitting static,ns, due to inconveniences 
or disturbances that cculd be caused by e.m. 
fields, e.g. especially on electric and elec
tronic equipment, even though no danger to 
people exists; 

d) area restrictions near the masts that comprise 
or support the radiating systems as a result of 
the possibility of: 

- material falling during maintenance, modifi
cation, painting; 

- large ice blocks that could fall during the 

[l] The European Broadcasting Union. 

t 
winter season; 

- lightening which could have direct or in
direct effects. 

3. DAMAGE THAT THE MODIFICATION OF SURROUNDINGS 
MAY CAUSE TO SOUND AND TV BROADCASTING STATIONS 
The modification of the surroundings o:f exis

ting transmitting stations as well as the construc
tion of new buildings or the--e-XG_essive-.gz-owth of vegetation could result in: ' 

a) the absorption and/or deviation of the ra
diating power causing a reduction in the 
service provided by the stations; 

b) the partial or total reduction of the effi
ciency of radio-relay links; 

c) the· impossibility of increasing or modifying 
the installations. 

4. LIMITATIONS DETERMINED BY PARTICULAR ENVIRON
MENTAL CONDITIONS 

Some considerations of a legal nature must be 
taken into account d.uring the Planning of the 
installations since they might later restrict or 
preclude further modifications. for example: 

a) protection of the landscape; 
b) the presence of other activities that might 

by law impose limitations, for example, air
ports, large electric lines, etc.; 

c) .Perimetral areas necessary to protect those 
stations subject to frequent .bush fires; 

d) territorial limitations and/or limitations 
imposed by the Municipality. 

5. EXAMINATION OF INCOMPATIBILITIES 
Transmitting stations in bands 5, 6 and 7 as 

well as radio-reley link stations (althouhg these present different types of problems) are more sub
ject to variations of the environment and, at the same time, are capable of conditioning it. 
5,1. Transmitting Stations (bands 5, 6 and 7) 

As far as harm to people is concerned - at least in Italy - there is no evidence to date that any 
serious damage from radio-frequency induced cur
rents exists for those living in the general vicinity. However, one should not exclude this danger 
in particular circu'!lstances, espe.cially in areas 
closely located to stations utilizing the highest powers. 

Generally, radio-frequency induced currents on 

·I 

i 
.\ 
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metallic structures can cause physical discomfort 
on contact and metallic equipment, in buildings of 
reinforced concrete structures arid long external 
pipelines. - . 

In order to eliminate or reduce the risks of 
these phenomena, some precautionary measures should 
be taken, such as the use of insulating gloves, 
careful grounding, substitutions of metallic wires 
by insulating ropes, sectioning of all metallic 
groundings with insulating· joints. . _ 

Other inconveniences of electrical equipment, 
(for example, the continuous lighting of lamps, 
either in households or streets, telephone equip
ment TV and radio sets etc. due to the presence 
of ~desirable radiophonic modulation during the 
use of this apparatus), .can generally be eliminated 
by inserting filter condensers or by taking other 
suitable technical measures. 

MoreoYer, the presence of large transmitting 
stations can affect certain activities besides 
those where people are exposed to danger, for 
ex=ple, in the electronics industry or in storage 
Plants for inna.=ables or explosives. 
- In the first case, we must consider the diffi
culties involved in the construction or use of the 
apparatus (especitlly measurement instrtl.!!len~a~ion 
and electronic c=puters) ~hich could be eli=
nated by apprd'riately shielded rooms; in these
cond case, there is a risk of sparking due to in
duced curre~ts ir!. the wires; in the third case, 
the.re is the possibility of fire indirectly caused 
by fl:..Shover res:il.ti..'1g from induced voltages be
ti.reen structures or metallic pa...>ts that have not 
been sufficiently grounded. 

As reizards the service areas of the transrit
ters, t~; kinc.s of phenomena ~a:y occur when the 
transmitter site originally surrounded by an 
agricultural area is modified because of the con
struction of industrial or civil buildings too 
closely crowded together. Bott phenomena tend to 
reiuce the efficiency of the stations either from 
the ::oint of view of the ground wave service or 
the ~ky ~ave service. These phenomena can produce: 

- the degradation of the electric characteris
tics of the soil and subsequent loss in 
propagation; _ .. 
the direct absorption of power by metallic 
vertical structures located very close to the 
transmitting antennae together with phenomena 
of re-radiation modifying the radiation pat
tern of the antennae. 

Moreover, as concerns transmissions in band 7 
. (HF) it should be poi_nted out that situations en
suring the proper reflexion of e.m. waves are 
necessary in the "Fresnel·zone", which in some 
cases can extend for some kilometers from the 
antennae. 

T'ne presence of many buildings or forests, as 
well as the formation of quarries, which can vary 
the altimetric profile, cause a deviation of the 
radiating lobe, resulting in serious power losses 
in the desired direction (even those over 6 dB). 

5.2. Radio-relay link stations 

Problems of radio-relay link stations only 
affect the use of links that ,~ould be obstructed 
or limited either because of the growth of vege
tation or, above all, by building constructions 
.along the link paths, that co1J.l.d intercept or 
reflect the reception or transmission signals. 

5.3. FM and TV stations (band:3 8 and 9) 

These stations normally situated in a high posi
tion use antennae whose directional characteris
tics avoid the concentration ,::,f e.m. energy in 
the i=ed.iate surroundings of the station. Taking 
into account the kind of propagation used, the 
ptobler:.s almost exclusively c::,ncern the possibility 
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of ca.using damage to a third party, either in the 
risk of sparking electric detonators which could 
occur only under special circumstances, and namely, 
if the area where detonators a.re used (for example 
an open mine) is struck by strong e.m. fields or 
as regards the risks mentioned in item 2d. _ 

· 6. C0NCWSI0NS 

From the above, the close interconnections be
tween sound and TV broadcasting stations and the 
environment are obvious. 

The most critical situations occur in existing 
installations. In fact,. even if the technical mea
sures we ha~e already suggested solve a large 
number of situations, one_ should bear in mind that 
they cannot always be adopted in an overall, fa
vourable and permanent manner. 

However, an increase in the radiated power or 
a relocation of the transmitting stations would 
seem, at first sight, the easiest solutions in 
order to re-establish certain situations or to 
solve incompatibility problems. 

As concerns the first solution, the state of. 
the spectrum occupation and interna.tiqnal rules, 
with regard to the precise lin.\s existing among 
all the stations, prohibit the employment o.f a 
power increase of the transmitters without con- -
sidering that this fact c.ould cause other problems. 

Apart from the high cost invol·ved, the second 
solution cannot always be adopted since, besides 
difficulties in finding new sites which fulfill 
all the technical requirements, sometimes quite 
insurmountable, there is inevitably the necessity 
to modify the characteristics of the stations in 
accordance with the international limits mentioned 
above. In any case, relocation could have a nega
tive effect on radio and TV users, particularly 
in the case of a TV station; users would have to 
at least mod.if'/ the antenna orientation or even 
replace the receiving antenna at a high cost for 
the community. 

In addition to provisions in the "Italian 
Postal and Telecommunications Code", it would ·be 
convenient, whenever possible, for the sound and 
TV broadcasting stations to be appropriately 
protected in order to guarantee a public service 

, that must be included in the territorial develop
ment Plan. This is also valid when considering 
general economic criteria. 

Considering multiple differences in the charac
teristics of the transmitting stations (location, 
orientation, height and type of antennae, radiated 
power, shape of the servoce area, linked paths,. 
etc.) generai criteria. cannot always be established. 
In some cases, special criteria must be established 
according to the development of the areas con
cerned. 

In reference, as concerns probably damage to a· 
third party and limitedly to A.M. stations in 
band 6 (MF) our experience shows that a low power 
station (up ct 2 kW) can be situated in the centre 
of a town, but that some effects could result from 
a 100 kW station at distances up to 500 m from the 
transmitting aerial. These effects los.e their 
importance at a distance of over a kilometer. 

Concerning the efficiency of the service 
carried out by the station (exception is made for 
urban low-power A.M. transmitters in band 6, lo
cal service) a surrounding agricultural area or 
with a few buildings is needed, along with the 
necessity of being relativelY. close to the main 
urban area in order to ensure good service. 

As to the radio-relay link stations, in order· 
to be certain of the efficiency of the service, it 
is necessary to maintain an area free from any 
obstacles. The dimensions of this area surrounding 
the path between terminal stations of the link 
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depending on the frequency, the path length and 
the position 6f the antennae. 

Moreover, in order to eliminate the reflection phenomena, it is absolutely necessary to limit 
construction within a certain range and at acer
tain angle in the immediate vicinity of the link 
station. 

These phenomena are more.harmful to the quality of the service the closer the reflecting obstacle 
is to the station and to the axis of the link. 
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The use of TEM lines 
i.n electromagnetic compatibility tests 
Bruno Audone, Marialberto Mensa 
AERITALIA, SETTORE AVIONICA, TORINO 

Abstraat. Parallel Plate Lines are often used to generat3 TEM fields of 
known intensity for sensor calibration, EMP simulation, i~~unity and emis 

sion-tests. A calculation technique is developed to determine equipotential 
and force lines both for the two plat~ and the three plate transmission li 
nes: the mat hod described has the adv en t:ige of offering very good results

for a large variety of situations with a minimum calculation effort. The use 
of TEM linas is described for different types of apolications with particu 
lar attention to EMP simulators and susceptibility test systems. -

1. DESCRIPTION CF IHE TEM LINE 

Accurete radiated measu~ements of emission 
a;-,j susceptibility ere di ff icu 1 t to m3ke in shiel_ 
dsC rooms because measurements are perfo:-med in 
nser field conditions and multiple reflections and 
resonances ara present. It ~as been reported [1] 
that measurement error as large as+ 40 dB may be 
introduced. The use of anec:,oic material can consi· 
derably im;::-ove the results at those frequencies 
where it is effectivei howe•Jer it hes the disad 
vantage of being expensive and effective only abo 
ve few hundreds of megahertz. In the last few ye
a:-s transient radiated susceptibility and emission 
tests have become more and more important especial 
ly taking into account the implications of EMP -
(electromagnetic pulse) and lightning protection 
hardening requirements. The TEM line has the cha 
racteristic of having both a linear a:nplitude a-;;-d 
phase response versus frequency. 

It is particularly suitable to establish a 
uniform field in the testin5 region using a varie 
ty of waveforms including Cw, impulse, pulsed or-

al 

modulated signals or to detect the radiated emis 
sion of the unit under test located inside the· 
structure. In radiated susceptibility tests the 
structure of the TEM line serves as the transdu 
cer itself and avoids the use of antennas; ·the
field is establi~hed between the plates by a high 
power RF or transient generator attached to the 
input part of the TEM line. The main drawback of 
TEM lines is the limited test space with regard 
to the upper test frequency. 

Further developments are in progress to in 
crease the bandwidth of these structures without 
reducing test space. This is achieved by placing 
RF-absorbing material in the line: the bandwidth 
is expanded by damping higher mode resonances, 

Recently [2 J it has been proposed to use sp~ 
tial mode filters to reduce the propagation of 
higher order modes, 

The basic TEM line structure consists of three 
sections (Fig. 1): a parallel line (test space) 
end two tapered sections to match the generator 

bl 

Fig. 1, Basic TEM line structurs: al t~o plate configuration 

bl three plate configuration 
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and the load to the line, The line may ba balan 
ced (three plat.es) or unb·alanced (two plates).
The unbalanced type is~ two plate line with the 
ground plane acting as the supporting structure 
of the unit under test; it is generally used for 
large .EMP simulators and in all those cases where 
heavy and large systems have to be tested, The 
balanced type is a three plate line with a ground 
plane on each side of a centre plate connected to 
the active pin of-the generator; it is used for 
small equipment or when i:nproved matching condi 
tions and fringe field reduction shall be achie 
ved. In some· applications the generated field -
strength shall be confined within the testing re 
gion without any spurious external radiation even 
at frequencies below cutoff. This is accomplished 
by making the line into a TEM cell [ 3] . Because 
of the large bandwidth the TEM line is particular 
ly suited for automated SJsceptibility measure -
ments whose typic:il set up 1s indicated in Fig. 2. 

GENERATCR 

By means of the conformal mapping: 

where z • x+j y 

W • u+j V 

' 
i 

it is possible to solve the case of the serninfi 
nite two plate line presented in.Fig, 3, In par 
ticular the field strength along _the seminfinite. 
plate is calculalfd as: 

aw 1 
(2) Ey(xl 

1-eTIU 
(u<ol ax 

ilu 1 (U>O) (3) Ey(xl =-----· 
ilx e'lrU -1 

\ 

MONITORING 
UNIT 

----- co;-nR•LLER 
FIELD 

SENSOR 

Fig, 2, Test s.et up for automated susceptibili tY: measurements, . 

The unit under test is located inside the TEM 
line in the desired orientation with the intercon 
necting cables and lines situated in the most rea 
listic conditions, The unit under test is connec
ted to the monitoring uni: by fiber optic links
to control and detect possible susceptibility 
effects, The controller drives the frequency syn 
thesizer to sweep the.frequency range of intereit 
while keeping the amplitude level defined by the 
test conditions. 

The sensor measures the field strength gene 
rated within the TEM line and in case a suscep
tibility effect is found the signal generator-is 
driven by the controller to reduce the amplitude 
level down to the susceptibility threshold which 
is recorded, 

Another important application of the TEM line 
is the EMP simulator, It is a device capable of 
providing the excitation used for EMP simulation 
which in case of an exoat~ospheric detonation is 
a waveshape with a rise time of about 10 ns, a 
peak amplitude of 100 kV/m and a decay time of 
600 ns. The TEM line probably represents the best 
solution to create a controlled EMP waveform ma 
inly because of its broad bandwidth characteri 
sties. 

2. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE TWO PLATE LINE 

The problem of the characterization of a two 
finite plate line is rather complex if an exact 
solution is required. Therefore an approximate 
solution is obtained by extending the exact re 
sults for the two seminfinite plate case problem 
assuming that the line is infinite in length, 

·.,n, YI TY - /\I ") M/\ • rw l\nnTt 

where u is obtained from 

Considering that the charge distribution a (x) 
along the plates is related to the field strength 
by: 

(4) a(xl=e:
0

Ey(xl 

it appears that also a (xl on the plate is known, 
If we define (Fig, 4), 

{ 

a(x-0) x>o 

(5) a1(xl = _ 
o-(-0-xl x<o 

the charge density distribution in the two finite 
plate case can be represented by: 

(6) -D<x<O 

where 

P2.n ( ~) is the Legendre polynominal of order 2n 

a coefficients to be determined 
n 
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· The potential in all the space is given by: 

(7) 1 q(x'l [ l . l ] dx'dz' 
.0 Crl= -- -- - --

4 11' E I r-r' I lr-r' I 
y'=1 y'=-1 

The coefficients on are calcul,3ted by (7) impo 
sing that t (r)=V for y=1, ~(r)=-V for y=-1-
and approximating the series in (6) by a finite 
sum of terms, It follows that: 

where xi are N points along the upper plate, 
In matrix form 

[9) 
[ l 

1---r' I 
"l. y'=1 

x.' 
• Pz11. (- l dx' dz' 

D 

y=1 

Solvi~g the equation 

( 1 OJ V = Ga 

-] 
!ri-r' ly•=-1 

y=1 

it is possible tc calculate the charge distrib~ 
tion in the two finite plate case. Then the elec 
tric field can be calculated by the potential -
.0[rl by: 

(11) Ex (x,yl 
o X a Y 

y 

(0, 1 J 

V=1 

X 

V=-1 (0;-1 J 

3, ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE THREE PLATE LINE 

The study of the three plate line proceeds as 
in the previous parsgraph• It is necessary to de 
termine the conformal transform9tion of the semin 
finite three plate line, 

The transformation which changes thew plane 
strip comprised between Imw=O and Imw=1 into the 
n region (Fig, S) is obtained by means of the 
Schwarz - Christoffel theorem: 

/

e~:+l)B 
(12) z(w,Sl= --- dt + i 

i t . 

The conformal transformation 

2 
(13) ln ch w 

11' 

which represents two infinite lines 
separated by a semini'ini te line.· 1-s rotated of 1T 

a-round the imaginary axis and shifted of A 
along the real axis, By combining this transfer 
mation with [12) it follows: · 

-1rA ch-2 w e 

/ 

(t+l) 6 

z(w,S)= --t-. - dt + i 

-1 

In case of B = 1 and normalizing the stripheights, 
the wanted transformation becomes 

_-rrA --rrA 
l e · e ] 

(14) z(w,ll= -[1 + ·1n ---rr- + ---rr-
Tf Ch - w ch - w 2 2 

· By the uniqueness of Laplace equation solution 
equation (14) represents the conformal transfer 
mation of the strip 

Im wE [0,1] 

into the region of the z plane cut along the lines 
r1, r 2, r

3 
indicated in Fig, 7, The coordinate of 

the point Pis obtained by putting w = 0 in (14), 
It follows: 

( 15 J ~e --rr A + e-TfA J= z(0,1) P 

y 

(-0,1) (•, 1) 

X 

(-• ;-1) (D;-1 J 

Fig, 3, Semiinfinite and finite two parallel plate line: cross rectional view 
and dimensions. 
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The field and potential distribution for the pa rallel two plate transmission line is in Fig, 4, 
& 
& 

('> 

CSI 
tr> 

N 

. 
(\J 

ISi 
lf) 

3.50 --,, 
Fi&, 4, Two parallel plate line field and equipotential lines,. 

0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 

\J-plane 

errw 

f 
(t+1)1'! . 

Z = - dt+i 
t . 

~1 

Fig, 5, Auxiliary mapping, 
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The field and potential distribution for the pa 
ralle1 seminfinite three plate transmission li~e 
is given in Fig.s; 

Fig. 6, Equipotential and force lines of conformal mapping (14) 
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The point Z=j of the z plane corresponds to u + j 
in thew plane where:. 

( 16) ~] +1/e + l . 

The complex field strength is calculated as 
follows: 

(17] 
j 

E(w)= ---
11w 

th 2 
e-11A 

l+--
..._2 11W 

C11_ 
2 

By means of (14) and (17) it is possible to cal 
culate the field strength in tne z plane, 
The extention of the theory to the finite three 
plate case is straight forward, 

+ K3 u>u>o Z(u-+-a ) :<.2- - +i• -co+:!_ 
IJ 

r1 Z [u• +co) Kl-u+i-+ --:o+i 
u>u 

r2 z ( !J-+-+0>) u>o v=o 
P-u-+- -o, 

Z(u-,.-.,J P+u-+- _., 
u<o v=o 

r3 Z[u-+--.,l 
u<-u v=1 

o>u>-u; v=1 

An approximated expression of the capacitance 
can be obtained considering that 

(19) a(x) = a1(x) 

Because 
.,, 

/ 

(20) 

and.therefore 

du 

j 

Z-plane 

v=2 +) . - 2 Im z -..Ztu-+u i-K5 (u-u)->- i 
i=Z(u+i) 

i Z(u->-u - -? 
v=1 

) i-K
5

(u-uJ-• i 

+ 
P-K2 2 Z( U• O ) u ... p 

P=Z(o+i;o) Re z 4 
-

P-K2 2 Z(u->-o ) u • p 
4 

- + - 2 Z(u ... u l = -i-K5 Cu+u) ... -1 

Z(u-+--u -2 )= -i-K5(u+u)-+ -i 

Fig. 7. Asymptotic behaviour of mapping (14) along cuts r1, ~2 and ~ 3 • 

4, APPROXIMATED VALUES OF THE LINE IMPEDANCE 

The line characteristic impedance is calculated 
as 

e: 
Z Z0 

C 

where Z0 is the free space impedance and C is 
given by 

( 18) C = :_fa(xl dx 
AV · plate length 

It follows that 

(21) 

where up and uN are the positive and negative 
solutions of the equation 

(22) 0 

in the case of the two plate line. 
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1 2 3 4 5 

250 Z(n) 250 

(:-•• 1) (0,1) 

200 200 

(-0;-1) (D; -1) 

150 150 

100 

50 

D= 2 3 4 5 

Fig, 8. Characteristic ir.1ped=1nce of two plate line as obtained from eq, (23) 

The equation (21) can be solved as 

,,. 

D >1,6 

The characteristic impedance (Fig, 8) of the t1~0 
plate line is 

(23) 
z = 

Similarly the approximated equation of the three 
plate line characteristic impedance can be obtai 
ned from (21) where up and uN are calculated -
from: 

-TTA -TTA 

; [1 + 

e 
e ] ln --- + --- + D 0 

2 TTu 2 TTU 
ch- ch-

2 2 

An approximate solution is: 

,r l . 
- (O-A + -J 

y=e2 . ,,. 

and A is obtained solving (151 versus P, 

A= 

- B 
e 

B+-
,r l+e-TTB 

eB 2 

--+---
l+e TT(l+e) 

.:_ -~:_ ( _: -. Bl

1 

1T 1T 1T 

B ln (-TT Bl 

1-11B 

8 = D - P + 
1T 

D > P 

O< P-1,2 
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The characteristic impedance of the three plate 
transmission line _is reported. in Fig, 9 and is 
given by: 

301TE: 
(24) 

• 2 .3 .4 .s .6 ,8 

25 
P•4 p;.5 

O_= .2 - .3 .4 . s .6 • 8 

1 • 

P=-2 

1 • 

I 
,' 

2. '; 4. 5. 6. 8. 

Z(nl 
(-0; 1 l (0; 1) 

(-P;O) (P ,0) 100 

(-0~-1) (0r1) 
75 

so 

.25 

2 • 3_, - 4. s .. 6._ 8. 

Fig, 9, Characteristic impedance of three plate ·line obtain~d from eq. (24) 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The TEM line represents a powerful tool of inve 
stigation in the area of-Electromagnetic Compati 
bility, The analytical study presented in this -
paper tends to give a better understanding of the 
propagation mechanism of the Electromagnetic 
Field within the line in order to improve the de 
sign and use of TEM lines. Further work is still 
to be done in the direction of expanding the band 
widths of these structures for EMC measurements -
and of increasing the availeble test space, 
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An electric and magnetic field meter 
Luciano Bolla, Giuseppe Gerbi 
AERITALIA, SETTORE AVIONICA, TORINO 

Abstract , The problem of quantifying r,azardous electromagnetic field is dif 
fic:ult because me::suring sites are often at points close to powerful RF sources 
or where arbitrary polarization and multipath interference exist. 
The RF field measuring equipments ~re usually based on simple planewave field 
prcJo.3gation assumption that is inadeguate for complicated fields and could give 
t3ngible errors in many cases, 
Therefore it is generally considered more correct to measure electric and magne 
tic field strenghts separately instead of power density, An isotropic RF else -
t!'."is/n)_eg:ietic fi.ald ~t.rength mete:- i}as ~,eei'l developed in order to .meet. requi'r2_ 
msnts for· both n2ar and far field msasurements. 
ScJ,ce other cc.ncepts such as operability, affidebility and solidity have been 
ta~en into acJcount designing this measuring equipment which is intended for both 
letoretory and field applications, 

1. :NTRODUCTION 

During these lasi: years.the problem of quanti 
fying eleotromagnstic fields with special atte~
tion paid to Radiation Hazard has become more 
st~ingent beca~ss of the increased intensity and 
frequency occupancy of radiating sources. 

Although there are no clear and simple cause
effect relationships in the area of radiation ha 
zard and a unique agreed limit does not exist it 
seems quite important to be able to determine the 
areas where the radiation level is high in order 
to take protective measures. 

Therefore it is necessary to get suitable in 
strumsnts to measure those parameters characteri 
zing the electromagnetic'field radiation hazard
corrsctly, 

2, SYSTEM DESIGN 

The design of a measuring equipment dedicated to 
the measurements of strong field strengths should 
take into account the following aspects arising 
from practical experience and from theoretical 
considerations. 

a) Biological aspect 

Electromagnetic hazards are not strictly related 
to the energy or power density in space but rather 
to the fields inside subjects and to the absor 
ption of fields by biological tissue. Energy ab 
sorption of fields by biological tissue. ·Energ7 
absorption by the biological tissue, produces a 
temperature rise that can be measured by a number 
of existing temperature sensors of small size ap 
plied to the subject, However there are many -

1:J 

difficulties in the practical executio_n of such a 
type of measurement and moreover considerable con 
troversies exist over whether mere temperature ef 
feet is the only and more important parameter to
judge the hazard associated to the EM fields, 
Therefore, it i_s generally retained more sa.tisfac 
tory to base measurement on the internal electro
magnetic field rather than on temperature rise.-

Since the hazard is determined by the f.ield 
inside the subject the obvious procedure should 
be the measurement of the field inside a phantom 
simulating the subject, However there are many 
difficulties to.simulate the geometrical and elec 
trical characteristics of the subject submitted -
to the hazard fields and on the other hand these 
types of sensors will never be·practical enough 
for hazard-survey meters. At the moment the uni 
que solution seems to be the measurement of the 
electromagnetic field in the absence of the sub 
jec·t and then to take into account the subject
simulating the biological tissue with some maths 
matical model, 

The sensor design of the developed metering 
instrument follows this guide line, However, a 
sensor providing the simulation of actual subjectt 
(a ball of a particular material containing the 
probe that simulates the electrical characteri 
stic of tissue) could conceivably be practical 
for a hazard-survey meter and is· at the moment 
under study, 

bl Measurement consideration 

For a simple plane wave, any one of a number of 
field parameters (jEj,·jHj,power density) consti 
tutes a valid index to specify the field (apart 
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from phase, polarization and direction). 

l 2 
P = IHI IRe Zml 

2 2 

2 

!El / IRe Zml 

For arbitrary or near fields the above rela 
tionships are not longer valid and the following 
problems arise: 

- power density measurements executed with probes 
sensitive to the electric or magnetic field com 
ponents and assuming free-space conditions could 
be grossly incorrect. 

- in any case the effective power density is not 
a good measure of the hazard of RF radiation 
(in the reactive zone the time-average power 
density can be low, electric and magnetic fields 
arbitrarly large) 
it should be necessary to measure the parameter 
most appropriate and closely related to the 
hazard associated to the EM fields • 

For this purpose the energy density should be an 
edaguata pararnete~ that, for a ganerical ~aterial, 
is expressed by the relationship: 

l [= - - - - -HJ - [ e: • El E + (µ • H) 
2 

In the simplifi3d case of homo6::r.eo~s, linear 
::nd isct!"opic metariel the energy absorption is 
proportional to e:jEj 2 and µjHJ 2 • Such assumptions 
to obtain this simple proportionality are obviou 
sly not realistic fer a biologic::l tissue, howe
v:r t~= result suggests th8 use of single real
scalar parameters C!El 2 and JHj 2 J for radiation 
hazard standards and survey measurements [1]. 
]Ej2 and !HJ 2 parameters represent a gcod choice 
to meeeure correctly the EM hazard because are 
al~ays valid (in near or in far field) and might 
represent a stable starting point for mora com 
plex considerations, Because the biological ma 
terials are essentially not m.:ignetic the hazard 
due to Et"'l fields should be usually most closely 
related to. jEJ 2 and the measurement of JHl 2 ·is 
expected to play a secondary role, 

cl Polarization, multipath, interactions 

Practical situations involve propagation of two 
or more fields at different frequencies in the 
same region. scattering, reflection or interac 
tion with surrounding objects establishing muT 
tipath interference, unknown or complicated pola 
rization of the field, To take into account pola 
rization (polarization may change radically from 
point to point in the case of industrial heaters) 
and multipath effects (multipath interference may 
be due to scattering with objects located near 
the source or caused by two or more sources opera 
ting at the same frequency) the measuring equip 
mer.t should be sensitive to E~l fields incident
from all directions, Besides, to avoid scattering 
problems by itself, a good general purpose equip 
ment should have the size of the field sensors -
smaller than the shortest wavelength of interest, 
In many cases it is required to perform measure 
ments near metallic objects or in limited sites 
where coupling between the probe and the close 
material might produce errors; to reduce the cou 
pling with surrounding objects the probe should
be b::lanced. 

. :_./LlX __ -c_.N_2 MARr_H_cAP.RTJ ___ 10An 

3, ELECTRIC SENSOR 

Three electric sensors have been designed in 
the source frequency range 1 - 500 MHz for three 
full scale indications of 10-100-1000 V/m. The 
electric probe is a dipole antenna shorter than 
the wavelengths corresponding to the frequency 
range of interest, The isotropic diagram is achie 
ved by means of three mutually perpendicular di -
pole antennas, The signal detected by the ante';;' 
na is rectified by a diode shunted by a capacitor 
necessary to maint~-" a constant frequency respan 
se [ 2] . -

The outputs of the three antennas constituting 
the sensor are connected in series; therefore the 
output voltage is proportional to: 

The design optimization,'has been achieved 6y 
means of the computer a·ided approach based on 
the mathematical model of Fig. 1, 

Ca 

V 

Rel 

Fig,. 1, Model use.d in the optimization process: 
electric dipole. 

In the model used the antenna parameters are [3]: 

R =-----a 

1/c 
C = -------
a 120 ln 21/a 

"tg Bl/2 

Bl/2_ 

where: l is the half antenna length 
a is the antenna conductors radius 

The diode dynamic resistance Rd has been measured 
experimentally; this parameter is particularly 
important in establishing the frequency response· 
of the system. The results of the simulation are 
shown in Fig, 2 for the three types of sensors, 

The computer aided approach has been very use 
ful in the optimization of the sensor design from 
the point of view of sensivity and broadband fre 
quency respo:1se, 

4. MAGNETIC SENSOR 

Two magnetic sensors have been designe~ in the 
frequency range 1 MHz - 100 MHz for full scale 
indication of 1 A/m and 10 Alm. The magnetic pro 
be is a loop antenna with one or mar& turns as 
a compromise between sensitivity and broadband 
response, The isotropic diagram is achieved by 
means of three mutually perpendicular loop anten 
nas. Similarly to the electric fiel.d sensor the
signal detected by the antennas is rectified by 
a diod9 • 
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Fig. 2.. Electric sensor trans.fer functions. 

The outputs of the three antenna constituting the 
sensor are connected in series; therefore the out 
put voltage is proportional to: 

Again the desi§;n optimization has been achieved 
by means cf the computer aided approach based 
upon the mathematical model of Fig. 3, The R1-C1 
grouo is necessary to introduce a pole in the fr~ 
q•..!en~y cher::cteristic of the loop antenna in a£_ 
der tc a~hieve a flat response. 

The v~lues of the elements of the equivalent 
leap antknna have been determined with both th~ 
retical I considerations and practica 1 mea_sur~ · 
ments. T~e final result of the design is shown 
. F1 4 1.n _g ~ r • 

S. CALIBRATION OF SENSOR 

TEM transmission lines have been used to cali 
brats both electric and magnetic sensors, The TEM 
line generates a uniform standard electromagnetic 
field easily known by the measurement of voltage 

IVI/IHI 

-• IB 

-2 
IB 

-J 
IB 

-'I 
18 

-s: 

'" 
-6 

111 

+ 
Fig, 3. ModRl used in ·the optimization process: 

magnetic antenna with two turns,. 

or power at the load; magnetic and electric fields 
are related by the free space impedance~ 

For the performance of a highly accurate cali 
bration the TEM transmission line has been maths 
matically modelled on the computer as a line with 
discontinuities physically located at input and 
output connectors (4]. The result of this analx_ 
sis has been the definition of the exact field 
along the central plate of the TEM line produced 

111 I I ii 11 ... 

1611? 

<FRECilUENCY> 

Fig, 4, Magnetic sensor transfer functions 
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Fig. 5. Electric field in the TEM line 

by the fundamental mode as fJJnction of frequency. 
In Fig. 5 the no!'!:',alized electric field as func 
tion cf the norm:iized lengt:, and of ·frequency-u 
sed for calibration is shown, -

6, METER AND RE?EATER DESCRIPTION 

The metering instrument can accept a 11 the fi 
vs isotropic sensors, In order to reduce th: ther 
mal drift and to avoid an external zero offset -
trimmer a high quality chopper amplifier has been 
used. An analog square rooter produ·ces an output 
directly proportional to the electric or magnetic 
field allowing to have a linear definition on the 
scale of the indicator instrument. The signal is 
also applied tc a voltage controlled oscillator 
driving an infrared light emitting diode for the 
fiber optic link connected to the repeater equi.e_ 
ment. 

The repeater equipment, ccnverts incoming 
infrared light pulse frequency into analog volta 
ge which is applied to the indicator repeater. -

The active internal components are feeded by a 
stabilized DC/0.C converter. 

An analog output connector is available on 
the repeater giving the possibility of connecting 
a recording instrument. 

7. CONCLUSION 

At the moment an effort is made to design other 
sensonat lower and upper frequencies to cover the 
frequency range 10 KHz - 18 GHz. A study is also 
carried out to improve the calibration technique. 
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Electromagnetic reverberating enclosu,res,: 
behaviour and applications · . 

1 

. 

' Paolo Corona 
ISTITUTO UNIVERSITARIO NAVALE, NAPOLI 

Abstract.The increasing needs of accurate measurement of total emitted or ab
sorbed electromagnetic power for normative purposes can be in some cases ful
filled by means of reverberating enclosures. The basic principle is that in a 
large (in terms of wavelenght) cavity, the modal structure of the electromagn!.. 
tic field can be averaged by means of mode stirrers, obtaining an average uni-: 
form field distribution whose level is related to the total feeding··1tower~ Ap
plications and calibration procedure are referred. Comparison of various cham
bers,' both .at our laboratories and in different countrie!S i~. done through expe 
rimental data analysis.· Outline of various applications is made:- A complete a:: 
nalysis of related parameters is carried out, in order to give some understan
ding .of chambers behaviour. 

1. FOREWORD 

In Electromagnetic Compatibility measurements, 
as well as in the evaluation of biological effects 
of electromagnetic radiation, there is a need of 
some standard electromagnetic environment which 
acts as a reference. 

Usually.reference is made to a plane, uniform 
wave. From pratical point of view, such wave can 
be obtained only by means of a source at relati
vely large distance in a reflection free environ
ment, or by means of very large equiphase radia
tor (as parabolic reflectors or lenses): both ar
rangements,· but namely the f'irst one, are unable 
to furnish· high level fields, as requested for 
EMC and biological applications. Furthermore the£ 
retical evaluation of experimental data results 
in a scattering problem which cannot usually be 
·solved, not even by means of numerical techniques. 

Irt recent years some new measuring techniques 
were developed which mats~ use of confined fields 
(usually in conductive enclosures), and it is now 
evident that they can be an useful alternative to 
the traditional "plane wave" approach. 

A good overview of these techniques is in [1]: 
among them there are mode stirred chambers. 

Purpose of the present paper is to compare ex
perimental results of recently built reverbera
ting (mode stirred) chambers, which allow quick 
and reliable measurements of absorbed and emitted 
power without pass'ing through eba· eumbersome (and 
·1ess reliable) field evaluation. 

2. MODE STIRRED (REVERBERATING) CHAMBERS 

A mode stirred chamber is a large (in terms of 
wavelength) cavity whose bc,undary condition are 
continuously and randomly perturbed by means of 
(rotating) conductive stirrers. Inside such a ca
vity the average field can be assumed uniform 
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(in level) and formed by uniformly distributed 
plane waves [2,3,4,5,6 ,7] • 

Furthermore, a power bala~an be."'stated [f]. 
[9] and measured, so that power dosimetry, both 
for emission and absorpti'on., becames extremely 
easy. Various applications are in· use or proposed 
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. 

The measuring technique appears so reliable at 
higher (GHz) frequency that it s_eems possible to 
decrease the operating frequency down to the fre
quency bands of few hundreds of MHz, where most 
compatibility problems arise; and some reverbera
ting chambers are already in use in these bands. 

In consideration that losses play an essential 
role in mode stirred chamber consequently any 
physical scaling procedure cannot be applied. It 
seems advisable to develop a careful analysis of 
performance of available chambers, in order to 
assess some useful parameters for further constru 
ctions. 

3. REVERBERATING CHAMBERS PERFORMANCES 

At the present time, in the author's knowledge, 
data referring to seven chambers are available in 
literature or from the people who have construc
ted them. Their geometry is summarized in table I, 

Some of them where built expressly as reverbe
rating chambers and their walls are aluminium. So 
me have been constr~cted by modifying shielded 
rooms which usually'have steel walls. 

A fast way to get useful informations about a 
reverberating chamber behaviour is to measure its 
insertion loss [15] : (fig.1). A direct compa
rison of results is related both to frequency be
haviour and to measuring technique employed to 
evaluate the insertion l~ss. This last is not 
straightforward, because statistical parameters 
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are involved [16] • In any case results referred 
in fig. 1 will be employed to assess some parame
ters in next section. 

4. PARAMETERS INVOLVED IN REVERBERATING CHAMBERS 
BEHAVIOUR. 

Inside a reverberating chamber, the E.M. field 
can be assumed to be due to a succession of inde
pendent steady state fields; this is mainly due 
to the very slow (referred to the electromagne
tics) stirrer. speed. Therefore parameters pertai
ning to fixed geometry cavities can be computed 
as usual, but measured data will compare with a
verage of such parameters. 

Up now statistical analysis of received signal 
was carried out (4, 17], but no comparison was 
made to internal, steady state, parameters. 

According to large E.M. cavities theory we can 
compute: the quality factor Q: (see e.g.[18] ) 

(1) Q::: V _S_o_ 

The mode number N: I 191 

(2) 

The mode density 

(3) 

Furthermore, it is possible to evaluate an a
verage quality factor Q' [8, 9] from the measu
red insertion loss Pr/Pt: 

(4) Q' = l611LY_....!'.!.._ 
>.. 3 Pt 

In all the above formulae: 
S = cavity internal surface-_ 
V = cavity volume 
A= wavelength 
f frequency 
o = skin depth. 

In table II data obtained by means of (1), (2), 
(3), (4) and fig. 1 are listed: apart that all 
the forms are roughly approximate (in (1) a form 
factor has been dropped; (2) and (3) are valid 
only for large N), some more explanation is re
quired. 

The Q value computed by means of (1) has to 
be accepted only as an upper-bound value, becau
se it does not take into account any losses other 
than due to wall conductivity. For some chambers 
probably most losses are by far due to leakage 

[8] . The Q' value computed by means of (4) is 
directly related to the insertion loss Pr/Pt 
(fig.I), but (4) is based on the assumption of 
continous mode coverage. 

In order to give more details about this point 
we have to refer to the average modal distance 
(in terms of frequency): which is the reciprocal 

of the mode density (3). 

(5) \ df 

dN 

f 

411 

If we assume a continous modal coverage, the 
bandwidth of each mode has to be larger than mo
dal distance, 

(6) df 
ciN < f 

~ 
where Q is the effective quality factor of the 

f~om (5) and (6) mode; 

(7) Qe < 

but Qe < Q so that 

(8) Q < 

f.~ 

f 

df 

(7) 

dN 

df 

"' 

is 

411l 
>.. 3 

fulfilled if(table II) 

=: 4 1T 

otherwise the "geometry modulation" (due to stir
ring technique) sweeps the frequency range; un
der the assumption of linear dependence of the 
resonance frequency versus the geometry stirring, 
'Ile can assume an "occupation ratio" R, equal to 
the ratio of the mode bandwidth to the mode di
stance (in frequency):· 

(9) - ...I&_ 
R - df/dN 

From table II it is evident that mainly at 
lower frequencies when (9) is not fulfilled, Q' 
differs from Qe by weight factor R which can ea
sily reach an order of magnitude or more. 

In summing up, the e~fective value (Qe) of. 
quality factor is usually lower than the compu
ted one (Q), mainly because of the leakage and 
additional losses. Furthermore, when (8) is not 
fulfilled the measured value (Q') is less than 
the effective value (Qe) by factor R. Following 
the previous analysis we can advance these sup
positions: 
{a) For both IUN, and for JMI chambers, most of 

the discrepancy between Q and Q' is due to 
leakage loss; and up now we have no model to 
compute it. 

{b) For Litton and Harry chambers the discrepan
cy is mainly due to additional loss introdu
ced by wall paint and.floor structure (both 
were made by modifying existing shielded ro
oms). 

{c) For both McDonnellchambers, which are very 
tightly built and consequently have very small 
leakage loss, discrepancies arise mainly at 
lower frequencies, where modal coverage does 
not allow the use of (4). Discrepancies can 
be,' in these cases, reduced by introducing a 
weight factor R, a½cording to (9). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental data relative to various mode stir 
red rooms are referred. A simplified analysis, ba
sed on forms valid for large cavities has been -
carried out, even from a·modal point of view. Ma
king use of this appoach both experimental and 
theoretical data are compared in order to give 
more insight on the physical behaviour of stirred 
cavities, hypothesis are suggested in order to 
justify the larger discrepancies. 

fi I 
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TABLE I 

VOLUME INTERNAL MATERIAL 
SURFACE 

Tll3 m2 

!UN/OEM 8 24 Aluminium 

II 1 6 II 

LITTON 22 48 Steel 

JMI 8 24 Aluminium 

MDAC 54 98 fl 

II 1.2 7 II 

U.K. 22 48 + Steel+ 

(+) Estimated data. 

DATA VAILABILITY 

!UN/OEM from the author. 
LITION from H. C. Anderson or R. R. lentz - Litton - Minneapolis. 
JMI from M. Okamura or S. Miyama - JMI - Tokyo. 
MDAC from J.M. Roe - McDonnell Douglas - St. Louis. 
U.K. froa HarrJ - U.K.· through CISPR. 

dB 

30 

20 

10 

2 4 6 8 10 

Fig. 1 - Insertion losses of various reverberating chambers. 

1. 2: !UN/OEM chambers. - 3: Litton chamber. - 4: JMI chamber. 

- 7: Harry (U.K.) chamber. 
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TABLE II 

" 
: 

f (GHz) 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Q (xrn-4) 36 40 44 
...... 

Q' (xl0-4) M 4.8 5.9 8.1 
e N (xl0-6) .64 1.2 2.1 a:> .._, 

z --dN/df (xl06) 238 372 536 
:::> 

(xl0-4) 
, __ 

.... f dN/df 190 372 643 

Q cxio-4) 18 20 22 

...... 0' (xio-4) 2,4 3.7 5,0 
M 

(xl0-6) e N .08 .15 ,27 ...... .._, • 
z dN/df (xl06) 30 46 67 
:::> .... 

f dN/df (xlo-4) 24 46 80 

' Q (xl0-4) 18 25 36 40 

O' (xl0-4) .75 1.8 2.5 1.9 1.5 
---· ____ ,_ 

N (xlo-6) .01 .08 .27 .64 1.2 
.... 
::;:: 

dN/df (xl06) 15 60'-- .134 238 372 '") ··---

f dN/df (xio-4) 3 24 80 190 372 

Q (xl0-4) 30 42 51 59 67 ...... 
M 

O' (xlo-4) 16 50 68 81 79 s 
-<t 
U"I 

(xlo-6) ~ N .07 .53 1.8 4.2 8.4 
c.l dN/df (xl06) 100 402 904 1608 2513 
~ --'i: f dN/c!f (xl0-4) 20 160 542 1268 "'"-2513 

,... 0 (xl0-4) 9 13 16 19 
M 

C: 0' (x10-4) 1.7 7 13 20 N 
..... N (xl0-6) .001 .01 .04 .10 .._, 

c.l dN/df (xl06) 2 9 20 36 < 
~ f dN/df (xl0-4) .4 3.6 12 29 

Q (xl0-4) 13 18 22 26 

o' (xl0.:.4) .2 .8 1.1 1.0 

c:: N (xl0-6) .03 .2 .7 1.7 
0 

(xl06) ., dN/df 41 163 368 655 ., .... 
..:I f dN/df Cxl0-4) 8.2 65 221 524 

Q (xl0-4) 13 18 22 26 29 ,... 
:.: o' (xl0-4) 1.0 2.6 3.9 3.7 3.3 
8 N (xlo-6) .03 .2 .7 1.7 3.4 
>, 

dN/df (xl06) 41 163 368 655 1023 1,.1 
1,.1 

"' f dN/df (xl0-4) 8.2 65 221 524 1023 ::,:: 

all data in MKS units 
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International calibration cycles 
of field intensity and power density 
Michele Borsero, Luciano Brunetti, Pier Giorgio Galliano 
ISTITUTO ELETTROTECNICO NAZIONALE GALILEO FERRARIS, TORINO 

ABSTRACT 

,J ~ . _. - --..... 

field intensity measurements, up to 400 MHz, and 
power density measurements. above 400 MHz, has become 
rather important, due to the world.wide interest about 
the study of electromagnetic compatibility and nonioni
zing radiation interactions with biological systems. 

T~aditional measurement techniques are affected 
by inadequate accuracy; at best field intensity measu
rements are performed with an uncertainty of about~ 3 
dB. 

Two international calibration cycles, on field 
intensity and power density, have been performed dur
ing the last two years .. 

Instrumentation and measurement techniques used 
to perform these calibration cycles are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

While the measurement accuracy of 
most electrical quantities has shown a 
continuous improvement in the last ten 
years, for the electric and· ;agnetic 
components. of a radiofrequency electro
magnet.ic field, however, no significant 
amelioration has been achieved. Indeed 
these are the electrical quantities mea
sured with the lowest accuracy at pres
ent. 

This is due to various causes, 
e.g. the perturbations produced by the 
measuring device, i.e. the antenna, on 
the measured element, i.e. the electro
magnetic field, and the environmental 
conditions which may be different every 
time. 

Another element which affects the 
overall uncertainty is the measurement 
of the antenna voltage. This measure
ment is generally performed at frequen
cies higher than 10 kHz by special se- · 
lective voltmeters (field intensity me
ters) whose uncertainty is about+ 1 dB. 

Radiofrequency voltage 
rements may be carried out with 

measu
higher 

accuracy but by means of inst_ruments 
not suitable for use in the open air. 

Recently there has been a higher 
interest in this type of measurement 
and in the development of apparatus and 
sensors which give rise to a smaller 
field perturbation and consequently to 
a higher measurement accura~y •. 

This is also due to the spreading 
acknowledgment that very intense elec
tromagnetic nonionizing. radiations can
produce harmful effects on biological 
systems. 

In order to .obtain information 
both about the field intensity and po
wer density measurement accuracy, and 
about the uncertainty of the results 
obtained by standards laboratories, two 
international intercomparison cycles 
have been carried out. 

The international intercomparison 
cycles are orga_nized by . the Working 
Group on radiofrequency quantities of 
the CCE ( "Comi te Consultatif d • Electri
ci te", of the "Conference Generale des 
Poids et Mesures") in order to compare 
the quality of the work done by natio-

. nal metrological laboratories. At pre
sent about ten cycles in the radiofre-

t ' 
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quency and microwave bands are in pro
gress. 

The practic_al arrangement of each 
cycle is commi t_ted to a "pilot laborato
ry" which supplies and circulates the 
"travelling standards", among the parti
cipating laboratories. Besides, the pi
lot laboratory collects and presents 
the results of the measurement cycle. 

The IEN participated in the two 
above mentioned international intercom
parison cycles, on field intensity and 
power density. The pilot laboratories 
involved were the National Bureau of 
Standards of the United States and the 
National Measurement Laboratory of Aus
tralia respectively. 

The final results of these two mea
surement cycles are not yet known be
cause the cycles are not yet completed. 
In the following sections only the mea
surement methods used at the IEN will 
be described a.~d some comments about 
the results will be given. 

1. FIELD INTENSITY MEASUREMENT CYCLE 

To perform this measu:-ement cycle 
a "travelling standard" has been rea
lized and sent to all ccncerned labora
tories by the pilot laboratory [1] . 

The NBS transfer standard consists 
of the following elements: a dipole an
tenna with a diode detei:: tor mounted on 
a dielectric mast, and a direct current 
voltmeter with very high input impe
dance. 

This voltmeter is calibrated a
gainst the direct y_ol tage standard 
source kept by each participating labo
ratory. The antenna is a halfwavelength 
dipole with a nominal resonance frequen
cy of 100 MHz and the detector connect
ed directly to the antenna terminals is 
a se·lected Schottky diode; its break
down voltage is about 70 vol ts to mini
mize the risk of damage due to static 
discharge. 

Four diodes were supplied and the 
measurements were to be repeated for 
each of them. 

Antenna and voltmeter are connect
ed by a special bipolar cable about 3 m 
long; its leads are made of carbon-load
ed teflon and its linear resistance is 
about 35 kQ/m. 

This special conductor, used to re
duce the perturbations on the electro
magnetic field, is followed by a normal 
bipolar shielded cable about 9 m long. 
The voltmeter includes an operational 
amplifier with input impedance of 200 MQ 

and a four-digit display; it is suppli
ed by a battery. 
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The measurement procedure is the 
following. 

Before each measurement series ·it 

is recommended to calibrate the-voltme
ter against the direct voltage standard 
with an uncertainty less than 0.2%. 

A wide open-air space without ob
stacles is required and an"electromagne
tic field at 100 MHz must be generated. 
The distance between the transmitting 
antenna and the receiving antenna ( the 
travelling standard) must be at least 9m 

and the height,of the latter one must 
be about 2.5 m above the ground. It is 
necessary to verify, by small vertical 
movements, that the receiving antenna 
is in a zone of maximum field. 

The electromagnetic field intensi
ty must be adjusted so as to read 100 + 
5 mV on the "transfer standard" voltme: 
ter. -Then the "transfer standard" anten
na is rep'iaced by, the local standard 
antenna and the electric field is measu-
red using a ____ calibrated field intensity 
meter connected to the antenna by a 
nor~al shielded cable. 

The·- ·measurements by both antennas 
must be repeated many times (at least 
in two different days) and it is .. neces
sary to change the measurement condi
tions, for example .. the trar1.smitting-. 
receiving antenna distance and the 
diode of the "transfer standard". 

At last the .local laborator~ must 
~ send the measured values tcr the pilot 

laboratory, with information on the mea
surement conditions, for example the 
ground type and the weather conditions. 

The measurements at the IEN were 
carried out on the new headquarters 
placed in Turin, Strada delle 6acce 91, 
in May 1977, with a field intensity of 
about 0.1 V/m. Obviously, nothing may 
be said on the evaluation of accuracy 
and on the agreement with the other 
laboratories, before the cycle is fi
nished. However, the uncertainty of 
this particular electromagnetic field 
stal')dard, realized at IEN with the expe
rimental conditions reported above, can 
be estimated about + 1.5' dB. 

This figure stems from the follow~ 
ing considerations: 

- the uncertainty of the field-strength 
meter, calibrated against a known r.f. 
source, was about~ 0.5 dB; 

the coaxial cable attenuation was mea
sured with an uncertainty of+ 0.2 dB· 

- the three terms, that combin; to mak~ 
the local half-wavelength dipole coef
ficient, are the effective height 
()./:-c), the mismatch between 72 ohm 
antenna and 50 ohm cable ( 1. 7 dB), 
and the conversion to open circuit 
voltage (6 dB). The uncertainty of 
the antenna coefficient depends main
ly on the dipole impedance which may 
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be different from 72 ohm. In the 
worst case, taking· into account the 
test set-up used, the error should 
not be greater than 0.5 dB; 
nothing can be said about the pertur
bations on the electromagnetic field 
produced by the coaxial cable employ~ 
ed. 

The other participating laborato
ries were: 

FTZ Fernmelde Technisches Zentralamt 
(West Germany) 

NML - National Measurements Laboratory 
(Australia) 

BRH - Bureau of Radiological Health 
(U.S.A.) 

NPL - Na~ional Physical Laboratory 
(U .K.) 

RIND - Research Institute of National 
Defence 

(Sweden) 

2. POWER DENSITY MEASUREMENT CYCLE 

The CC.E, having dee ided to orga
nize a power density measurement cycle, 
chose the frequency of 2. 45 GHz, be
cause this value is reserved for indu
strial use.s and there are many applica
tions with considerable power. More
over, simple pow,er density meters are 
available on the market for controlling 
the radiation level in the environment. 
Several countries accept a standard 
that fdmi ts. as tolerable a level of. 10 · 
mW/cm , though with variations to ac
count for the exposure time. Therefqre. 
the CCE suggested to adopt this referen
ce level and to use commercial instru
ments, in order to investigate if they 
are suitable to secure an adequate lev
el control of the electromagnetic radia
tion. 

For this measurement cycle, the 
pilot laboratory supplied a set of com
mercial power density meters, which 
were the "travelling standard" for the 
other laboratories. 

The measurement method is dif
ferent' from the previous one, because 
in this case each laboratory measures a 
calculated field by the same instrumen
tation rather than compare its own in
struments with the "travelling stan
dard". 

The main difficulty is the practi
cal impossibility to generate a plane 
wave in the laboratory. It is known 
that only approaching this condition it 
is possible to calculate the power den
sity in the measurement site from the 
power delivered by the generator, with 
satisfactory approximation. Good re
sults would be obtained if one operates 
in the open space and over long dis-
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tances (with respect to the wavelength 
used) in order to reduce the pertur-. 
bative effects produced by obstacles, 
including the ground. 

This procedure is rather unpracti
cal and very expensive, especially re
garding the generator, when relatively 
high power densities are required, as 
in this situation. Then one must accept 
the solution to operate in anechoic 
chambers, where, by studying_ the geome
try and using absorbing material appro
priately, a useful measurement zone, 
generally called "quiet zone", is ob
tained, in which the electromagnetic 
field is analitically computable •. 

More or less elaborate procedures 
have been perfected in all participa
ting laboratories and these allow to 
generate a known electromagnetic field 
in the "quiet zone", with an uncertain
ty of .:!:. 1 dB [ 2, 3 J • The procedure 
adopted by the IEN is not particularly 
sophisticated, since it requires only 

com~ercial instrumentation, and allows• 
to obtain calibrations at 2.45 GHz wi~h 
a power density level of 10 mW/cm • 
operating over a transmitter-receiver 
distance of about 4 m and with a 150 W 
generator. The uncertainty achieved is 
about + 1.5 dB in a zone of 0.5 m 
diameter approximately. 

Figure 1 shows the instrumentation 
used. The 2.45 GHz radiofrequency po
wer, generated by a magnetron, is radia
ted by a "standard horn" into the ane
choic chamber, and the power density S 
of the electromagnetic field iS: 

( 1) 

where G is the antenna gain. P the 
power . supplied to the antenna, d the 
transmitting-receiving antenna distan
ce. Obviously (1) is only exact in 
ideal propagation conditions. The mea
suring set, consisting of the power me
ters A and B, and the double direction
al coupler C, is used to· determine the 
actual power radiated by the antenna P 
= p - P with P = power supplied by A B A the generator, P = power reflected by 
the antenna. TheBinstrument under cali
bration is represented on the right 
side of figure 1. The probe of the 
power density meter is mounted on a car
riage and can be moved inside the ane
choic chamber. 

The analogic output of the power 
density meter is sent to they axis of 
a x-y recorder, whereas a position 
transducer supplies the x axis with a 
signal directly proportional to the 
transmitting-receiving antenna distan
ce. The power density curve (versus an-
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tenna position) recorded along the lon
gitudinal axis of the chamber, allows 

to evaluate the .VSWR (at least in this 

direction) and then to estimate the 

field uniformity. Moreover, from the re
cording it is possible to derive by 

statistical, methods a corrected power 

density value R and then the calibra
tion factor K of the instrument: 

(2) K = S / R 

The main error in the K evaluation is 

due to R, s_ince the uncertainty in the 

P,G and d determination is lower. Cer

tainly other causes of error exist, for 

example the influence of induction 

field components, but in this case they 

do not contribute significantly. 
The K-factor is the result that 

each participating laboratory in the cy

cle sends to .the pilot laboratory toge-

?owa.r Mahr 
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RF Filter 
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ther with the general test conditions. 

Also in this case the final data of the 

measurement cycle are not yet avail
able, but it is possible to estimate 

that the commercial instrumentation can 

be calibrated with an uncertainty of :!:. 
2 dB. 

.I 

A more detailed error budget is 

being considered end is expected to be 

calculated before the end of. the cycle. 

The other larticipating laborato

ries were: 
BRH Bureau of Radiological Health 

(U.S.A.) 
NBS - National Bureau of Standards 

(U.S.A.) 
NPL - National Physical Laboratory 

(U.K.) 
RIND - Research Institute of Natipnal 
Defence 

{ 

rnaas uremllnt zone 

(Sweden) 

XY 

-----Rae order · 

analogic 
output 

position Trans::!ucar 

Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up for power density meter 

calibration. 
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Test site suitability assessment 
for radiation measurements 
Michele Borsero, Ermanno Nano 
ISTITUTO ELETTROTECNICO NAZIONALE GALILEO FERRARIS, TORINO 
ISTITUTO DI ELETTRONICA E TELECOMUNICAZIONI · POLITECNICO DI TORINO 
CENTRO DI STUDIO PER LA TELEVISIONE DEL CNR, TORINO 

ABSTRACT 

Procedures to assess the test site suitability for radiation 
measurements are considered and discussed with special care to 
the IEC standard 3-metre method. 

The so called "calibration curves" are given for the freque£ 
cy range from 30 to 1000 rrnz in terms of "site attenuation" and 
"calculated field intensity". 

TN'IrtODUCTION 

.Ul different methods of measurement of 
radiation from electrical appliances re
ouire to operate in open air on a suitable 
site,free from reflections. 

IEC and CISPR Publications and other 
Standards reco::nmend a site flat and free 
from reflecting objects .on an area the di
mensions of which depend on the standard 
distance lying between the radiating appli 
ance under test and the receiving antenna. 

However, in practice, it is very diffi
cult to avoid reflections because reflect
ing objects, like walls, trees and so on, 
even at distances greater than those re
commended by Standards, can influence the 
results. In order to establish whether a 
site can be used or not for radiation mea
surements, some tests should be carried 
out and the most used one is to compare 
the experimental results with the theoreti 
cal ones. In other words, if the experime~ 
tal results do not differ more than acer
tain amount (e.g. 3 dB) from the values 
calculated for the ideal conditions of pr£ 
pagation and ground reflection, the site 
is considered suitable for radiation mea
surements. 

1. SITE SUITABILITY 

The suitability of the site should be 
checked with the standard set-up recommeni 
ed for radiation measurements but replacing 
the radiating appliance with a radiating 

VOL.XLIX · N.2 MARCH - APRIL. 1980 

device whose characteristics are known and 
reproducible, e.g. a transmitting dipole, 
supplied by a known power. 

The testing set-up is then shown in 
Fig. 1, where A1 is the transmitting anteE 
na supplied by the standard generator G, 
and A2 is the receiving antenna connected 
to the input of the field-strength meter 
M. 

Fig. 1 - Test set-up 

Two different kinds of procedure are 
now available, according to field or atte 
nuation calculation and measurement. 

1.1. Field method 

This procedure consists in calculating 
the field at the centre of the receiving 
antenna when a given power is supplied to 
the transmitting antenna. The field is 
then measured with-the field-strength me
ter and the calculated and measured values 
are compared. 
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The field calculation is easy only in 
the ideal case of far-field conditions and 
when the influence of the soil on the im
pedance of the two antennas is neglected. 
In this case the field at the centre of 
the receiving antenna can be calculated as 
the vectorial sum of the fields generated 
by the transmitting antenna A1 and by its 
image Ai with respect to the ground (Fig. 
2). 

h1 
h2 

/, 

/ I / 
h1 / I h1 

/\} ____ t.' 2f 
A:1 do 

?ig. 2 - Measuring site geometry 

If A1 is 
free space, 

( 1 .1) 'Ea = 

where: 

a horizontal tuned 
it .follows: 

7 'vPt -jpdd 
e 

di.pole in 

3d is the electric field vector at the 
centre of the receiving antenna 

Pt is the power supplied to the transmit
ting antenna 

p = 2TT/h is the propagation constant 

dd = "\;1h1-h2) 2 + d2 is the direct-wave path 
0 

Taking into account the ground reflec
tion, the field intensity becomes: 

( 1 .2) 

in which: 

Ed is the field intensity in free space 

q is a co~fficient to take into account 
the effect of the ground reflection; 
it may be expressed: 

( 1 • 3) 

p and <p 

q = 

is the reflected-wave 
path 

are the magnitude and phase lag of 
the ground reflection coefficient 
r c *). 

1.2. Attenuation method 

This procedure is based on the following 
definition of site attenuation: 

( 1 • 4) 

where: 
/ 

AP is the site attenuation 

Pt js the power supplied to the transmit
ting antenna A~ 

Pr is the power supplied to the input of 
the field-strength meter by the re
ceiving antenna A2 (+} 

Let the equivalent circuit diagram be 
as sho1m in Fig. 3. 

The impedances zi 1 and·Z 2 may be de
duced from the following eqaations that a,;e 
ply to the antenna system consisting of Ai, 
A2 and their images Af, A2 (2]: · 

(1.5)_ 
v1 =I1Z11+iI 1Z11•+I2Z12+ rr 2z12• 

Vp-I,Z21+rr,z2, ,+I2Z22+ fI2Z22• 

in which: 

r is the complex reflection coefficient 
of the ground; 

Zij = Zji is the mutual impedance betv1een 
_____ A_i_an_d_Aj antenna •. ~ '. ..... 

( +) Elsewhere,- the power. Pr is .defined as 
the available power of the receiving 
antenna [1]. This definition leads to 
a less .;eneral expression_of the atte
nuation An• valid only when the recei;:: • 
ing antenna is matched to the field
strength meter (see below eq. (1.11a)). 

(*)Fora horizontally polarized plane-wave: 

j,I, sin6- Yr.· - cos2o r = p e 'I' = ___;;'--'-____:_:::=:::::::=:::::--
sin 6 + V,:_. - cos2o 

with 

t' Er( 1 - j 
18x109 

_£_) and: = .f Er 

6 = arctan(h1 + h2 )/d0 is the angle of in-
cidence 

f is the frequency 

a is the ground conductivity 

'tr is the relative dielectric constant 
of the ground (referred to free space 
as unity). 
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... 
"- m ZG= 2 cG A 11 ~ I2 pl. 

t 
I Ri1 

VGo CZoG> V1 V2 CZoM> 2M=2 oM 

Xi1 
V20 

B B' 

Fig. 3 Equivalent circuit diagram. 
VGo = e.m.f. of the signal generator 

· ZG = output impedance of the signal generator 

Z0G = characteristic impedance of the feeder connected to the generator 

~II = input impedance of the field-strength meter 

Z 1, = characteristic impedance cf the feeder connected to the field-strength 
o.u 

meter 
z-. l-1 
z ? Vo_ 

= 
= 

Ri 1+~Xi 1 =·input impedance of the transmitting antenna 

R02+.iXo2' = output impeda.'1ce of the receiving antenna 

2o 
Zm 

= 
= 

e.m.f. induced at the open terminals of the receiving antenna 

V20/I1 = transfer impedance 

Consideri~ that v2 = -I2z1 , ;-;here z1 is 

the load impedance at the receiving a.'1ten

na terminals, it results from eq. (1.5): 

V, (Z12+rz12')2 

(1.6) Zi1=1~ =Z11+rZ11;• - Z22+rZ221+Z1 

likewise: 

in whlc!l ZE is the impedance of the equi-· 

vc.lent generator at the transmitting anten 

na. terminals. 
Besides, it is possible to derive from 

eq. (1.5) the ratio of the induced e.m.f. 

v20 of the receiving antenna to the cur

rent 11 feeding the transmitting antenna: 

An expression for site attenuation Ap 
can now be deduced from the knowledge of 

Z- 1, Z02 and Zm. 
1

· · Referring to the circuit diagram of 

?ig. 3, in which, as usually occurs in 

practice, the output impedance ZG of the 

signal generator and the input impedance 

Z;; of the field-strength meter are real 

and matched to their own feeder, the 

power Pt is given by: 
2 

(1.9) 

and Pr by: 
v2o 2 r,zm 

Pr= Zrn+ 2o2 
Zrn = 

Zm+2o2 
( 1. 10) rvGol 2 12ml 

2 

= 
/2G+Zi 1I 2 I 2r,I + z 02 I 2 

2 
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When the receiving antenna is matched 

to the field-strength meter, the expre~ 
sion (1.11) becomes: 

Ro2 Ri 1 
(1.11a) A =4 

P 12ml 2 

If the distance between antennas is 

great enough (at least one wavelength) so 

that the far-field conditions can be con

sidered, then the following expressions 

apply: 

where he is the effective height of the 

receiving antenna, Gt is the gain of the 

transmitting antenna (referred to the iso 

tropic radiator) and the other symbols are 

the same as defined before •. 
In this case: 

h~30GtPtq
2 

(1.13) Pr= d2 
. d 

then: 

Finally, if the following conditions 

are considered: 

- the antennas are two horizontal half-wave 

dipoles: 

(1.15a) Gt=1.64 

- the heights of the dipoles above ground 

as well as the distance d0 are great e

nough so that the contribution of mutual 
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· impedances Zi · (with i / j) can be ne- . . 
glected and tle equations (1.6) and (1.7) 
give the impedances in free-space condi 
tions: 

( 1. 15b) zi1 = 202 

the transmitting and receiving antennas 
are matched to the signal generator 
and the field-strength meter respective
ly 

( 1 • 15c) zi 1 = ZG Zo2 = ZM 

- the dipoles are self-resonant: 

(1.15d) Ri1 =Ro2=73.2 Q xi1 =Xo2=0 

the expression (1.14) becomes: (+) 

(1.16) 
A 73.2 ( 2rrda 2 
·p = 30x1.64 liq ) 

In practice it is more convenient to 
measure voltages ratner than the powers Pt 
and Pr; so, it is possible to give another 
definition of site attenuation based on a 
substitution method: 

(1. 17) a = V, /yn 
·-v Go' Go 

'tihere: 

V' 
Go 

V" Go 

is the site attenuation 

is the signal generator e.m.f. for a 
convenient deflection VM on the 
field-strength meter when the anten 
nas are arranged according to the 
test set-up of Fig. 1 

is the signal generator e.m.f. for 
the same deflection V111 when the co_g 
nections A-A', B-B' of Fig. 3 are 
connected directly together, exclud 
ing the antennas. 

In this way one takes also into account 
the losses of the feeders and of matching 
pads and baluns, if any, since they are 
present during both measurements. Moreover, 
a correct calibration of the field-strength 
meter is noi; required. According to this 
new definition, an expression for site a! 
tenuation ¾ can be deduced from the cir
cuit diagram of Fig. 3 in a way similar to 
that followed above: 

(+) The same expression can be obtained 
from the formula giving the received 
power in free-space [12] 

2 2 
Pr= PtGtGr>.: /(4TTdd) , 

taking into account the ground reflec 
tion effect (coeff. q) and consideri~g 
that the two antennas are half-wave 
dipoles (Gt= Gr= 1.64). 

V' Go 
(1.18) Av=yio= 

Go 

In far-field conditions where relations 
( 1 • 12) apply: 

lz +z I I zG+zi .. 11 dd 
(1.19) ¾= M o2 

Za + ZM ~ "\/3Mth~q 

Finally, considering conditions (1.15), 
the expression (,.19} becomes: 

73. 2 . 2ndd 
<1- 20 ) Av= 30x1.64 (""'Xq) 

Comparing eq. (1.16) with (1.20) if fol 
lows: 

(1.21) 

i.e. the two site attenuations are equal 
when expressed in dB •. 

It should ... be pointed out that also ex
pressions (1.11) and (1.18) satisfy eq. 
(1~21) when the matching conditions (1.15c) 
occur an,f the signal generator and field
strength meter- have the same impedance 
(ZG = ~ = Z0 ); in this case it follows: 

(1.22) Ap=A;=(2 Z0 /IZm!)2. 

1.3. Remarks on the use of site attenua-
tion formulae --....___ ..... 

When expression (1;16) ·or (1 •. 20) is 
used, no problem arises about matching an 
tennas to their feeder, because·it was as 
sumed that antennas have a real and con-
stant impedance against the frequency (e. 
g. 73.2 Q). When expression (1.11) or 
(1.18) is used, the actual calculated im
pedances of transmitting and receiving an 
tennas have to be take~ into account. -

The most logical situation to be con- . 
sidered should be that in which each an
tenna is correctly matched to the genera
tor and the field-strength meter respecti 
vely so that conditions ( 1 .15c) are sat..:.
isfi ed. In this case, not only relation 
(1.11a) applies to calculate the site at
tenuation AP' but direct measurements of 
power are avoided, because Pt and Pr be
come the available power of the generator 
(Pt= V~0 /4Z~) and of the receiving anten- · 
na (Pr =V~

0
/4R02 = V~/ZM) respectively and 

can be easily m~asured. 
Unfortunately, this situation could be 

meaningless in practice, because it im
plies to use an unrealistic matching trans 
former, which at each measuring frequency
should be set for correct compensation of 
the imaginary part of the antenna impedan 
ce and correct matching of the real part
to the feeder impedance (e.g. 50 Q). 

On the contrary, more realistic opera
ting conditions may be the following: 

ALTA FREQUENZA 
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i) Both antennas are tuned according to 
the manufacturer instructions. In this 
case the antenna length is less than 
A/2 and it can be supposed that the 
imaginary part of its free-space impe
dance vanishes. The mutual impedance 
Zm and antenna impedances zi 1 and Z02 
should be calculated by means of com
plicated formulae valid for LI A/2 [3]. 

ii) The length of the two antennas is set 
exactly equal to A/2. In this case mu
tual impedances can be calculated 
through simpler formulae [4], but the 
imaginary part of the impedances zi 1 
and Z02 could be compensated by using 
suitable matching stubs at the antenna 
terminals. This situation corresponds 
to put in formula (1.11) or (1.18) Ri 1 
and R02 instead of zi 1 and Z02 respec
tively. In both cases, moreover, ideal 
baluns having a 1:1 ratio are consi
dered. 

2. THE SUI.TABILITY OF THE IEC RADIATION 
MEASUREr/IE::iT SITE 

The procedure to che ::k the sui ta bil i ty 
of the radiation measurement site is de
sc~ibed in Section Six of IEC Publication 
106 [5]. In this case the field method was 
chosen, giving the available power against 
the frequency for a constant field inten
sity of 100 µV/m. 

The radiating antenna is the same stan
dard ante~.na to be connected to the re
ceiver under test, that is a dipole of 
fixed length (1.5 m for the frequency ran
ge JO to JOO MHz and O.J m for the frequen 
cy range JOO to 1000 t!Hz) ; owing to the -
fact that the dipole is not matched to the 
standard generator, some difficulties a
rose in calculating the available power. 

Besides, it should be kept in mind that 
the IEC curve for the frequency range JO 
to JOO fl!Hz was given taking into account 
not only the theoretical curve but also 
the experimental results obtained in Italy 
and United Kingdom at that time [6], wher~ 
as the curve for the frequency range JOO 
to 1000 Il!Hz was merely theoretical. In both 
cases, the theoretical values were calcula 
ted by means of the following formula [5]: 

( 2 .1 ) P = P 0 a/G 

where: 

P is the available power of the generator 

Po is the power required by a tuned dipole 
to give a field E = 100 µV/m at the ce!! 
tre of the receiving anten.'1.a, whose 
height has been set for maximum reading 

a is the mismatch loss due to the trans
mitting antenna impedance, different 
from 300 Q 

G is the gain of the transmitting an.tenna 

of fixed length with respect to a half
wave dipole. 

The power P0 was calculated through the 
formulae ( 1 • 1 ) , ( 1. 2) and ( 1. J) , in which . 
Pt is replaced by P0 and the factor q takes 
the simple expression: 

(2.2) 

because a metal wire mesh on the ground is 
recommended (soil reflection assumed to be 
ideal: p = 1, cj> = rr) and only the heights h 2 
giving maximum readings are considered 
(j3(dr-dd) = (2n+1)TT). 

It should be noted that the theoretical 
res'..llts are correct only for far-field con 
ditions, that is when the distance dd be-
tween antennas is more than one v,avelength. 
Since in IEC method the distance dd is a
bout J m, the far-field conditions are cer 
tainly satisfied in the frequency range 
JOO to 1000 MHz. 
. Nevertheless, measurements performed by 
the Home Office [7] on different sites in 
London and its surroundings have given re
sults in disagreement with the IEC curves, 
especially in the frequency range above 
300 MHz, where the simplified theory ought 
to be in better agreement with the actual 
situation. 

The discrepancies between experimental 
and theoretical results may be due to se
veral reasons; the most imp.ortant among 
them are the following: 

- from the experimental side: 

a) the untuned antenna can have an imped
ance very different from that given by 
the theory, especially as far as the im 
aginary component is concerned; -

b) the balun can introduce stray reactive 
components; 

c) the balanced feeder connecting the gen
erator to. the untuned di.po.le can radiate, 
giving spurious field components; 

- from the theoretical side: 

d) the effect of the soil and receiving an 
tenna is not taken into account in cal: 
culating the impedance of the transmit
ting antenna and then the available 
power; 

e) the field intensity is calculated at 
the centre of the receiving antenna and 
supposed constant along it; 

f) the field intensity is supposed linear
ly decreasing with the distance; 

g) the formula used to calculate the field 
intensity is valid only for far-field 
conditions; 

h) no indication is given about which an
tenna height has to be considered; when 
moving the receiving antenna in the ran 
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R 
X 

ge from 1 to 4 mm above the ground sev
eral maxima of the reading occur. 

Analyzing the:above listed reasons, the 
following conclusions can be drawn in or
der to improve the results: 

the consequences due to the reasons a) 
and c) can be avoided by using a tuned 
dipole as a transmitting antenna and a 
screened coaxial cable instead of the 
balanced feeder; 

- points d) tog) are of interest only at 
lower frequencies, when the far-field 
situation does not yet occur. 

2.1. A first-approximation solution (sim
plified method) 

The above reason a) is the most respon
sible for errors in calculating the site 
curves, because the relations giving the 
impedance of an untuned dipole are very 
complicated. If simpler relations are used, 
which do not take into account the diameter
to-length ratio of the antenna, very dif
ferent results may be obtained in calcula
ting the antenna impedance and then the 
site curves. An example for the frequency 
range 300 to iOOO l\IHz is given in Fig.· 4, 
where the calculated impedance (real and 
imaginary part) of the IEC standard dipole 
of fixed length ( 0. 3 m) is shovm: very 
great differences are found using different 
graphs and fornulae, especially at higher 
frequencies [7,8,9,10]. The respective site 
C'..ITVes are shovm in Fig. 5, where the IEC 
curve of Pub. 106 is also drawn for compa
rison [5]. 

(a:)) 

L 800 R 

I 
600 L 

400 

200 

300 

X 

000 Ref. ( 7) 

••• " (8) -~- .. (9) 
+++ .. (10) 

400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
1 (MHz) 

Fig. 4 - Calculated impedance (real and im 
aginary part) of an untuned di
pole, according to different theo 
ries 

1 62 

000 IEC Ref (5) 
000 ,, ( 7) 

••• ,. (8) 

••• ,, ( 9) 
+++ ,, (10) 

300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
t (MHz) 

Fig. 5 - Site curves corresponding t6 the 
different cases of Fig. 4, comp~ 
red with IEC _curve 

The curves of Fig. 5 can very well ex
plain why-different theoretical results 
as ,well as discrepa!'lcies with the experi
mental one_s· were fou.,.-.1d. 

A first step to simplify the site curve 
.calculation and to reduce the discrepan
cies between calculated and measured values 
is taken by using a tuned tra.~smitting di
pole, as already mentioned. 

In this case, the antenfm-.....impeda..~ce can 
be assumed independent of the frequency 
and equal to about 73 Q. The nower P re--• 0 . 
quired to generate a field intensity of 
100 µV/m is approximately constant and ve 
ry close to 30 dB(pW). 

A more exact value of P0 ca.~ be .calcu
lated taking into account the height of 
the receiving antenna for maxi.mum _reading. 

The power P0 at the transmitting ante~ 
na terminals is then given by formulae 
( 1 .1), (1.2) and (2. 2) and plotted in Fig~ 
6 as a function of the receiving antenna 
height. h2•-

3t5,-----.--------,---------. 
p 

~6'(p 

31.0 r--------j-------+-------1 

3COI-----

2 3 

Fig. 6 - Available power at the tuned trans 
mitting dipole terminals to pro- -
duce a field of 100 µV/m 
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The curve of Fig. 6 shows that a mim.
mum value of P0 _is required when the max_i 
mum reading occurs at a height h2 of about 
J.6 m (the height h1 of the transmitting 
dipole being 4 m), whereas the maximum 
power P0 is required when h2 = 1 m. Never
theless, the difference between the maxi
mum and minimum values is a.bout 1 dB only. 

In this way (i.e. with a tuned transmit 
ting dipole) the uncertainty due to the a: 
bove indicated reason a) can be avoided 
and the available power Pat the output of 
the standard generator is given by the fol 
lowing formula: 

(2.J) 

where ac is the loss of the feeder and 
balun [11]. 

The uncertainty due to the reason c) 
can be avoided by using a well screened co 
axial feeder having the same impedance as 
the standard generator, and a tuc.~ed dipole 
with an unbalanced input, like those com
J!!Q!I.ly supplied together with the field
strength meters. 

Furthermore, to avoid uncertainties due 
to reasons e) tog), the far-field co~di
tions should be se.tisfied. That meaI1s to 
limit the lower end of the frequency ran
ge to about 80-100 MIIz, as already men
ticned. The above described criteria have 
been considered by Working Group 1 (Radi§:. 
tion and L:mnuni ty Measurements) of the IEC 
Sub-Committee 12A (Recei iring Equipment) in 
revisir.g Section Six - Radiation Measure
ffient Site - of the present Pub. 106. In 
order to introduce a further simplifica
tion in checking the site suitability, the 
site attenuation was adopted and defined 
according to relation (1.4) or (1.17), 
which in this case ta.lee the expressions 
(1.16) and (1.20) respectively. 

The site attenuation A is then given in 
dB as a function of the frequency in the 
range 80 to 1000 MHz {Fig. 7), for a spe
cified height h2 of the receiving antenna 
(Fig. 8) corresponding to a maximum read
ing on the field-strength meter [12]. 

Since the frequency range starts from 
80 MHz, it can be considered that far-field 
conditions are satisfied. 

Nevertheless, it should be pointed out 
that in practice the range limitation to 
80 MHz does not restrict ~he use of the 
method, because the minimum radiation fr~ 
quency from TV and FM receivers generally 
falls above 87 MHz (for standard TV i .f .'s 
of JJ.4 and 38.9 MHz and for supradyne FM 
receivers). 

2.2. A second-approximation solution (M~ 
tual impedance method) 

To improve furthermore the accuracy of 
the site attenuation calculation, the in
fl~ence of the soil as well as the influ-

351--1-------------+---~ 

A 
(dB) 

30 

15 

80 100 200 500 1000 
f (MHz) 

Fig. 7 - Theoretical site attenuation cur
ve obtained with ~eceiving anten
na height of Fig. 8 
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h 
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3 

2 

1 

0 
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f (MHz) 

Fig. 8 - Theoretical antenna height for 
maximum reading on the meter 

ence of the receiving antenna on the trans 
mitting antenna impedance should be taken 
into account. 

From the theoretical point of view, when 
the mutual impedances between the transmi1 
ting and receiving antennas and between 
each antenna and its image with respect to 
the ground are considered, the induced e. 
m.f. in the receiving antenna can be di
rectly calculated through the mutual impe 
dance of the system Zm, given by Eq. ( 1. 8), 
regardless of far- or near-field condi
tions. 

Therefore, formulae (1.11) and (1.18) 
have no restriction with regard to the fr~ 
quency and.can apply to calculate the site 
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attenuation down to 30 MHz. 
Moreover, both antennas may be tuned or 

untuned, but they should have the same si
ze (length and diameter) for the sake of 
simplicity in calculating the mutual impe
dances. 

In far-field conditions and when both 
antennas are not too close to the ground, 
the results of the mutual impedance method 
and those of the simplified method differ 
by a small amount ·[1],[13]. 

Of course, the two methods become equi
valent in free-space and far-field condi
tions. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

In far-field conditions (about 80 to 
1000 MHz) the site attenuation curve can 
be calculated by means of forraula (1.16) 
or (1.20) and the curve of Fig. 7 can be 
considered acceptable. 

Nevertheless, an improvement can be in
troduced considering that the influence of 
the soil on the antenna impedance, and then 
the error in calculating the site attenua
tion, is reduced when the anteci.nas are as 
far as possible from the ground. 

For this reason it may be suggested to 
keep the tra..11s:ni tting antenna at h1 = 4 n 
and to consider, for example, the first 
maximum reading below 4 m, instead of the 
first one above 1 m. 

A 

Furthermore, the difference between the 
highest and lowest values of the site at
tenuation, occurring when the receiving an 
tenna is moved up and down through its -
whole search range, is less than 1 dB, as 
it can be deduced from the curve of Fig.6; 
therefore the site attenuation curve can 
be given regardless of the position of. the 
receiving antenna. 

In fact, the Qurve of Fig. ·7 can be re
placed by two straight lines (Fig. 9), cor 
responding to th~ highest and lowest atte: 
nuation values. The equations of these 
lines are derived from eq. (1.16) or (1.20) 
for h1 = 1 m and 3.615 m, which are the va
lues giving the highest and.lowest attenua 
tion respectively, according to the curve
of Fig. 6. 

Taking into account eq. (2.2) and intro 
ducing the frequency f instead of the wav; 
length A in eq. (1.16) or (1.20) it fol- -
lows: 

(J 1
) A(dB)=20logf-24.97 (lowest value) 

't A(dB) = 20log f -24.05 (highest value) 
·---- -

where the frequency is expressed in MHz 
and the attenuation is given in dB. In this 
way, the site is considered satisfactory 
for radiation measurements when the mea~ 
sured attenuation, regardless of the height 
of the receiving antenna, falls between 
the two lines, with a tolerance of+ 3 dB 
as specified in !EC Public~on 1?'6: 

(dB) 1---n12ar-fi12ld--...------ far-fi<lld 
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Fig, 9 - Comparison between site attenuation curves calculated by simpl_i 
fied method and by mutual impedance method 
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The attenuation curve calculated by mu;.. 
tual impedance method according to eq. 
(1.18) and the above specified conditions 
ii) is plotted in Fig. 9 for comparison. 

This curve is split up into five parts 
corresponding to different orders of the 
maximum reading, as shown in Fig. 9, where 
n indicates the nth maximum above gr9und. 
Consequently, the receiving antenna height 
~hould be set in the following ranges, as 
indicated in Table I, for maximum reading. 

TABLE I 

h2 (m) f (MHz) n 

4.06 - 2.24 80 - 140 2 
3.60 - 1.95 140 - 250 3 
3.80 - 2 .15 250 - 410 5 
4.00 - 2.15 410 - 680 8 
4.00 - 2.46 680 - 1000 13 

As it is shown in Fig. 9, the differ
ence between the curves calculated by t:he 
simplified and nutual impedance methods is 
very small, less than 1 dB, except for a 
few points,. whicb fall outside the two 
straight lines. Nevertheless, the differ
ence ca.'1 be considered small with respect 
to tee usual accuracy of the radiation 
:::1e as~.iremen ts. 

In near-field con.ditions (below about 
80 lliiiz), the site attenuation can be cal
culated or.J.y by means of eq. (1.11) or 
(1.18). The curve plotted in Fig. 9 for 
the frequency ra."lge 30 - 80 MHz was calcu
lated with reference to eq. ( 1. 18) and con 
di ti ons ii), in the same way as the curve
f or frequencies above 80 MHz, and compare.d 
vii th the adjacent straight line obtained 
from eq. (1.20) for far-field conditions. 

The receiving antenna height h2 varies 
from 4 to 1.8 min the frequency range 42 
to 80 MHz, in which only the first maxi
mum above ground exists (n = 1). At freque!i 
cies below 42 MHz, the maximum reading O.£ 
curs for h2 greater than 4 m and then it 
cannot be reached in practice. Therefore, 
in this range the curve was calculated for 
a fixed height h2 = 4 m. 

As mentioned above, only eq. (1.18) r~ 
lating to the site attenuation Ay was used, 
because it is more convenient in practice 
to measure voltages rather than powers. 
Moreover, only conditions ii) were consi
dered and the mutual impedances were cal
culated for infinitesimally thin antenna 
[4]. 

At the IEN investigations are in pro
gress to calculate the attenuation curve 
also in conditions i), closer to the real 
measurement conditions, in order to dete! 
mine the influence of the diameter and 
length of the antennas on the results. 

' ..... , 't''. T - T\I n 

Moreover an experimental investigation 
will be carried out in the frequency ran
ge 30 - 80 MHz to compare the theoretical 
values with the results obtained by using 
non-standard dipoles, like those usually 
supplied together with the field-strength 
meters available on the market. 

Manuscript received on November 5, 1979 
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ABSTRACT 

A general theory is developed for the deternina
tion of electric and magnetic fields penetration 
through the shield of a coaxial caoie of arbitrary 
length. The magnetic field penetration is des
cribed by a surface transfer impedance, whereas 
the electric field penetration is characterized 
by a shunt admittance. Fornulas are given for 
the calculation of these two paraneters as func
tions of the induced voltages at either end of 
the cable; for arbitrary iEpedance terninations 
of both the cable and the testing fixture. For
nulas for the standard triaxial and quadraxial 
fixtures, as well as fornulas for electrically 
short cables with arbitrary end iopedances, are 
obtained as particular cases. 

1. WTRODUCTION 

1.1 Coaxial cables are often resuonsible for 
electromagnetic interference, because the 

1 7) 

outer· conductor, or shield, of the cable is 
not impenetrable to electromagnetic radiation. 
Thus, when _an external field is incident on 
the cable, sone energy leaks through the 
shield ~nto·tl:ie cable and propagates to its 
terminations. This leakage may occur in t~10 

different ways: (a) ma3netic field penetra
tion, due to current flowing on the exterior 
of the shield; (b) electric field penetra
tion through holes in the shield, due to 
charge accuoulated on the shield's outer sur
face. The former ty?e of penetration is the 
only significant· one if the shield is cace of 
solid oetal; the magnetic penetration can be 
represente~ by an equivalent generator in 
series with the interior surface of the shield; 
the.ratio of the voitage induced on theshield's 
interior per unit length of cable to the cur
rent flowing on the shield's exterior is cal-, 
led the surface transfer iope<lance ZT of the 
shield. The latter tvpe of penetration becoues 
significant~if the outer conductor is a braided 
shield, in whic:i case penetration of the nornal 
com,lOnent of ti1e electric field occurs throug:, 
the holes in the braid; the resulting shunt 
current per unit len~th of cable can be related 
to the charge accuriulated on the outer chield 
surface per unit tine via a shunt a'.!~!ittance 
yT. The two independent parameters Z'T' and yT char
acterize the effectiveness of cabl2.shielding, 

a!ld are r:!.5orously defined_ in section 2 of t:1is. 
~a:>er. !t should be noted that the two ty.,es · 
of .. fielci" i;,enetration described above apply to 
,testing conditions (?E!f node in t:ie fixture 
surroundin3 ti1e cabie); other penetration nec'fr· 
ani=s cay occur with different external fielcs. 

1.2 The relative inportance of Zr and yT depends 
on the optical coverage of the cable, defined 
as the ratio between the area of shield-not 
occupied by holes and the total .shield..,._area. 
In general, it is to be expece-ed that. yT be 
relatively unimportant when the O?tical cov-· 
era~e is high. Thus, if the. shield is a 
solid oe.tal cylinder without holes (100% op
tical coverage), the cable penetr2tion is 
described by ZT only. This case has been· 
discussed by Schelkunoff and Odarenko [l] for 
a -~able with matched terminations, and by 
Jun~fer [ 2] , Zorzy and Muehlberger [3]' .and 
others for arbitrary terminations. 

1.3 The case of poor optical coverage, in which 
a significant penetration of the radiai com
ponent of the electric field occurs, is more 
difficult to treat. Although the basic 
?henonenon has been studied by Bethe [4] many 
years ago, it is only recently that Lee and· 
!la= [5] have derived transmission-line equa
tions fora. "braided '.shield cable that contain 
cou'.)ling parameters which are e~,ilicitly re
lated to the number, shape and dimensions of· 
holes in the shield. 

1.4 Standardized measurements of cable penetra
tion paraoeters are available. In particular, 
Zr has been measured by means of triaxial 
and quadraxial testing fixtures (6,7], which 
essentially consist of a hollow !!letal cylinder 
surrounding the cable. The various fixtures 
correspond to different impedance terminations 
of cable and tester. A known TEH field is 
?reduced between tbe cable shield and the sur
rounding fixture, and the voltage induced at 
either· end of the .cable by field penetration 
throu~h the shield may be ~easured an1 related 
to the coupling parameters. A theory which 
is valid for arbitrary impedance te=inations 
of cable and tester and for all frequencies 
has previously be2n developed only for the 
surface transfer impedance [2]. In some pub-
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lished works only Zr was I:1easured; in others, 
the I:leasured quantity was a nixture of z~ and 
yT, but was attributed to Zr only. In both 
cases, the consequence is an inaccurate .pre
diction of the cable response to external 
fields [SJ. Recent expe~imental data are 
found in [9,10]. 

1.5 In section 3 of this paper, a general theory 
is presented ·that leads to the deternination 
of both Zr and yr for cables and fixtures 
with arbitrary impedance terninations and at 
all frequencies. The formulas for specific 
triaxial and quadraxial fixtures as well as 
for electrically short cables are obtained as 
particular cases in sections 4 and 5. The 
focus of this paper is on the analytical de
terl!lination of Zr and yT. No consideration 
has been given to practical neasureraents as
pects and to the conparison of the nine fix
tures of section 5 on a practical basis. The 
rationalized MKS svsten of units is adopted, 
and the time dependence factor exp (+jwt) is 

.onitted throughout. 

1.6 The theory presented in this paper was pre
viously outlined at a synposiUI:1 in 1976 [11]. 
For design problems involving coupling to 
shielded cables, the reader should also con
sult the recent book by Vance (12]. ~easure
raents on fle:tible coaxial cables are discus
sed in [13-15]. A substitution neasurenent 
for the shi.eldi!!g efficiency of a cable has 
been developed and related to ZT by ~lano [16], 
whose method has been recorded by the Inter
national Electrotechnical·Co=ission in a 
CISPR specification [17]. 

2. CODPLING P ARAi.'fETERS 

2.1 The geoI:1etry of the problem is shown in Fig.I. 
The cable under testing has outer radius a and 
is surrounded by a coaxial fixture of inner 
radius b. Here and in the following, the 
primed quantities refer to the fixture and 
the unprimed ones to the cable. By conven
tion, V and V> are the voltage differences 
between shield and either center conductor 
or fixture. The currents I and I> are pos·· 
itive when they propagate in the positive 
x-direction, respectively on the inner and 
outer surface of the shield. 

2.2 The magnetic penetration of the cable is re
presented by an induced, series electro
notive force E per unit length of cable; Es 
has thus the dlnensions of an electric field 
(V /m). T-)e assu!'.'.le that at any x=s' Es is pro
portional to the current I> on the outer sur
face of the shield: 

(1) E (;) = Zm I'(s), 
S L 

where the shield's transfer impedance Z~ is 
independent of s, and is measured inn/~. 

2. 3 The dual of eq. ( 1) is 

(2) K (s) = YT V>(s), s . 
where yT is not the reciprocal of z~. is as
sumed independent of;, and has dim~~sions of 
conductivity (n-Im-1). The para::Jeter yT is a 
measure of the electric penetration of the 
shield. we call it the penetration or shunt 
admitt;nce of the cable shield. Since yT has 
the disadvantage of dep,ending on the ::;eo;;ietry 
of the fixture, it is desirable to relate it 
to a parameter which depends only on the cable 
being tested. On physical ?,rounds, the shunt 

current Ks per unit length of cable must be 
proportional to the increment of electric 
charge dQ/dt accumulated on a unit length of 
outer shield surface per unit time: 
(3) K (1:-) = A ~ = -A dI'(O 

s s o dt o ~ 

where A is a constant. Since 
0 

(4) Q 

where e:0 is the permittivity of the free space 
between shield and fixture and Er·is the 
radial co• ponent of electric field at the 
outer surfacer= a of the shield, eq. (3) be
cones, in phasor notation: 

(5) K (s) = B E (~) , s o r 

with B0 jwA0 27raE0 • Thus, the shunt current 
pe. unit length is proportional to the radial 
electric field at the outer surface of the 
shield. The coefficient Bo is measured in 
n--1 and is independent of the geometry of the 
fixture. for TEU mode-propagat:i.on in the 
fixture, 

(6) V>(s) 

and therefore 

(7) B 
0 

In the following we derive for.::tulas for YT; 
from these, B0 may at once be obtained via 
eq. (7). 

3. GENERAL THEORY 

3.1 The cable and the testing fixture are repre
sented by the transmission lines shown in 
Fig, 2; both lines have length 1. The cable 
is terminated on impedan_ces t 1 and Z2 at x= 
0 and x=i, respectively. The fixture is fed 
by a source located at x=O and represented 
by a voltage generator of zero impedance in 
series with a load z1, and is terminated on 
a load z2 at x=i. For negligible losses, the 
propagation constants y and y' are given by 

(8) 
• 27r , • 2-rr 

Y J T Y = Jx, 

where>..~ is the wavelength in the fixture 
(equal to the free-space value) and Xis 
the wavelength in the cable (equal to X' 
divided by the refractive index ✓ E:rµr of 
the insulating naterial in the cable). The 
first of eqs. (8) is valid only under certain 
restrictions, which are discussed in the Ap
pendix. The characteristic impedances Z

0 
· 

and Z~ are ~ 
(9) Z =60 µr in <I>.o · (in n) 

0 E: cf>. , , 
r l. 

z' = 60 in.£., (inn) , o a 

where E:r and µrare the relative perl!littivity 
and pe::'l!leability in the cable, and the lengths 
¢

0
, <Pi, a and bare defined in Fig. 1. 

3.2 For an infinitesimal length d~ of cable shield 
at x = s, the mignetic_ penetration is de
scribed by the series voltage 

(10) dV s (s) = Es(;) d; 

and the electric penetration by the shunt 
current 

(11) K (s) d; • 
s 

The problem consists in finding the voltages 

·1 

I 
l 

l 

I 
I 
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3.3 

V(0) = V1 and V{R.) = v2 at either end of the 
cable as functions of the penetration parane
ters ZTand yT introduced in eqs. (1) and (2). 

The voltage and ·current in the cable are ob
tained from the voltages.and currents due to 
point sources by superposition [18]. Thus, 

I
R, - IR,~ 

(12) V(x)= V(x,f,;)Es (!;)di;+ V(x,l;)Ks (,;)di;, 
0 0 

I
R, - IR,~ 

(13) I(x)= V(x,,;)Es(,;)dl;+ I(x,l;)Ks(l;)d,;, 
0 0 

where V(x,,;) and I(x,I;) are the.voltage and 
current produced at x = x when a unit electro
motive force is impressed at x_= I; in series 
with the line, and V(x,,;) and I(x,,;) are the 
corresponding quantities for a unit shunt cur
rent. It is known [18] that: 

(14) 
~ 1 
V(x,I;)= - 6 (sinh yx+z1 cosh yx) 

• [ccsh y(2.-l;)+z2 sinh y (2.-0] , x<- I;, 

1 ( h ycc, . h y/:) 
6 cos ~Tz1 sin. , 

• [sinh y(2.-x)+z2 cosh y(2.-x) J, x>I;; 

(15) 

I(x,I;)= Zle (cosh yx+zl sinh yx) . 
0 

·losil y(£-s)+z2 sinh y(£-s)_] •· ~_s, 

= 
2

1
0 

(cosh yl;+z
1 

sinh yl;) 
0

• [cosh y(£-x)+z2 sinh y(£-x)], x~E.;; 

(16) 
• zo . 
V(x,t;)=- 6 (sinh yx+z

1 
cosh yx) 

Z • [sinh y(2.-O+z2 cosh y(i-0] , x:s, 

= - ; (sinh yl;+z
1 

cosh YO 

•[sinh y(£-x)+z2 cosh y(2.-x)] x~I;; 

(17) 
• 1 
I(x,1;)= 6 (cosh yx+z1 sinh yx) 

where 

• [sinh y(i-E.;)+z2 cosh y(2.-E.;-)} , ~ 1;, 

= -¾ (sinh yl;+z1 cosh yl;) 

• [cash y(2.-x)+z 2 sinh y(2.-x)) , x>E.;; 

(18) o 

and 

are nol'1!lalized impedances. 

3.4 The voltages and currents produced in the 
fixture originate from an electroaotive force 
connected in series at E.;0 = 0; ther~ are no 
shunt currents. Hence the voltage V' (f.;,f,0 ) 

and the current I' (E.;,1;0 ) due to a unit series 
electronotive force located at E.; 0 are obtained 
from eqs. (14) and (15) via the substitutions 
x•,;,,; • 1;0 , Z0 • z;, y• y', z1, 2• z1,2, yielding, 
for 1;0 = 0: 

(20) V'(l;,O) = 0~ [sinh y'(£-E.;) + 

z2 cosh y'(£-E;)] , O:_E};.2., 

(21) i'(l;,O) = z'~' [cosh y'(R--:1;) + 
0 

z2 sinh y'(R,-1;)], D:,~_2., 

where 

(22) o' = (l+ziz2) sinh y'2. + 

(zi + z2) cosh · y'2. 

(23) zi, 2 = Zi, 2 / z; 
It follows that 

(24) ~'(E.;,O) = 11 (0 = 

v' (o, O) v' (O) 

i 

sinh y' (2.-1;) + z2 cosh y' (2.-1;) 

sinh y'2. + z2 cosh y'R, 

(25) I~(l;,O) = I'(O = 

and in particular 

sinh y'R, + z; cosh y"'R, 

I'(0) 

cosh y'R, + z2 sinh y"'2. 

, 

By using the relation V"'(2.) = z2r'(2.), it fol
lows from the last two equations that 

(28) V'(0). sinh y'R, :i----z.2 coshy"'R, 
z' ---~------

I"'(0) 
o ,,.. ,,. ,,,,. 
·cosh y 2..+ z2_ sinh y 2. 

Substitution of eqs. (24) and (25)· into eqs. 
(1) and (2) gives: 

(29) Es(f.;) = ZT 1"'(2.) [cosh y~(2.-1;) + 

z2 sinh y"' (2.-1;} ] 

(30) Ks(,;)= YT v"'(R,) [cosh y'(2.-1;) + 

~ sinh y"' (2.-1;) ]·. 
z2 

in particular, E
6
(i) = 0 if z2 00 , .whereas 

Ks(2.) = 0 if z2 = 0. 

3.5 The voltage V(x) and current I(x) in the cable 
may now be calculated by substituting eqs. 
(14-17), (29) and (30) into eqs. (12) and (13). 
Since the resulting formulas are rather curn
berso• e, we only give the expressions for the 
voltaP,e at either end of the cable: 

(31) 
z1I'(R,) 

(ZTA + YT Z
0 

z' B) v-
1 o(/-y'2> 0 

(32) 
z

2
r"' (£) 

(ZTC + YT Z
0 

z' D) V-
2 oc/-y,2> 0 

where 

(33) A = YZz-y'z? [ (y"'z2-YZ,2)sinh y"'R, + 

(y'z22-2-y)cosh y"'2.]sinh· yR. + 
[ (y"'-yz2z2)sinh y"'R,+ (y"'~2-r.i2) 

• cosh y"'.t]cos:1 y!I. , 
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3.6 

(34) B = yz2--yz2+ [(y'z2--yz
2

) sinh y'i + 

(y' -yz
2z2) cosh y'i] sinh yi + 

· [ (y' z
2

z2-y) sinh y'i+ (y' z
2
-yz2) 

• cosh y'R,J cosh yi , 

(35) C = (y+y'z1z2) sinhyi -(yz
1

z2+y')sinhy'R, 

·+ (yz1+y'z2) (coshyi-coshy'i), 

(36) .D "' (y+y' z
1 

z2) sinhy'i-(yz
1 

z2+y')sinhyi 

+ (yz2+y'z
1

) {coshy'£-coshy9,). 

Fomulas (31) and (32) are the fundamental re
sults of this paper. They can be solved ex
plicitly in terns of Zr and yT, provided that 

(37) AD-·BC I O. 

In practice, the measured quantities may be 
the impedances defined by the ratios 

(1) Vl (2) V2 
(38) Z "' -- ' Z "' --

I'(O) r'(O) 

I' (R,) 

From eqs. (27), (31) and (32): 

(39) / 3> = Z(l) (coshy"Hz2 sinh y'£) 

z 
--1-- (Z KrYTZ z'B) • 
o(y2-y,2) 1 o o 

(40) z(4) z(2) (coshy'£+z
2 

sinh y'£) 

z2 T , 

2 2 (ZTC+Y Z
0

Z
0

D) . 
o(y -y' > 

Tr..e par=eters Zr and yT can be obtained 
fr= the measurements of z(l) and z(2)t or 
z( 1>and z(4), or z(2) and z(3), or z(3,and 
z(4), provided that condition (37) is sat
isfied; in such case, 

(41) z = oc/-y,2) [P- z(3)_ .L z<4)] 
T AD-BC · z

1 
z

2 

(42) YT= o<r:-r'2) (A... 2 (4)_ .f_ 2 (3>] • 
Z

0
Z

0 
(AD-BC) z2 z1 

3.7 Instead of the impedances of eqs. (38), one 
may measure the voltage ra~ios 

(43) Vl z2 (ZiA+YTZ
0

Z~B) 

v' 
2 z' o c/-y'2> 2 

(44) v2 z
2

(ZmC+YTZ z'D) 
L O 0 

v' 
2 z2 o (/-y'2) 

or the ratios v1Jv1 and v2;v1 which are ob
tained frora the above equations via eq. (26). 
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Coble Shield 
Teshn9 Fi•tur• 

Figure 1: Geometry and Sign Conventions for 
Cable and Testing Fixtures. 
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Figure 2: Transmission-line Representation 

of Cable and Fixture •. 

4. LOW FREQUENCY FORMULAS 

4.1 The results of the previous section yield ap
proximate but very simple fornulas for short 
cables. Assume that 

(45) IYil « 1, jy'il «l, 

which implies that 

(46) i « X' /2rr 

in the lossless case. The coefficient. of eqs. 
(33-36) become: 

(47) A::: -(/-y'2)[£ +½ (yz2+y'z2)£2], 

(48) B = ( 2 ,2) [ ~2. 1 ( , , ) o 2 - y -y z2z;.c+i yz2+y z2 1v ] 

(49) C = (i-y'
2

)[H½(yz1+y'z2)R.
2] , 

(50) D : { 2 ,2)[ , 0 . 1( , , ) 2 - y -y zlz2,.,+ 2 Yz2+Y zl R, ] , 

3 where terms O(i) have been neglected. Under 
the condition I z211 00 , the impedances (38) 
becone 

(51) zCl) = z(3) 
-z1R. 

(ZT + YTZ2Z2) =--z1+zz-

(52) zC2) ::: z (4) 
z2R. 

(ZT - YTZ1Z2) , = zl+z2 

?.nd condition (37) gives 

I 
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In particular, if z2 = 0 then eqs. (51) and 
(52) becone inde?enoent of yT, and Zr is 
trivially obtained by measuring any one of 
the four iopedani::es z(i) (i = 1,2,3,4). 

. T . 
4.2 An independent ceasurement of Y may be 

achieved by considering the rat:!.o Vz/vf. for 
z1 = Zz = 00 and with the assucptions (45). 
To. dominant order: 

(54) (z =z'=00) 
ii. 2 

4.3 The second-order terns in the expansions (51-
52) are easily obtained; thus, for exa~ple, 

(51a) zCl) 

y-~ 2, 1 [Y __ 1_2 __ 1_ 'I' ( l+z z ) 
2 2 z 1

+z2 
2z

2 

and is valid if z2 ~ ~. Sowever, equations 
such as (51a) are rat:ier ,:ooplicated, so that 
cl!enever the approxilllate. results (51) a!ld (52) 
are not sufficiently accurate, one might as 
well revert to the exact fomulas of section 
3. 

5. PA.,TICULAR CASES 

5.1 Several cases which have previously been con
sidered by other authors c1ay be obtained from 
the general results of section 3 by attributing 
specific values to the end impedances of cable 
and fixture. A quadraxial fixture is one in 
which both the testing jig and the cable have 
natched te=inations; it is discussed below. 

176 

A triaxial fixture has the end of the jig 
shorted (z2=0); since zi d~es not appear in 
the formulas, we may obtain a variety of tri
axial configurations by attributing different 
values to z1 and z2, Of special interest are 
the cases when the cable terminations are 
shorted, t:1atched, or open ended; if we ex
clude the case z1=z 2=0 in which both V1 and 
v2 are zero, eight different triaxial fixtures 
result, and these are discussed in the fol
lowing. In all triaxial cases, z(3),(4) 
z(l),t2>cosh y'JI.. 

Case l: z1=z2=zz=l. This is the quadraxial 
fixture proposed by Knowles and Olson [7]. 
From eqs. (39) and (40): 

(55) 

(56) 
-y'JI. 

e 

-(y+y')R. 1 
e -

_2(y+y') 

• (Z +YTZ z') 
T o o ' 

-y'JI. -yJI. 
e · -e 

2(y-y') 

(ZT-YTZ z'). 
0 0 

The explicit solution of this systen is: 

(58) T 1 
Y ·zz' y + y' 

0 0 

y - y... 2
(2). ~ 

-y'.e, -y9, 
e -e 

and is possible if 

(59) e (yry')9,1 1. 

Case 2: Zl=z;=o, zz=l. 
fixture, 

(60) 2<1> = z<3> = o, 

For this triaxial 
/ 

-vR. 

(61) z<
4> = yi-;-~ [zT (y sinh yi-y'sinh y ... 9-) 

+ YTZ
0

Z~ (y sinh y'.2.-y ... sinh yll.) ] • 

so that a separate determination of Z4 and yT 
is not possible. 

Case 3; z1=zz=O, z2=00 • 

axial fixture previously 
Bridges and Miller [6]. 
(60) still holds, whereas 

This is the tri
considered by 
It is found tha~ eo.. 

(62) 2(4). 2 Y sinh yJI.' -· y ... sinh y-.e, + 

T (y2 - y'2) cosh yt 

{_ 
---- + YTZ 2 ... Y sinh y ... £ - y ... sinh yJI. 

0 0 ( 2 ... 2) -Y -y cosh y.2. 

which reduces to eq. (3) of Bridges and Hiller 
[6] if yT=O. Again, it is not possi~le to 
evaluate ZT and yT separately. 

Case.4: z1=l, zz=00 , zz=O, Eqs. (39) and 
(40) give: 

( 6 3) ----..__ · 

2 
(3) =Z y+y' sinhyhinhy'Jl.-ycoshykoshy ... 9-_ 

T (y2-y ... 2)ey2 
+ .. 

y cosh y ... JI. - y ... sinh y'.2. + 

( 2 ... 2) yt 
y -y e 

, Yi , 'o , 
+ yTz 2 ... :::J_l + Y cosh y ., + ysinh y 9, , 

0 'O ( 2 ,2) yi y -y e 

which can be explicitly inverted to give Zr 
and yT, provided that 

(65) cosh yi f cosh y ... 9-. 

Case..2.: z1=zz=l, z2=0. Now we have: 

(66) 

2(3) ~ . ,Z [zr (ye-y.e,-'ycoshy'Jl.+y'sinhy't) 
2(y -y ) 

+ Y 2
0

2
0 

-ye +y cosy -ysinhy 9, T ( ' -yJI. ' h '2 · ... ) ] 

whereas the expression for z(4)equals one 
half of the right-hand side of eq. (64). An 

explicit solution for Zr and yT is possible, 
under condition (65). 

Case 6: z 1=00 , z2=1, z2=0. 

(67) 

2(3)_ - 1-- [zr(ye-yll. __ ycoshy'Jl.+y'sinhy'JI.) + 
2 ,2 

y -y 

+ YTZ z' (-y'e-y9,+y ... coshy'2-:ysinhy'9,)] , 
0 0 

ALTA FREQUENZA 
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(68) 

which can be solved for Zr and yT if the 
condition 

(69) .sinh y'! 1' 0 

and condition (65) are satisfied. 

Case 7: z1=1, z2=z2=0 

(70) z<2> = z<4> = O, 

-y'J, 
e 2 , 

2 
[zT(y' sinhy'!coshyi-ysinhyi • 

y -y . 

• coshy~ Q,) + YT'l. z'(y'sinhyl.coshy'Q.-
. O D 

ysi11hy'!coshyi )] 

.Gase 8: zl= 00
, Zz=z;=o. 

(72) z<4> = z<2>= o. 

(73) zC3) - 1 [ Z=(y'sinhy'Q, • 
-( 2 ,1) 0 1 y -y cosh y,, 

.coshy.t-ysinhyicoshy'!) + YTZ
0
Z~(y' • 

• sirrhyicos:1y'i-'(sinh."f~koshyi) J 
~_2_: z1 = z2 = 00 , z2 = O. 

(74) 

(75) 

z<4) 

= 1 (zT(y+y'sinhy!sinhy't -
cl-y'2)sinh yi 

--y'c.osh'y.1'.coshy'i) + YTZ z'(-y' -ysinh yQ, • 
· . 0 0 

sinhy'!+y' coshyx.coshy'!)] 

coshyi- coshy'i .. 
cl-y'

2
)sinhy1. 

which can be solved for Zr and yT under con
ditions (65), (69) and 

(76) sinh y! 'F 0. 

5.2 In conclusion, the triaxial fixtures of cases 
2, 3, 7 and 8 do not allow for the deternina
tion of both Zr and yT. These two parameters 
may be calculated from aeasurements perfomed 
using either the quadraxial fixture or one of 
the triaxial fixtures of cases 4, 5, 6 and 9, 
under conditions which, in the absence of los
ses, iI:lply that 

(77) f, I ± ~ + n, (n 0, ±1, ±2, ••. ), 

and, in addition, that 
Q, .J. n 

(78) r T 2 

for case 6, and 

(79) _!_I.E... >. 2 
for case 9. 

6. CONCLUSIQN 

6.1 The analytical deterr.iination of the two para
meters which characterize the electroI:1agnetic 
penetration of a cable shield under testing 

AL_"l_ M.li.n.C'.U __ ..ADCTI -til.00 _________ _ 

conditions, i.e., the surface transfer impe
dance Zr and the shunt admittance yT, has been 
obtained for arbitrary im~edance ;eminations 
of both cable and testing fixture. Specific 
fornulas for triaxial and quadraxial fixtures 
have then been obtained as particular cases; 
some of these fixtures do not permit the sep-
arate detemination of Zr and yT. · 
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APPEIIDIX 

8.1 The inner surface of the cable shield acts as . 
an active surface which radiates energy into 
the cable. Thus, the assumption that the 
energy which penetrates through the shield 
travels along the cable as a TEM mode is un
doubtedly incorrect; however, this assumption 
(and consequently the first of eqs. (8)) is a 
very good approximation under practical test
ing conditions. Consider, for example, a per
fectly conducting shield of negligible thick
ness ( ¢0 ::: 2a) containing n holes per unit 
lenght of cable. The magnetic penetration 
does not occur, and the electric penetration 
is described by two coupled equations derived 
by Lee and Baun [5], that in our notation and 
with the aid of the continuity equation (3) 

become: 

dV 
(A-1) dx = -jwL(l+om) I - jwLomI~, 

dI_ = -jWC(l-o ) V - o dI' ' 
dx e e dx 

where 
<i> 

(A-2) L = .!'._ R.n o 
27r T • 

1 

2'ITE: C= ---,¢,--

(A-3) o = 
e,m 

2 n 

2 ¢0 
n <1l R.nT 

0. i 

in ..2. 
<i>i 

a e,m 

and ae and °mare the electric polarizability 
and the¢-¢ component of the dyadic magnetic 
~olarizability of each hole in the shield. 

8.2 Equations (A-1) may be easily decoupled. If 
we observe that 

{A-4) I'(x)= v;5i) sinhy'(i-x)+ 
0 

+ I'(!)coshy'(R.--x}., 

with V>(Q,)/Z~ = z2 I'(!), then we obtain: 

2 2 . 
(A-5) dV r2 . ''(")(r- i) -. - - V = JWLY I ,, - - • 

d 
2 2 

X y 

(A-6) 

• [sinhy' (Q.-x) + z2coshy' (i-x)] 

2 
U - r2

1 = I'Ct> [r2
-r2+c/-y'

2)o J· 2 . e 
dx · 

• [ coshy' (R.-x) + Zzsinhy> (R.-x). J , 
where 

(A-7) r2 /(1-o > (1+0 ) • 
• e m 

1.77 
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When 6e =om= 0, eqs. ~A-5) and (A-6) become. 
homogeneous, and r2 .= y • If oe and o are 
sufficiently small, then the propagatio~ con
stant can still be taken as approxiraately 
equal toy, provided that 

(A-8) lr-r1£<< 1 • 

For small cable losses, !YI ~ 2n/A, and if we 
assume. that 

(A-9) Io -o + o o I < < 1, e m e c. 

then eq. (A-8) gives_ 

(A-10) R, < < 1 
T nlo -o + o o I · e m em 

8.3 Inequality (A-10) is satisfied in all practical 
testing conditions. As an example, consider 4 
rhomboidal holes per each length % of cable, 
with the major diagonal of length 4>0 /8 and the 
rhomboid's sides forning a 30° angle with the 
axis. From the results of Latham [19], it can 
be proven that~~ 0.025 and oe ~ 0,006, so 
that eq. (A-10) yields i < < 1 ?A. The naxinU!:I 
frequent:y of interest in E:·IP studies is about 
200 ~z, corresponding to Amin= 1.5 m; thus, 
in our example i < < 24m, which is always the 
case in laboratory conditions. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

• 

Potential eye hazard 
from specular reflections by polaroid films 

Renato Marchetti, Eugenio Penco, Maurizio Tomassini, Angelo Tranquilli, 
SELENIA S.p.A., RESEARCH DEPARTMENT, POMEZIA (ROMA) 

Nowadays a co=.on technique to visualize near 

and far infrared laser beams is to burn exposed 

Polaroid filns. The Polaroid bll!"n spot method 

becane a sort of •iiagnostic tool for Nd lasers 

several years ago; more recently this substrate 

received attention for 10.6 J.l!ll application too 

[ 1,2]. 

Using this material with ·a CO2 source we found 

the presence of a strong reflected radiation, 

highly directional, therefore potentially dange

rous for the human vision. With power density low 

enough to prevent- the film damage we measured a 

reflectivity close t9 40%; in presence of a dama

ging power density the reflectivity was lowered to 

18%, but a shrinked pulsewidth resulted. In this 

experiment a transversely excited laser with an 

output energy of 1 Janda pulsewidth of 200 ns 

full width at half maximum has been focused on the 

Polaroid film, type 47, getting an energy density 

of 5 J/cm2 (Fig. 1). 

1. E.A. I ENS 

C.R.O. 

0 

Fig. 1 - ExperimentaZ set-up. 
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EXPOSED POLAROID 
fllM 

PHOTON DRAG 
DETECTOR 

(_ 
···---rn·Fig. 2 the laser pulse shape and t,he 

pulse reflected by the film are shown. It can be 

seen that the leading part of tb:epulse is reflec

ted and only after approximately 100 ns the bur

.ning process c=pletely develops, resulting in an 

almost total absorption. This phenomenum gives a 

narrowing of the pulse and durirrg--sttie transient 

a power density as high as 15· ml/cm2 is ~eaving 

the target. 

TYPICAL 1.E.A. PULSE 

20011 -
·PULSE REHECTION FROM 
POLAP.01D 

'Fig. 2 - Laser puZse and refZeated puZse from the 
burned fiZm. 

Similar results have been obtained with 

a co2 C.W. source of 3 W._ Measurements at 1.06 µm 
are currently under way; the reflectivity and the 

energy spatial distribution will be published in 

a future·paper. 

In conclusion, with this letter we want 

to point out the hazard that can be encountered 

by people using.the exposed Polaroid film to vi

sualize infrared laser beams. 
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,, 
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[x10-12] 
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i 5 370.S0 5 

;;~:~~ i ' 19 125.45 19 
485.35 2 094.57 

4 536.06 4 562.06 

3 086.29 3 116. 46 

( 17 550.93 17 577~35 
10 680.09 rn 636.82 
8 034.11 8 064.71 

12 054.64 12 094.61 
5 8'56.31 5 883. 51 

11 455.01 11 482. 17 
6 633-59 6 664.70 

10 936.23 10 957.45 

5 392.08 5 399.15 
18 102.96 16 134.35 

- ·-14 557.98'--14 565,.2') 
3 427.12 3 458.91 

12 545·.n 12 545.02 
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5 328.13 5 356.67 

19 882.63 19 965.91 
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18 23 28 
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consequently in t;'Z'C(!EN). The diffe!"'er.ce 
TAT-UTC, si?-,ce 1 Ja::tia::-y 198C, will be 
eque.l to +i 9 s. 
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